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ABSTRACT 

Several new techniques were developed and appUed to investigate various non-

trivial aspects of vibrational motion. In particular, a novel strategy for accurate 

determination of vibrational energy levels in the presence of intramolecular hy

drogen bonds was proposed. A small subset of convenient internal coordinates 

was chosen to represent a vibrational mode of interest, while the interdependence 

among all other coordinates was encoded in the (/-matrix elements which appear in 

the kinetic energy operator. Individual ^-matrix elements were modeled by series 

of shifted Gaussian fimctions, a newly proposed functional form that assured phys

ically correct behavior for the entire domain of internal c;oordinates. The success 

in reproducing experimentally observed frequencies should be partly attributed to 

a new basis set of modified Herraite-type fimctions wliich has been introduced in 

this work and employed in all presented vibrational energy calculations. 

A novel functional representation for potential energy surfaces (PES) was also 

proposed in tliis work. The new representation, consisting of products of shifted 

Gaiissians and sliifted Morse fimctions, reproduces all local features near the bottom 

of the well and also posesses correct asympototic behavior. Determination of the 

functional parameters for the PES fits involved a simultaneous optimization of 

many linear and non-linear parameters, and required a development of an efficient 

minimization roxitine. The new routine consisted of an iterative procedure, which 

treated sets of linear and non-linear parameters separately and in successive order 

in each iteration. 
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The above-mentioned set of developed tools was applied to study the intramolec

ular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) in HDO molecule. The time-evolution 

of the 0-H stretching local mode was studied by a time-propagation method bcised 

on matrix representation of the evolution operator. The energ>' transfer among 

the local modes was modeled by non-diagonal (/-tensor terms in the kinetic energy 

operator and by three-dimensional potential energy operator. The results inchcate 

that the 0-H stretching local modes must be substantially long-lived within the 

chosen model. 

A new reciursive programming teclinique combined with a very effec-tive ptissing 

by reference methodology was developed and used in tliis study to implement the 

time-propagation routine. The introduced concept of a shared compound pointer 

in Fortran 90 automatically accounts for the changing sizes of all data structmes, 

while working with only a single parameter, a pointer to a parent object. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The twentieth century has had tlie privilege of seeing the development and flour

ishing of one of the greatest of intellectual acWevements: modern theoretical physics 

and particularly the quantum theory. The foundation of such a science required 

enormous effort from the scientists to break the classical beliefs about the motion 

of small systems. Once the correct understanding of laws describing the motion of 

atoms and molecules has had been reac^hed, chemists became very encouraged since 

the chemical questions then immediately transformed to the problems of applied 

mathematics. If the exact numerical results were not often beyond the immediate 

reach, mankind would become extremely powerful as the synthetic pathways tis well 

as the properties of the new (even inexistent) materials, could be readily predicted. 

Unfortimately, the analytic solution of the Schrodinger equation, which describes 

the behavior of molecular systems, is only available for the hydi'ogen atom and one-

electron ions of heavier elements. However, tliis does not chminish the importance 

of quantimi theory in imderstanding the chemical processes at the molecular level, 

since the approximate solutions of the Sclirodinger equation are often as good as 

the exact ones. Hence, the main goal of a quantimi chemist becomes the develop

ment of methods of solving the Schrodinger equation which, within a reasonable 
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time frame, would provide an approximate, although, quite accm:ate, solution. 

The phenomenon of chemical transformation, i.e. the process of making and 

breaking of chemical bonds, inherently implies the involvment of atomic motion, 

and, therefore, is intimately connected to the natiu"e of nuclear vibration dynamics. 

Consequently, the intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) lies at the heart 

of any first principles of rates of chemical reactions. Thus, the importance of IVR 

in chemistry can hardly be overstated. Understanding of intramolecular vibrational 

dynamics also helps to design the experiments in which utihzing and redirecting 

the vibrational energy flow allows one to achieve a selective control in produc:t 

formation in chemical reactions, the primary goal whic;h has been pursued through

out the entire liistory of chemistry. The recent progress in laser light sources' and 

supersonic jet spectroscopy- is providing hard experimental e\'idence about the pos

sibility of designing vibrational mode-selective imimolecular reactions. The current 

science and art of photoselective photochemistry^ is presently focusing on a variety 

of schemes for the realization of photoselective reactions. The exploitation of laser 

raonocliromaticity to acliieve selective absorption and thereby indtice the reaction 

of only one component in a mixture provide the first successful steps in tliis effort. 

1.1 Overview of Methods 

The experimental and theoretical work related to the description of IVR djmam-

ics can be divided onto four broad categories: unimolecular decay, bimolecular 

reactions, coUisional energy transfer and highly excited vibrational states. 
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For each topic I give a brief overview of experiment and theory, and then describe 

how the present work fits within the modern theoretical IVR studies. 

l.I.l Unimolecular Decay 

In a vibrationally excited molecule IVR into dissociative modes may lead to 

breaking of a chemical bond. The primary two targets of the experimental uni

molecular decay studies are 1) identification of dissociation channels and 2) deter

mination of lifetimes as a fimction of energy above the chssociation limit. Many 

experimental techniques have been developed and applied to imimolecular decom

position of isolated molecules. Collisional deactivation is used in chissical kinetics 

experiments to measure unimolecular decomposition rates via pressure-dependent 

measurements. Optical techniques are primarily employed to induce state-selective 

vibrational excitations in photo-initiated dissociation experiments and usually pro

vide ac;curate lifetimes and state-to-state pathways. 

In cases when IVR occurs on a faster scale compared to decomposition, the 

dissociation spectrum becomes quite complex, since it contains contributions from 

countless overlapping resonances. One experimental method for studying dissoci

ation from a quasi-contimumi of states near the dissociation limit utilizes direct 

absorption of vibrational activation resulting from electrotnic excitation followed 

by rapid radiationless decay to the gromid electronic state.'' If the photon energy is 

above the dissociation threshold, imimolecular reaction products can be detected in 

real time using tecliniques such as Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy. 
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The dissociation dynamics can be inferred from the resulting rates and product 

distributions. Photofraginent translation energy spectroscopy is another tool for 

identifying imimolecular reaction channels and the kinetic energy release of the 

photofragments.^ However, the methods to relate how the initial energy and den

sity of states influence decomposition rates and channels for the qnasi-contimuun 

state densities are still tmder development. Interpretation of the dissociation spec

tra for the liigh energy regions becomes rather difficult due to inability to mccisure 

accurate state densities for polyatomic molecules. 

Currently developed theoretical methods vary in their applicability to model 

unimolecular decomposition experiments. One generally needs to use a quantum 

or t:hissical dynamical theory to determine accurate state-resolved lifetimes. How

ever, this is only possible if the corresponding dissociation spectrum consists of 

the nonoverlapping scattering resonances resulting from collisions between the dis

sociating fragment molecides. Such situation is often encountered in imimolectilar 

decomposition of small molecules at low energies and involves isolated initial states, 

where the decay width is small compared to the average energy level spacing. Sta

tistical theories appear to be more useful for larger molecules or small molecules at 

liigh energies when the initial states are strongly overlapped. 

Lifetimes for unimolecular decay may be calculated by using both time-independent 

and time-dependent quantimi mechanical methods. Negative imaginary potential 

approach developed by Bowman® is an interesting example of a time-independent 

method. In this method one solves the time-independent Schrodinger equation in 
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a basis set of square integrable functions as if the states were boimd. However, in 

the regions corresponding to dissociation the Hamiltonian is modified by adding 

in a negative imaginary potentiah An imaginary potential necessarily generates 

eigefiinctions with outgoing fliLX in the asj-mptotic region, and the dissociation con

dition is formally satisfied. The corresponding eigenvalues have an imaginary part 

that can be used to determine lifetimes. Some of the eigenfunctions do not cor

respond to resonances and represent appro.ximations to direct scattering between 

the dissociating fragments. It is usually possible to distinguish resonant and direct 

states by examining the degree of localization of the eigenfmictions to the bound 

region of the potential. This method was successfully used"^ to evaluate resonanc:e 

energies and widths for imimolecular decay of HCO molecule. A totally differ

ent time-independent approach is based on treating the Sclurodinger equation tis a 

scattering problem." The overlap of the scattering wavefimction with a wavefimc-

tion locaUzed in the well region is evaluated for many different parts of the energy 

regime, yielding a photodissociation spectnun as a fimction of energy. Resonance 

states that are locahzed in the well region will produce peaks in this spectrum, and 

by fitting these to a Lorentzian hneshape, one can extract resonance energies and 

widths. This approach has been appUed" to calculate the resonance energies and 

widths in the dissociation of HCO, giving results that are in good agreement with 

results from the imaginary potential method. 

A commonly used time-dependent strategy for calculating imimolecular lifetimes 

is realized as follows.® First, one determines the initial dissociative state, usually by 
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cliagonalizing the Haniiltonian in a basis set of square integrable functions. The re

sulting eigenfimctions are used to form an initial wave packet. Next, the wavepacket 

is propagated for a period of time long enough for the wavepacket to undergo some 

decay. The time-dependent overlap between the evolving wavepacket with its ini

tial form is calculated during tins propagation, and then analyzed for e.xponential 

decay to determine the lifetime. Tliis method has been applied to study the de

composition reaction of HCO, yielding results consistent with the above-mentioned 

time-independent methods.® 

1.1.2 Collisional Energy Transfer 

Tne role of collisional energy transfer in chemical reactions has been appreciated 

a long time ago, when it was shown that collisional activation and deactivation is 

the rate-determining step governing the unimolecular decomposition. Experimental 

techniques to provide imderstanding of collisional energy transfer in liiglily excited 

molecules^ naturally fall into two distinct categories depending on the complexity 

of the excited molecule and the energy range involved. State-resolved methods 

such cis UV absorption^" and IR fluorescence^^ are usually appUed to study vibra-

tionally excited small molecules with low state densities. The relaxation of low-lying 

states of small molecules is very sensitive to the quantimi energy level stmctiure of 

the excited molecules and the colhding partner, so the only theories that survived 

have been based on quantirai scattering theory with accurate intermolecular po

tentials. Larger polyatomic molecules at energies where the vibrational motion 
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is iion-separable and individual quantum-resolved states do not exist are usually 

treated by such methods as kinetically controlled selective ionization (KCSI)*^" and 

frequency-resolved FTIR emission spectroscopy/^ which utilize a miiltiphoton ion

ization scheme. The latter group of kinetics experiments is generally sensitive to 

only limited details of the relaxation process, so the traditional theoretical analysis 

has been based on simple models of the energy transfer dynamics (i.e., step ladder 

and exponential models). The recent instnmaental advances in kinetic measure

ments of highly excited molecules has provided new challenges to theoreticians, as 

the simple models used in classical kinetics are not sophisticated enough to describe 

the newly emerged experimental details, whereas the quantum scattering calcula

tions are too difficult to apply to the excited polyatomics without resorting to severe 

approximations. As a result, much of the initial interest in this field has been in 

favor of an intermediate level of theory, namely classical molecular dynamics. 

As always, a legitimate concern about the use of classical moleciilar dynamics 

methods is the influence of quantum effects on the results. This has provided 

motivation to adapt qnantimi studies of collisional energy flow from low-lying states 

of molecules^'' to studies of highly excited polyatomics. However these methods 

are still imder development, and there have only been a few quantum studies of 

collisional energy transfer in liighly excited polyatomic molecules.^^"^' 

The traditional approach to quantimi scattering theory for collisional energy 

transfer is the coupled channel method. In this approach, the scattering wavefimc-

tion is represented as a Unear combination of molecular vibrational states, with the 
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expansion coefficients explicitly expressed as functions of intermolecnlar separation 

(coordinates. Substitution of this expansion into the Schrodinger equation yields the 

coupled equations for the coefficients (the coupled channel ec[uations) wliich can be 

solved by a variety of methods to give the scattering matrix. From this one can 

determine energy transfer moments and probabiUty distributions. Schatz et 

performed a comparative study, where the these quantities have been contrasted to 

the results obtained from the classical trajectory calculations. 

Applications of dynamical and statistical models to collisional energy transfer in 

liighly excited polyatomic molecules also begin to appear in the literature. Barker 

et a/'® report the use of impulsive collision models to describe energy transfer. 

These models have been successfully used in the past to study the relaxation of 

low-lying states of molecules, and have been later adapted to handle liigher levels 

of excitation. Statistical models have also recently come into being. One of sucii 

models"^ postulates that the collision leads to a complete redistribution of the initial 

excitation into all of the degrees of freedom available to the collision complex. As a 

restilt, this model always overestimates the amoimt of energy transfer, but this can 

be avoided if only a limited nmnber of degrees of freedom is allowed to participate 

in the energy transfer process. Lately, applications of stochastic models based on 

the biased random walk algoritlun applied to energy transfer in Uurge molecules 

have been also explored. 



1.1.3 Bimoleciilax Reactions 

Bimolecular reactions are special in a sense that the participating molecules 

require that energy is siippUed during the course of the reaction. Experiments to 

observ'e, imderstand, and potentially influence chemical reactivity-- heavily rely 

on oiu" ability to excite the reactants selectively with well-defined energy as well 

tis to detect a specific outcome of the chemical reaction. Because of these exper

imental requirements, oiir ciurrent knowledge about the bimolecular reactions of 

luglily excited polyatomic molecules is rather limited compared to understanding 

of imimolecular decay and coUisional energy transfer. 

Both classical and quantiun theories of bimolecular reactions have been an ex

tremely active areas of research for many years, btit researc:h on reactions of e.xcited 

polyatomic molecules has only been of significant interest in the last dccade. The 

equality of the potential energy surfaces usually prevents the theoretical results to 

be in a good agreement with experimental data, but in spite of tliis and other ob

stacles, theory has played an important role in the interpretation and prediction of 

experiments.-^'-'^ 

Despite a profuse abimdance of quantiun scattering methods to model bimolecu

lar reactions, only a small group of them have been used to describe reactions involv

ing excited triatornic and larger molecules at the state-resolved level.*^ Dynamical 

approximations, where the motions of certain degrees of freedoms are approximated 

either using adiabatic or siidden approximations, are used in all quantum studies of 

reactions involving polyatomics. The main goal of these so-called reduced dimen



sionality methods is to reduce the mimber of actively treated coordinates to three 

or four, as tliis seems to be the raaximimi nimiber of variables that can be handled 

rccisonably well using quantimi scattering methods. The minimal nimiber of active 

variables can not be lower than two, because it takes at least two variables to de

scribe the basic bond breaking and bond forming steps, and these variables must 

be treated actively to describe energy disposal and timnelling. Tliis implies that 

only one or two of the "spectator" coordinates (i.e., coordinates preserved during 

the course of the reaction) can also be treated actively. 

The two most commonly used reduced dimensionaUty methods are the adia-

batic bend method of Bowman"'^ and the rotating bond appro.xiraation method of 

Clary.-" In the adiabatic bend method the three stretch variables in a four-atom 

reaction of the type AB-fCD—>ABC -1- D are treated actively while the bends are 

treated adiabatically. In the rotating bond approximation, two stretch variables 

and rotation angle are treated actively, and the remaining variables are treated in 

the sudden approximation. It is interesting to note that the resulting rate constants 

derived from adiabatic and sudden approximations are generally similar. However, 

it becomes essential in the sudden approximation to accoimt for the zero-point en

ergy in the degrees of freedom that are not actively treated, whereas tliis quantity 

is automatically included in the adiabatic approximation. 

The Schrodinger equation for the active variables in the reduced dimensionaUty 

methods is usually solved with use of hyperspherical coordinates by reducing it to 

the system of coupled channel equations. Hyperspherical coordinates are a general
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ization of polar coordinates to the loigher dimensions. There is only one contimioiis 

variable, the hyperradius, whereas all other coordinates are angles, so the eigen-

fnnctions associated %vith the hyperangles automatically correspond to the bound 

states. These states provide the discrete basis expansion for a coupled channel 

calculation, with the hyperradius being the propagation variable. Recently, several 

quaiitimi scattering methods have been proposed wliich include up to six actively 

treated degrees of freedom in the description of a four-atom reaction.'*® These meth

ods are variants of the above-mentioned coupled channel hyperspherical approaches 

or wavepacket propagation schemes. 

1.1.4 Higlily Excited Vibrational States 

The traditional experimental method for determining the bound states of small 

molecules is based on spectral measmrements of the frequencies and intensities of 

state transitions."^ At low energies and for small molecules tliis approacih works 

remarkably well. However, with increase of molecular complexity and the energj^-

region sampled, vibrational excitation into a localized initial state undergoes IVR 

and induces transitions to the other accessible states. In the frequency domain of 

the liigh-resolution spectra this is seen as dense brandling of zero-order "bright" 

states The spectral complexity is further increased due to the coupUng between 

optically "bright" states and a dense backgroimd of the "dark" states ("bright" 

and "dark" refer to the special classes of initially localized excitations diflferent 

in their coupling to the external laser field). Tlie true molecular eigenstates find 



their reflection in this thriving smear of liigh-resohition peaks wliich look strickingly 

different compared to a lonely hne seen in a typical low-resohition experiment. By 

relating the spectral branches and individual peaks to the initial bright state, the 

(•oupling strengths between the molecular eigenstates and the energy flow rates can 

bo determined. Since nnravehng of vibrational relaxation dynamics heavily relies on 

acciirate intensities and transition frequencies, the frequency domain experiments^^ 

use optical tecliniques with the liighest available resolution. 

Both semiclassical and quanttim methods are routinely used in interpretation 

of experimental data. Theoretical semiclassical methods are represented in the lit

erature mainly as variations of VVentzel-Kramers-Brillouin^- (WKB) theory. For 

one-cUmensional problems the methods of tliis class determine quantum energy 

levels by requiring that the classical actions wliich govern molecular vibrational 

motions assume integer vahies (in units of h,). For multidimensional problems the 

generalization of WKB theory, known as EBK (Einstein-Brillouin-Kramers) the

ory,leads to the definition of ZN — 6 actions for a molecule with iV atoms. 

EBK theory requires that trajectory motion for the molecule occur in a regular, 

not necessarily periodic, way, as tliis results in the formation of a tor\is in the phase 

space (an analog of a closed contotir in WKB phase plane). Tliis type of motion is 

commonly foimd at low vibrational energies, but at high energies, the phase space 

does not usually have a well-defined structm-e, and in tliis case, EBK eigenvalues 

camiot be obtained. 

Several nonperturbative methods for determining EBK eigenvalues have been 
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developed in the past.^'^"^® It was fonnd that.semiclassical eigenvahies, as defined 

by the EBK formula, can be good for qualitative interpretation of intramolecular 

dynamics. However, they are not accurate enough to be of use in interpreting spec

troscopic measurements. EBK eigenvalues can be also useful in trajectory studies 

of bimolecular collisions,^" where they define vibrational states of the reactants and 

products. 

The majority of modern theoretical quantum methods is based on the use of 

normal coordinates in the vibrational Hamiltonian, expanding the vibrational wave-

function in products of harmonic states, and solving the nuclear motion Sclirodinger 

equation by finding the eigenvahies of the corresponding secular eqiiation.''°~ '^ The 

cffects of anharmonic couphng are often treated by using perturbation theory, which 

works well in describing the low-lying states of most polyatomic molecules. Per-

turbative methods tracUtionally start with the uncoupled harmonic: oscillator ap

proximation and accoimt for the influence of anharmonicity using at least second 

order perturbation theory. A detailed description of tins approach has been given 

by Mc;Coy and Silbert,"''* and the modern implementations include improvements 

such as optimized coordinates, treatment of Fermi resonant states and Coriolis 

effects. However, pertiurbative methods fail when atoms participate in large am

plitude motions, e.g. when the molecule tmdergoes isomerization, internal rotation 

or dissociation. The theoretical description of the higlily excited states of poly

atomic molecules is therefore equivalent to determining the stationary states of a 

c^oupled many-body problem, the general solution of wliich is not yet available. As 



a result, the modern many-body methods can provide accurate energies for the 

highly excited vibrational states only in the case of triatomic and some tetraatomic 

molecides. Other less accurate methods can still be applied to much larger poly

atomic molecules, even proteins, at a level that goes significantly beyond the normal 

mode treatment.^®'^^ 

An increasingly popular in recent years becomes a group of approaches biised on 

the wavepacket propagation teclmiques''" The basic idea is to determine the time 

dependence of a wavepacket by solving the time-dependent Sc;hr6dinger eciua-

tiori using the full molecular Hamiltonian, and then calculate the Fourier transform 

of its autocorrelation function (^(0)|^(i)): 

Provided that the time dependence of xp{t) is accumulated for a long enough period, 

the function C{E) consists of a series of peaks corresponding to the vibrational 

energy levels. Ideally, the time duration needed for tliis calculation should be 

much greater than the inverse value of the smallest energy level spacing, however 

algorithms making optimal use of shorter time integrations (e.g. Prony method) 

have been developed.''® 

No substantial loss of acciuracy while using short integration times can be also 

achieved in the method known as filter diagonalization.''' In this approach the time-

dependent wavepacket ib{t) is transformed into a small set of approximate energy 

eigenfimctions: 



Here, the filtering function ser\'es to selects only the eigenfiinctions having 

energies in the range of interest (containing an arbitrary reference point E'), with 

the parameter 7 determining the width of tliis distribution. In order to calculate 

accurate energy levels near E' one has to generate several i'{E) for energies that 

cover an energy window in the desired energy region, and use the restilting fimctions 

tis a basis for solving the eigenvalue problem. 

1.2 Objective of the Project and Summary of the Results 

The main purpose of tliis dissertation Wiis to contribute to the development 

of the theoretical methods which would be reliable and useful in elucidation of 

the experimental studies of molecular vibration dynamics, in particular, the time-

evohition of the excited vibrational states. Since tliis task implies tight coordination 

of several areas of theoretical chemistry, many parts of quantum mechanic:s were 

brought together in the present work: 

1.2.1 Time Propagation Study 

Although being at the core of all fimdamental chemical transformations, in

tramolecular vibration dynamics is one of the most difficult and challenging to 

model correctly from a theoretical point of view. The reason for this is that 

the characteristic time in IVR processes is rather large; from sub-picosecond to 

nanosecond time scale. However, most ab-initio direct time-propagation methods 

usually fail to describe the evolution of the wavefimction for such extended times. 
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One of the main objectives of the present work was to develop a time-propagation 

method wliich would provide reliable results for arbitrarily large times. That would 

allow us to extend the applicability of our approach in the future for studying dy

namics of most chemical reactions, including those that involve biologically active 

molecules. In Chapter 2 the author investigates performance of a time-propagation 

method based on matrix representation of the evolution operator, insensitive to the 

magnitude of the time scale involved in the time-dependent quantum mechanical 

ctalculations. HDO molecule was chosen as an object for this study since it is widely 

known cis a local-mode molecidc. The time-evolution of the 0-H stretching local 

mode with two and three quanta of initial vibrational excitation was explored, and 

the results suggest that the method seems to provide a good qualitative picture 

of the IVR characteristics, at least in case of the relatively low-lying vibrational 

states. 

A novel recursive programming teclmique combined with a very effective and 

convenient passing by reference methodology was developed by the author and used 

in tliis study to implement the time-propagation routine. The newly introduced 

conc:ept of a shared compoimd pointer in Fortran 90 automatically accoimts for the 

changing sizes of all object's siibstriictures, wliile only a single parameter, a pointer 

to an object, is expUcitly passed among the routines. A detailed description of this 

approach is presented in Appendix C. 



1.2.2 Vibrational Energy Levels Calculations 

In order to achieve a realistic description of the IVR dynamics even in small 

molecules, one has to work with an accurately represented vibrational Hamilto-

tiian, otherwise the coupHng between vibrational states, responsible for the energy 

flow, will not be modeled correctly. In case of diatomic and triatomic molectiles 

analytic expressions for the complete vibrational Harailtonians is knowTi. How

ever, the author proceeds by developing an approximate, yet quite accurate and 

robust procedure for evaluation of the vibrational Hamiltonian matrix elements to 

make the approach applicable for the systems of an arbitrary size. Even though 

the evaluation of the complete vibrational Hamiltonian matrix is not feasible for 

largo systems, there are many vibrational modes which can be described by only 

a small subset of internal coordinates. By correctly incorporating those internal 

coorchnates corresponding to the vibrational distortions of interest, it is possible to 

significantly reduce the dimension of the dynamical model and still acliieve a good 

description of the vibrational process. As I show in tliis work, it is even possible 

to introduce an indirect interdependence among all the internal coordinates of the 

molecule when a subset of the internal coordinates for a vibrational mode of in

terest cannot be easily selected. The interdependence of the internal coordinates 

is contained witliin terms of the so-called g-matrix''® wliich appears in the kinetic 

energy operator. Earlier work of McCarthy et proved that this approach re

sults in quite acciiarate vibrational energy eigenvalues, even in one-dimensional 

case, i.e. when g is represented by a single-value fimction. In the present work, the 
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extensibility of this method is further explored: one-, two- and three-dimensional 

(/-matrices as well as different fimctional representations for the individual elements 

were probed on quite challenging cases - to reproduce experimentally observed 0-H 

stretcliing frequencies for glycine and 3-hydroxy-2-methyl-4-pyrone molecules (Ap

pendices A and B respectively). The 0-H stretching frequencies in these molecules 

turn out to be greatly influenced by the presence of the intramolecular hydrogen 

bonds. For example, one of the low-temperature glycine conformers appears to 

have the 0-H fmidamental stretcliing frequency hne situated at 3200 cm~' instead 

of the "usual" 3600 cm~^ for an isolated 0-H stretch. The molecule of 3-hydroxy-

2-methyl-4-pyrone has a similar shift (over 200 cm~^) for the 0-H fmidamental 

stretching frequency. The developed variable (/-matrbc method also works in the 

absence of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds: frequencies of the local vibrational 

modes in HDO molecule agreed very well with those reported in the literatiu:e. 

The success in obtaining quite accurate vibrational eigenvalues should also be 

attributed to the proper accoimting for anliarmonicitj-' of the potential energy func

tions entering the expression of the vibrational Hamiltonian. The author introduces 

a convenient representation for the potential energy siurfaces (PES) which not only 

reproduces all the local featiures near the bottom of the well, but also posesses cor

rect asympototic behavior. Namely, the use of shifted Gaussians in combination 

with polynomials and shifted Morse fimctions was foimd to be ideal for model

ing potential energy surfaces and indixadual g-matrix elements. Determination of 

the fimctional parameters involved a simultaneous optimization of many linear and 
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non-linear coefficients which appeared to be a daunting task. A very efficient op

timization routine was developed, which consisted of an iterative procedure giving 

an exact solution for the hnear coefficients using a singular value decomposition 

routine with a fixed set of non-Unear parameters determined by a quasi-Newton 

gradient search method in each iteration. 

A new basis set of modified Hermite-type fmictions has been introduced in tliis 

work and used in all presented vibrational energy calculations. These btisis fmic

tions have a hmctional form similar to the eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator 

problem and, therefore, describe the dynamics of those states better than conven

tionally employed Gaussian fimctions. Not only can these functions be c;eutered 

at an arbitrary point on the potential energy smface, but their polynomial and 

exponential parts can be located at different places. Thus, positioning the basis set 

fmictions further away from the equilibrium point allows one to accurately account 

for the anliarmonicity of the liigher-lying vibrational states. 

Hamiltonian matrix elements were calculated analytically in the chosen basis 

set of modified Hermite-type functions. Tliis resulted in better acciuracy and speed 

of the calculations compared to if a numerical routine were used instead. Analytic 

expressions for the matrix elements were derived using the P, Q, a and b symbols 

described in Appendix F. Without these symbols all analytic expressions would 

take more cumbersome forms, and their practical implementation woidd be less 

straightforward. 
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1.2.3 Electronic Striictiire Theory 

Many of the theoretical approaches to study intramolecular dynamics require 

close interplay with the electronic structure theory for determination of potential 

energ>^ surfaces and surface couplings. Therefore, obtaining accurate electronic 

potential energy surfaces becomes a critical issue in the investigation of the dynam

ics of vibrational motion. As a result, one should pay special attention on which 

method to apply for a particular problem. Over the past twenty years the tradi

tional ab-initio methods for electronic structure calculations have been implemented 

on grand scale, and the freely available computer programs have become c:oinmon-

place. However, as a result of incorporation of theory and methods originating from 

theoretical quantiun physics, the fabric of quantimi chemistry has also been lately 

a subject of considerable change. Such methods as Many-Body Perturbation The-

ory^o.si Coupled Cluster Theory^*"'^^ stay quite imfamiliar for most quantum 

chemists due to their complexity and sopliistication. The use of these approaches 

is still widely resisted, but their power and generahty is now beyond doubt. These 

methods are still currently imder development since there are several difFicidties, 

mainly convergence problems, associated with the practical use of them in particu

lar cases. The further adaptation of the many-body methods for open-shell excited 

and quasidegenerate electronic states is still to be done. Otherwise, the correct pre

diction of dynamic properties of larger chemical sj^tems can never be accomplished. 

Since a theoretical chemist can not afford to be ignorant to these promising and 

rapidly developing many-body approaches, the author foimd it vital in the present 
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work to contribute to the development of one such method, State-Selective Coupled 

Cluster Theory,by applying it to study the excited electronic states of molec

ular systems (Appendix D). The existing program^^ was modified in such a way so 

that to accept the excited configuration as a reference. The groimd electronic state 

energies for different molecular geometries of HDO molecule was also computed by 

using a variant of Coupled Cluster method implemented in GAUSSIAN 94 package. 

The author expresses a hope that the present work will help the theoretical 

treatment of intramolecular vibration dj-namics to not lag behind experimental 

investigation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRESENT STUDY: An Ab-initio Time-Dependent Stndy of Intramolecular 

Vibrational Energy Redistribution in the HDO Molecule 

2.1 Simunary 

The time evolution of the 0-H stretching local mode with two and three quanta 

of vibration in HDO molecule was studied using three-dimensional evolution oper

ator in the matrix representation. Our variable g-matrix method in the basis set 

of Hermite-type fimctions was used in the calculations. No essential build-up of 

vibrational energy was found on any of the accessible modes. The energy of the 

initial stretch quanta first distributes among all the modes and then its major part 

flows back to the original one. Tliis vibrational energy redistribution was foimd to 

occiu" on a subpicosecond scale for the studied states. The results indicate that the 

local 0-H stretching mode in HDO molecule must be a relatively long-lived mode. 

2.2 Introduction 

The gain of a selective control in a chemical process has been a primary goal 

of chemists throughout the whole history of chemistry, since in meiny reactions 
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there will be almost certainly more than one set of products. The recent acliieve-

ments of laser monochromaticity in photoselective chemistry drastically changed the 

way modem chemists search for new ways to control chemical reactions. Isotope-

selective atomic ionization®^ is probably the most famous example of aclueving good 

isotope separation and, thus, dramatic changes in concentration of the components 

in the mixtine. The mode selective imimolecular reactions which have affected 

inut^h attention recently provide another series of examples of how state-selective 

cxcitation can drastically change the yield of the products. Many other areiis of 

c'heniical dynamics, such as multiphoton excitation, overtone-induced reactions and 

collisional energy transfer depend strongly on the initial energy state of the reac;-

tants. If it were possible to insert a chemically significant amoimt of energy in 

one bond and keep it there for a chemically relevant time, this could create ample 

possibilities for external manipulations of chemical reactivity. Needless to say, the 

c;entral role in these state-selective chemical processes belongs to the iiitramolecular 

vibrational energy flow. The observed reaction dynamics depends on whether the 

vibrational energy remains localized in specific bonds or randomizes tlu-ough the 

molecule. If the relaxation rate of the initially prepared vibrational state is liigh, 

it should lower the selectivity of the reaction. 

The dynamics of vibrationally excited states in chemical processes is often quite 

c:omplex and spans a wide range of time scales. As a result, many different kinds of 

experiments have been developed to investigate these problems, including frequency 

and time-resolved spectroscopy, state-resolved kinetics, energy-transfer measure
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ments and piimp-probe laser experiments.^"^® Many of these experimental studies 

require close coordination with theoretical modelling in order to understand the 

results. The need for a reliable theoretical tool to study intramolecular vibrational 

energy redistribution (IVR) then becomes apparent. 

The process of IVR is inlierently dynamic since the initially prepared loctalized 

vibrational state is not an eigenstate of the total vibrational Hamiltonian of the sys

tem and tluis must evolve in time. Hence, the traditional theoretical approaches to 

describing the vibrational bound states of molecules are mainly bcised on propagat

ing the initial state = 0) in time. Then the quantity |(*I'(0)1^P(4))1'- represents 

the probabihty of finding the system in state ^&(0) after time t. A natiural way 

to obtain an expression for this localized state population probability is to express 

the initial vibrational state as a superposition of the total vibrational Hamiltonian 

eigenstates, liij, 

where Cj = (t/'jl^(0)), then the prescription for the time evohition of the initial 

state can be easily written as 

However, tliis seemingly simple prescription appears to be quite formidable for 

treating systems with several vibrational degrees of freedom. In the followng sec

tion we give an overview of other approaches to handle this problem. 

A natural starting point in describing the IVR djTiamics is near the bottom of 

(2.1a) 

(2.2) 
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the potential well, where the energy level patterns can be well described by harmonic 

and low-order aiiiiarmonic terms. However, the lack of strong coupling with other 

modes does not mean that IVR phenomena are not of crucial importance in tliis 

regime. IR Fluorescence and Direct Absorption stTidies®° indicate that the density 

of near-resonant "dark" states grows rapidly with molecular complexity, and even 

at fundamental excitation energies can exceed many hundreds per wavenumber. 

We c:hose HDO molecule as a model for our study. This molecule is widely 

known as a local-mode molecule, i.e. the concept of the initially prepared localized 

vibrational state, e.g. excited 0-H stretch, has been experimentally observed and 

well-defined.®^'®" It was foimd in several recent experimental studies®^'®' that in 

the reaction of thermal hydrogen atoms with vibrationally excited HDO, 

/ Ho-fOD (a) 
H+HDO(ni/oH) —• 

\ HD+OH (6) 

the reaction at initially excited 0-H bond (a) is at least himdred times more likely 

than reaction at the initially imexcited bond (6). A similar selectivity was ob

served®^'®® for the reaction Cl4-HDO(nt/oH)- It was also foimd that the reaction 

with an initially excited 0-H bond containing only one quantum of excitation is 

far less selective than one involving four quanta of vibrational excitation in 0-H 

bond. Bronikowski et showed that the reaction of translationally excited hydro

gen atoms with HOD(1z/oh) is more selective than the reaction with HOD(lt'oD)-

Tliis suggests that vibrationally excited 0-H and 0-D states correspond to differ

ent nuclear motion dynamics in the HDO molecide, and that the 0-H stretching 



vibration contributes more to the state-selective reactivity than the 0-D stretch. 

Several recent vibrationaUy mediated photodissociation studies®^ proved that the 

photolysis of HoO occurs especially easy if the molecule is initially prepared with 

the energj' localized in the 0-H stretcliing vibration. Therefore, we have chosen 

to theoretically investigate the dynamic properties of the HDO molecule initially 

having two and three quanta of vibration in the 0-H stretcliing local mode. The 

experimental results indicate that HDO should be a long-Uved local mode molecule. 

Verification of this behavior provides a good test for oin time-propagation study. 
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2.3 Ab-initio Time-Dependent Methods to Study the Evohition of Chemical 

Species 

The IVR phenomenon turns out to be quite complex even for small molecides 

having a few quanta of an initially localized vibrational excitation. Therefore, in 

order to elucidate the imderlying physics of this process, one luis to start with a 

rigorous theoretical description of isolated small systems. This situation can be 

modeled using the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, which was the key point 

in our investigation. Once a reliable ab-initio method is developed, one (;au make 

another step and attempt to describe the vibrational dynamics of small systems 

embedded in macroscopic environment. Density matrix formalism, being a natu

ral link between the time-dependent Schrodinger equation and the Pauli Muster 

Eciuation, may then become useful in deriving transition IVR rates for a thermal 

ensemble. The authors plan to achieve a more realistic description of the IVR in 

the future by adding stochastic features to the relatively straightforward model 

proposed in the present work. 

Several q\iantimi mechanical time-dependent methods, based on munerical in

tegration of the time dependent Sclirodinger equation, 

= m. (2.3) 
d t '  

have been proposed and apphed for studying molecular dynamics during the past 

twenty years."^""® The general sohition of Eq. (2.3) as a fimction of position x and 
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time t has the form, 

•ip{x,t) = e = 0) . (2.4) 

where ^(x, i = 0) is the sohition of the stationary equation, 

t = 0) =Eip{x, t = 0) .  (2.5) 

Efficiency and accuracy of these methods become the crucial issues when one at

tempts to calculate the ij{x,t) for larger times. 

All of the approaches for solving time-dependent Schrodinger eciuation can be 

divided onto two classes; chrect numerical propagation schemes and finite btisis set 

methods. The idea beliind a cUrect numerical propagation scheme is to expand 

a time evolution operator in a series involving powers of Hamiltonian, represent 

the Hamiltonian on a space grid and specify its action at any point of the grid. 

Split-operator method and Chebychev method are among the most efficient ones 

in this class. If the eigenfimctions of the Hamiltonian H are not known but H is 

defined on N specific points = Xo + nAx (n = 0,.., iV — 1), and its action on the 

wave function ib{xn,t) on the grid is defined, one can calculate the action of the 

time evolution operator as follows. First, is expanded in a power series 

(Taylor expansion is almost never used due to its poor convergence). Next, one only 

needs to evaluate the effect of repeated action of the Hamiltonian operator on the 

propagated fimction ^(x„, i). A commonly used teclmique to accompHsh tliis task 

is to utilize the Fourier method.'^ The central idea behind this approach is based on 

the property of the Fourier transform that a n-th derivative in the spatial domain 
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corresponds to the multiplication by (iK)"- in the transformed space {K being the 

wave nimiber corresponding to the spatial coordinate x). Then the effect of the 

kinetic energy operator can be obtained by performing the Fotirier transform on 

ip{xn,t), multiplying the result by iK, and performing an inverse transform back 

to the spatial domain every time when we need a derivative with respect to the 

coordinate x. Action of the potential energj' operator V{x,i) on 'ili{xn,t) is just a 

simple multiplication V{xn)- ib{xn,t). An obvious drawback of all direct propaga

tion methods is that it becomes harder and harder to propagate the initial wave 

function for large times without losing accuracy. A typical Chebychev expansion 

usually includes up to 200 Chebychev polynomials, and due to the complexity of the 

involved terms, it usually creates imderflow/overflow problems and loss of accuracy 

in the practical computer applications. In addition, all methods based on niuneri-

(•al integration of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation usually suffer from the 

artificial reflection of the wave fimction firom the edges of the grid due to the finite 

size of the grid.'® 

The other class of methods to obtain a sohition of Eq. (2.3) utihzes the idea 

of representing the time-evohition operator as a matrix in a finite basis set, and 

a fimction to propagate as a linear superposition of the Hamiltonian eigenvectors. 

Then the time-dependent sohition ib{x,t) at any time t can be calculated as an 

action of the matrix of on the vector ilj{x,t = 0). The main emphasis in tliis 

class of methods is put on accuracy of calculating the Hamiltonian matrLx elements 

and the corresponding eigenvectors. 
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One of the main objectives of the present work was to develop a time-propagation 

method wliich would provide reliable results for arbitrarily large times. That would 

allow us to extend the applicability of our approach in the futiure to study dynam

ics of more complex chemical reactions, inchiding those involving biologically active 

molecules. To acliieve tliis goal, we resort to the matrix representation approach, 

choose a convenient basis set, build the vibrational Hamiltonian matrix for all 

modes >mder investigation in this basis (for the HDO model tlris is the complete 

vibrational Hamiltonian H^d)-. ''ind calculate the corresponding energy eigenvalues 

Ej. The matrix of the evohition operator in the employed basis set of dimension 

Mi is given by a imitary transformation 

where C is the matrix composed of the eigenvectors of ^30, and diag{e~^^'^) is 

a diagonal matrix with values on the main diagonal {j = l,..,A/6). The 

time propagation then becomes a matter of simple matrix-vector multiplication: 

0(t) = where the cohunn vector ipiO) on the rhs of the above eciua-

tion represents the initially localized vibrational state and is calculated as a direct 

product of the eigenvectors for the individual local modes (see next section). 

To find the state occupation probabihty (state population), we project the prop

agated state vector onto the state of interest {x{t = 0)( 

The main difficulty of the described approach is to accurately calculate all Mb vi-

^ c . diag{e-'^^') • C'^, (2.6) 

Px(0 = l(x(0)|^(i))r-. (2.7) 
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brational levels, because a small error even in the liigher part of the energy spectrtim 

would still affect all components of due to the natm:e of the matrix-vector 

multiphcation, and thus introduce inaccuracy to the occupation probabilities in 

Eq.(2.7). Therefore, one has to work with a liiglily-optimized basis set with respect 

to minimization of the simi of all energy levels. Smaller basis sets usually do 

not result in very acciurate eigenvalues, whereas the larger ones become extremely 

difficult to optimize, hi addition, the error in Eq. (2.7) coming from inac:curacies 

of calculated energy eigenvalues tends to be proportional to the dimension of the 

employed basis set. All this makes the described approach difficult to implement in 

studying the dynamic behavior of liigher lying excited states, or in treating a mul

tidimensional problem. Nevertheless, as we shov/ in the tliis work, our method can 

be a useful alternative to the existing nimierical propagation methods, especially 

in cases when the propagation time becomes relatively large.. 

2.4 Preparation of the Initial Vibrational Wave Fimction 

In om, study we prepare the initial vibrational wave fimction as a state cor

responding to / quanta of the 0-H stretching local mode, J quanta of the 0-D 

stretching local mode, and K quanta of the H-O-D bending local mode as follows. 

First, the one-dimensional vibrational problems are solved and the correspond

ing eigenfimctions are determined for each of the local modes. Next, the total 

initial xdbrational wave fimction so, S3) is formed as a product of the one-
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dimensional eigenfimctions ^(so), and 

^I'/yA'(-Si,S2,S3,f = 0) = • tp^j\s2) - tpPiss), (2.8) 

wiiere the superscript index represents the excitation level of the corresponding 

local mode. The variables si,so and S3 in the above expression are the internal 

coordinates chosen to be the 0-H bond length, 0-D bond length and the H-O-D 

angle, respectively. With this choice of internal coordinates the total vibrational 

Hamiltonian operator //3D representing the nuclear motion is given by'° 

3 3 

ho = -i 131"= Yi |-(lsl" s,). (2.9) 
"  1 = 1 '  7 = 1  

In the above expression \g\ is the determinant of a matrix whose elements are 

defined as: 

3 

dsi dsj a=l •' 

and |<7|2 is the .Jacobian of the Cartesian coordinates Tq (fq is the position vectors 

of the a-th atom in the center-of-mass coordinate system) with respect to the 

{.s.} internal coordinates. The contravariant components of (/'•', wliich enter the 

expression (2.10) for the Hamiltonian, are defined as: 

^ nia OTa dVa 
Q=l 

The individual elements for each of the local modes at different locations on the 

potential energy surface can be obtained in the following way. First, the structure 

wdth the lowest energy (equilibriimi structure) is selected as the reference geometry 
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and its center of mass is moved to the center of the coordinate system. For every 

non-eqnilibriiun point on the potential energy surface, the corresponding molecular 

geometry is transformed in such a way that its center of mass is moved to the center 

of the coordinate system, and it satisfies the Eckart''® conditions 

3 

+d„) =0 (2.12) 
a=l 

3 

X da) = 0 (2.13) 
a=l 

with respect to the reference geometry. In the above eciuations ra^ indicates the 

position vector of the a-th atom in the reference geometry, represents the a-th 

atom displacement, and (fq ' x da) defines the coordinates of the cv-th atom for the 

nori-eqnilibriimi point. By enforcing the Eckart conditions the overall translation 

and rotation of the molecule is effectively decoupled from the vibrational motion. 

The individual elements gij for each of the transformed molecular configiu"ations 

(•an be now calculated directly from Eq. (2.10) by sliifting each internal coordi

nate by a small increment and numerically evaluating the resulting derivatives 

The Eckart conditions must be satisfied every time after such shift is performed. 

The calculated matrix gij is then inverted to obtain g'K The calculation of gij is 

performed for each grid point. 

It is common®'^ to rewTite Eq. (2.9) as 

ij=i J 

wliich does not introduce significant errors in Eq. (2.9) wliile drastically simpifies 

expression for Even though in case of triatomic molecules the explicit formulas 
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for are readily available, we develop a procedure for direct computation of 

according to Eq. (2.11) in order to make om- method extensible for systems with 

an arbitrary nmnber of internal coordinates. 

In our previous work®^'®* concerning the 0-H stretching frequencies we also 

fomid that the contributions from the cross terms (i ^ j) in the kinetic energy- part 

of the Hamiltonian are much smaller than the contribution from the symmetric 

terms (i = j). However, in the present study we cannot neglect tiiese cross terms 

since they provide kinetic coupHng among the vibrational modes and contribute to 

the nontrivial evohition of the trial wave function (the rest of the coupling results 

from the three-dimensional potential energy term). 

We use the g-matrix approach to solve the one-dimensional vibrational problems 

for each of the local modes. The corresponding one-dimensional Hamiltonians 

{q enumerates a local mode) takes the form 

The one-dimensional potentials Vid(st,) for each of the local modes are calculated 

such that the other internal coordinates {x i=- rj) are kept constant at their ec[uiUb-

rium values. 

The vahies of (s^,) are fitted to a series of sliifted gaussian fimctions: 

^ = 0. (2.16) 
(i=i 

The fimctional dependence of compUcates the kinetic energy term in the 

Hamiltonian, but improves the accuracy of the calculated vibrational frequencies. 
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The basis set of shifted Hermite-type functions, 

s {(., - = 1,2, 

(2.17) 

wtis employed to solve tiie vibrational problem for 0-H and 0-D stretcliing modes 

using variational method. In order to accoimt for the symmetry of the potential for 

the bending mode, an appropriate basis set was constructed by forming symmetric 

and antisymmetric linear combinations of functions (s.j). First, for each function 

its reflection around point .s;; = ~ was formed by modifying the 

shifts : 

df\s,) = ) + 2-). (2.18) 

Next, each reflected function wtis added to the corresponding original bcisis function 

to form a function symmetric around point s;) = The antisymmetric fimctions 

were obtained by subtracting reflected fimctions from the corresponding original 

ones: 

^2k+2 ( ( ' 5 3  )  +  Q ! ' ! : '  '  ( - 5 3 )  r  

JSliW 5 <41,?(S3)-5»'(S3). t = (2.19) 

^ ^^(3) ^ 
Fimctions of type (2.19) constituted the basis set = 2A4*^', 

for solving \'ibrational problem for the bending mode. We chose (0,2;r) instead 

of (0,7r) range for the S3 coordinate to impose correct boimdary conditions on the 

bending wavefimctions and to fully accoimt for quasidegeneracy of the energy levels 

resulting from the finite height of the bending barrier. 
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Analytic expressions for the Hamiltonian matrix elements were derived using the 

P, Q, a and b symbols derived in Appendix F. Without these symbols all analytic 

expressions would take more cimibersome forms, and their practical implementation 

would be less straightfonvard. The overlap matrix elements are given by: 

5?' 3 (.?S"K)| W"(s,)) = '/ = 1.2- (2-20) 

and 

^ (r(^3) = 

(3) (3) 
(3) (3) n ct] %qJ '.0,5; -f^T.O 

+ 

(3) (3) 
/-iv+^ 7:"! •"! 
^ >,0 

W/ 1 
(_!)'+' . -"i 

p) 
(2.21) 

The potential energy curves in oiur method are fitted by the following series of 

functions: 

p=l 

A/: (*:) 

9=1 
(2.22) 

and 

VSM = a® + f a?' • ((1 - + (l -
p=l ^ 

+ 

w(3) 
*"V2 

(2.23) 
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where and MyJ are the lengths of the Morse and ganssian series in the ex

pansion respectively, and ap''\ 7^**' and are the parameters of the fit. It 

is essential to have both Morse and ganssian types of functions in the expansions 

(2.22) and (2.23) in order to ensiire the correct behavior at infinity (Morse-like 

part), as well as to reproduce all the local featnres of the potential near the eqiiilib-

rinm (gaussian-like part). The fit obtained for (53) is automatically symmetric 

with respect to the reflection aroimd point S3 = tt. Integrating = 0 

to 6-,, = 00 (77 = 1,2) and from S3 = 0 to S3 = - we obtain the following form of the 

potential energy matrix elements: 

Vlf s vSis,) ai"(s„)) = 

t-A , > r -J''' T.f''' -n'''' n'"'' 1 J  P " I  ' " 1  _ 9 . 0 '  •  '  - 4 - O  '  '  >  

n=l ^ 

+ 

(1) I f  I . ' I  '"v, ~Jll „(l') „(1) 
V 6^''' • p"' 4-
<;=! 

and 

= (4>?\s3) ^"10 (S3) <^r'(s3)) =a ''o' -a 

('/). p"!"'-"'''' „ _ 0 (2.24) 

+ 

rC3) 

E°?'' 
p=i 

m: (3) 

q=l 

M'' + (-1)'+' • M '  + (-1)'+' • M l  + (-1)'^' • .M; 

e;' + (-1)'-"' • e«+(-!)•+' • ef+(-!)•+' • e; 

+ 

(2.25) 
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where the quantities and along with their symmetric coimterparts in the 'p 

above result are defined as follows: 

= 

_„(3),„C3) -nf'.nP' 

(2.26) 

•; n*^'' /^il ~"i '"p 
^3 — „(3) .,(2) ^3) ^3) (2) 

t  '  I '  f ' l  '  I '  I '  7 

•11 + CI 
n<'' n'^"' n'-'*' 
aK,aK'7,f',5l'',3|''.-5i,''+2:r' 

(2.27) 

M'' = 

M l i  =  

Ml; = 

-51-^'+2^), 

-i!" + 2ir). 

(2.28) 

and 

C"' 

ffi' s 

e;'(5l-" 

e;'(3!" 

-5j^"+2;r), 

-sl"+2!r), 

-3<"+27r,3i" -5!"+2Tr). (2.29) 

Analytic expressions for the kinetic energy matrix elements for the local modes 

have the followins form: 

a4''* 

-i Y. 
d=i 

nM p"i ' _ On^^' . P ' ' ' 
"l ' •' Ji) cfM ^1) j<9) ;;{'i) i q(''> a'"'' a'"'' 5*''' 5^''' 

t i ' i ' «1 ' i 
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-  1 )  •  •  P " ^ " ' _  Oa^'" .n^'". P" (Til 11 rii ^^(n) ^{n) ^g) -"r An) M ^1) ^a) 
Si) ^(l) d"-\' '^ A"^ 

aVU -^9) "i '"I '^i 

Oq.W . (jSl) 4- 1\ . p"i''''"i''' v'' ^ ^1 On) M An) -(1) ^3) ^n) "i •'^(i '"l '®i ''•</ '^1 

a;''',;3i''',a}''',5;'",y/',j;'" 

+ 

4(^1''')•- • P 
ni'",n|'''+2 
,(n) /2(n) ^(n) -<n) ^ff) ,/? = 1.2 (2.30) 

and 

Kf 3 (W'M 
^ d 33, \ 
idT," '''>5: 

01 ) = 

m: (.•I) 

E • '̂'+(-'>'•' • ̂  + (-!)"•' • V'+(-1)'"' • v' 
d=i 

(2.31) 

wliere the quantities Tf are given by 

T*' 
(.•J) -n(^',l,uP'-l 

n, • a - 2q; " • a ' '  /l*^' rv'^' '  rv<^' '1>^> ry'^> «, 'Pti »Q!| 
+ 

_ 1) . ̂ (3) . -2 _ 9q(3) . „(••'). a"-"'"!" 
vH "'l Ai) i.^) -^a) -"/ ''•/ " (3) ,g(3) „13) ;:(:i) J<3) -(3) "t rP.i '"i '^i -^,1 

2af^ • (np' + 1) • H"' „(3) fl(3) (3) -(3) -(3) ^3) "i '>^d '"l '^i '"d <"1 
+ 

I " (3) ^(3) „ ^W) „(3) j(3) U g )  M )  "i '"l '^i '".1 '•®I 
(2.32) 

and their symmetric coimterparts and Tf are defined by the same substi

tutions as in Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29). 

Knowing the expUcit form of all the necessary matrix elements, the matrix 

equation for the one-dimensional problem vibrational problem, 

c('/)^('?) cin} (2.33) 

can be solved for each of the local modes. 



We solve the three-dimensional vibrational problem in a similar way. The basis 

set for the three-dimensional problem is formed as a direct product of the basis sets 

that were used to solve the vibrational problem for each of the corresponding local 

modes. 

(2.34) 

An analytic expression for the overlap matrix in this basis set can be etisily written 

in terms of the smaller overlap matrices derived in Eqs.(2.20) and (2.21) 

s'i^ = • ^(^•2)\€Kso)) . (0r'(s,)i0(f)(s-2)) = 

o(l) c(2) o(3) (2.35) 

The matrix elements for the tliree-dimensional kinetic energy operator can be also 

WTitten as a product of the matrix elements derived for the one-dimensional vi

brational problems. However, in order to get the expression for the cxoss-terms 

^ introduce some additional quantities 

dSr] 

(r,) „(r/) — . P ' ' ' ' n = 1 -"i ^_(l) _(l) r*-)) n' '/ 

(2.36) 

and 

(„) , (3) _nl".»™ + l , 
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The matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator for the tlnee-dimensional 

vibrational problem now assimie the form: 

T),X=l '  

{S3) 
,(2) ,7(3)/ I d d I d 22 ^ 

2dsi^ dsi 2ds2^ dso 

id 33 fZ 
2 ds:. 

I t /  J.J 

ds3 2dsi^ dso 

Id d I d 23 

2 d s i ^  d s - , ^  2 d s o ' ^  d s r  
9!"(Sl)<PmHs2)'p|i"(S3)) = 

1^(1) <?(2) <7(3) , <;(!) t-(2) <j(3) 1 qil) ci-) K"(^) I 
.̂7 • • ^i-T, + • '^irn " I" • '^jrn '  ̂ hi "• "'jm. '^kn ^ '-'il '^jm ''^kn 

(12)WI) W2) ^(3) (13)Wi: 
^0 ^jm '^kn + <^0 ^it 

o(2) W3) , (23) <,(1) _ ^(2) _ „(3) 
^kn *-0 *^i7 jm ^kn -• (2.37) 

wliere the with r\ ^ x were approximated by their average values In 

our previous studies®^'®* we found that the cross terms g'''^ are about two orders 

of magnitude smaller compared to the diagonal g'^ and are substantially more 

c:onstant over the whole range of the internal variables. 

The tlu'ee-dimensional potential energy surface in our method is fitted by the 

following series of fimctions: 

(3D) 

V3d(5I,52,.53) — (1 + ^{•S1;52}) • ^ a. 
(3D). 

p=0 

+ 
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{1 + P{S„S2})- ^ 
7=0 

.  ̂ -i'hs,-eP)^ . e- 7 f ' ^  

(2.38) 

where a^p'^\b';^'^\y^\ ^''\^fq^^ and are the parameters of the fit, and P{si, so} 

is a permutation operator acting on variables si and so. The functions used in the 

expansion (2.38) ensure the correct behavior at infinity, as well as reproduce all 

the local features of the potential near the minima. The tit is also automatically 

symmetric with respect to exchange of variables si and so. as well as with respect 

to reflection by the plane 53 = tt. We successfully employed expansion of this type 

to reproduce experimental frequencies for the vibrational problems in one and two 

cUmensions.®^'®" In the present work we extended the approach to a third dimension. 

Expansion (2.38) results in the following form of the potential energy matrix 

elements 

C = (^/'I^3d(SI,S2,S3)|^.) = 

(<^i(Sl)(Pj(s2)^fc(s3)lK3D(Sl,-S2,S3) l¥3l(Sl)'^m(-S2)^n(s3)) = 

p=0 

+ 

(3D) 

^'2 
^ ̂(3D) . grym . pfcn ^ . fj- + (-1)<^+I . + (-1)^-+" • 

q=0 

(2.39) 
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expressed through the symbols yVt''-"",/ip", and Fp", which are defined as 

~n<-' n ' ->  -n^-' n<-' -n'"' n'"' 
a<-' a'^' 0 5<-' S<-' 0 "* ' ̂ a'"' q'"' S<^' 'H*-' a'"' " j  t "m !*^m " j  t ip  t " fa  »'^ j  t sp  t^m " j  •• • /p  - "m t '® j  i ^p  

-„U) „(1) (1) _(1) (I) _(!) 

.KaKo,5<",5<",G 

;H-.2) ^(2) :^2) 

^n*'' rt''"' ~n''' n''' 9 '"i I '"i 

+ 

Snr>,n-> _ -„J-n. 

~n'-' n'-' 
(2.40) 

„(••)) (3) (:i) (3) 
,n„ _ ^ _ , "fc ,1,. 

k 

k ' 

'"i^P '^P 

t  '••J. j'-ii I 

V"' ''•v'" Q'^' f*" "fc '•*'? '"'t '"^fc '**P ' ^ 

a - 2 • b '' alf',-7<",a(?',5f>.-j<"+2x.-3lf'+2:r + 

(2.41) 

and 

~  ( U  ( I )  ~ „ ( 2 )  „ ( 2 )  
nt l jm _ p"i '"i p"j I 

- J'UI'') «(') 5<'> a(2) -(2) (2) -<2) -(2) J(2) •<" 
"t J lq  tOlj ,S^  ,sq  ?^{ "j Hq »"rfv Aq f^m 

n'" ~n*-' ri'^' 
P ' '  '  . P J f9 491 

"i '7fy »"{ ''^t ''9 ' ' J '>'/ ' 

rkn  — ' "n  ,  /Q ,0N 
P "• " (3) ^(3) cw(3) ^3) c(3) -(3) "(3) .(3) (3) ^3) „f(3) ^<3) '  

The sj-mbols /ip", Fp" with the "barred" indices are obtained by the same substi

tutions as in Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29). 

The matrix of the three-dimensional Hamiltonian Ĥ d is finally constructed as 

a simple simi of matrices 4- and the matrix equation for the vibrational 
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problem 

•^30 <^30= S'iDCiDE?,D (2-44) 

is solved. VVe employ the syimnetric orthogonahzation method to find the eigenval

ues and eigenvectors of the matrix equations (2.33) and (2.44). Multiplying both 

sides of Eqs.(2.33) and (2.44) by the corresponding overlap matrices raised to the 

power —1/2, it is possible to convert these equations to the form 

H^dC^d— £'3D(?3D (2.45) 

and 

ffS'cS' S S A o -  ( 2 - « )  

In the matrix propagation method, the resulting eigenvectors from Eq. (2.46) 

for each of the local modes are then further used to form the initial vibrational 

wavefimction vector as follows. The vectors of coefficients and are 

taken from the cohmms /, J  and K  of the matrices C j p  and C ^ p .  respectively. 

Then the components of the initial vibrational vector Cfj/^ are formed as: 

= 0) = 

r?i(l) p(2) s(3)-.p=dim(c'/'),q=dim(c'_,-'),r=dim(5'^') (0 d.7\ 
iWp 'W, • WCpJp=U=l,r=l • 

The Hamiltonian matrix Hzd from Eq. (2.44) is further used to compute matrix of 

the evohition operator as described in the previous section.. 
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2.5 Results and Discussion 

2.5.1 Potential Energy Siurface (PES) Calculations 

Among existing global potential energy siurfaces for HiO, the PES of Jensen,®^ 

Scliinke and Lester (SLl and SL3)®'' and Miirrel and Carter (MC)®'^ have become 

most widely adopted for dynamical studies. Both SL and MC potentials are approx

imate single-valued surfaces of the ground state HoO that are based on the original 

Sorbie-Murrell (SM) type many-body expansion,whereas the Jensen form is the 

power series of the Morse transformed bond lengths and the cosine of the HOH 

angle. Despite being quite successful in many studies,®®"^' the SM-type PES suf

fers from non-analytic behavior at large O-Ho separations caused by a cusp in the 

H-H two-body potential. Jensen series is also not capable of dissociating properly 

- even when only one bond length goes to infinity, the potential depends on the 

HOH angle. It was recently shown®® that the PES behavior can be improved by 

switcliing between representations which are optimal for different energy regimes. 

However, in the present work we prefer to use our representation (2.38), because it 

proved to behave well over all tested domains of the internal variables. We found 

that the fitting errors for the studied energy region appeared to be no worse than 

in the previously published works,and the resulting frequencies for the local 

modes appeared to be in better agreement (within 25 cm''- error range) with the 

experimental values compared to those deviating up to 100 reported in the 

original Sorbie-Mmrell paper.®® 
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The three-dimensional PES for HDO molecule, and the potential energy curves 

for the local modes were calculated using Gaussian 94'''' program. The calculations 

were carried out using the imrestricted coupled cluster method including single, 

double and linear triple excitations, UCCSD(TJull). In the calculations we used the 

Duiming's correlation-consistent^'' cc-pVDZ basis set augmented with diffused func

tions, aug-cc-pVDZ. The total nimiber of points on the three-dimensional PES wtis 

3800. As expected, it was found that the PES has two global minima c;orrespoiiding 

to the two eciuilibrium position of the H-O-D bending angle at 1.83 and 4.G6 rad. 

The energy at the global minima was found to be —76.3572 Hartrees. This value 

for the electronic energy of the equihbrium geometry (r(0-H)=r(0-D)=I.800398 

a.u.) is in a very good agreement with the energy obtained in the state-of-the-art 

CCSDTQ-MBPT(4) result,^® —76.3600 Hartrees, for water molecule in the 39-STO 

btisis. The tluree-dimensional energy surface was fitted by a symmetrized series of 

tliree-dimensional shifted Gaussian fimction and Morse fimctions of type (2.38). 

Gaussian fimctions were used because they could accurately describe the two min

ima, the barrier between them, as well as the correct asymptotic; behavior at infinity. 

The Morse fimctions were needed in order to correctly describe the behavior of the 

PES for the liigher values of the 0-H and 0-D stretcliing coordinates. The energy 

corresponding to the global minimimi was subtracted from all the data points, and 

several fimctional fits to PES were performed using from foiu: to seven fimdamental 

terms of type (2.38), each generating tlu-ee other terms with eqiial weights due to 

the symmetry of the HDO potential fimction. This resulted in midtivariate opti-
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niization problems involving from 28 parameters (4 linear and 24 non-linear ones 

in the case of the 4-term fit) to 49 parameters (7 linear and 42 non-Unear ones 

for the 7-term fit), wliich appeared to be a formidable task. The optimization 

was performed via an iterative procedure consisting of an exact solution for the 

linear coefficients using a singular value decomposition routine with a fixed set of 

non-linear parameters determined by a quasi-Newton gradient search method in 

each iteration. It was found that sufficiently high-order polynomial fits can also 

reproduce calculated PES values with similar accuracy, but incorrect asymptotic 

behavior, as well as the wiggling in between the data points (especially for higher 

order polynomials), would influence the values of the potential energy matrix ele

ments, the resulting frequencies, and hence, the whole IVR dynamics. We used the 

7-term fit for calculations of vibrational frequencies. The standard error (deviation) 

of tlie fits varied from 2.8 to 5.8 cm~^ over the whole energy region, wliich is sim

ilar to the error 10 cm"^ recently reported by Varandas.®® Therefore, we conclude 

that witliin the chosen energy region (up to 20,000 cm~^) our fit should provide an 

accurate description of the IVR dynamics. 

The UCCSD(T,full)/aug-cc-j)VDZ method was also used to calculate the elec

tronic energies of the one-dimensional potential energy curves corresponding to the 

incrementally varied internal coordinates describing the O — H stretcliing and the 

H — O — D bending modes. For each of the local modes, the two other internal 

c:oordinates were always reoptimized to their equiUbriiun values while the internal 

coordinate representing a considered local mode was incrementally varied. The 



barrier between the t\vo minima for the bending mode is approximately -60.6038 

mHartrees, which is about 12,000 cm~^. The energies corresponding to the global 

minima were subtracted from all data points for each of the local modes and the 

fits for the curves were performed using the functions of type (2.23). The potential 

energy curves for the individual local modes are shown on Figs. 1 and 2. 

2.5.2 Calculations of the Contravariant Components 

The ^''''-vahies of Eq. (2.11) were calculated using the method described in the 

Theory section. For each point of the potential energy surface, the corresponding 

geometry was distorted by shifting the internal coordinates one at a time: si and so 

by 0.01 A, and .S3 by 0.01 rad. Next, the newly obtained distorted geometries were 

transformed in such a way that their centers of mass were positioned in the center of 

the coordinate system and all of them satisfied the Eckart conditions with respect to 

the original (undistorted) geometry. Using the Cartesian coordinates in the Eckart 

frame for the distorted and imdistorted geometries the partial derivatives ^ were 

computed by nimaerical differentiation procediure, and the matrix of the covariant 

components was calculated by using Eq. (2.10). The inverse of the resulting 

matrix gave the contravariant g'^ at each point of the potential energy surface. It 

wtis foimd, as in our previous studies,"^'"'' the components with >i = rj were two 

orders of magnitude greater than the components with x ^ q. This justified our 

cthoice of the vibrational Hamiltonian given by Eq.(2.14). 

We foimd that the g ^ ^  and g'- values for the 0-H and 0-D stretcliing modes do 
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not change much over the sampled region, but varies quite a bit as a fimction 

of the internal coordinate S3 (see Figs. 5.3 and 5.4). The observed situation agrees 

with the theory discussed earlier, i.e., as it follows from definition of g Eq. (2.10), 

the contribution to the value of the eflfective mass must be sensitive to the c;hange 

of the positions of all atoms in the molecule. Therefore, one should expect oiily a 

small change in the HDO molecular configiu-ation when the 0-H or 0-D bond is 

stretched by 0.01 A and the molecule is rotated and returned to the c;enter-of-mass 

position in compliance with the Eckart conditions. There is almost no change in 

all the other coordinates of atoms in the molecule, hence the major contribution 

to the g^^ or to the g" is only due to the shifted hydrogen or deuteritmi. This 

situation is very different from what one should expect to happen, for example, in 

carboxylic acids: a small change of the position of the hydroxyl hydrogen towards 

the c;arbonyl group results in substantial change in bond lengtlis and angles among 

the involved atoms. Therefore, in such case one should expect that all of those 

atoms will significantly contribute to the resulting (/-vahie in Eq.(2.10). As for 

the g^^ component in HDO, the change in the H-O-D angle results in a molecular 

configuration where the coordinates of all atoms are changed (after satisfying the 

Eckart conditions). Hence, one might expect the net result in Eq.(2.1G) to be more 

sensitive to the change of the bending angle. 

Determined by the above method a^nd goo vahies were 0.951 and 1.78 a.m.u. 

respectively (equal to their reduced masses up to two significant figiures). The 

nondiagonal contravariant components g^-, g^^ and g'^ were foimd to be small and 
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essentially constant, as expected. They average vahies were found to be 7.8 • 10"^, 

3.7 • 10~- and 3.5 • 10"^ a.m.u."^ respectively. The was fitted by a series of 

functions of the form (2.16) (see Fig. 5.4). Two terms in the expansion (2.16) Wcis 

enough to reach the accuracy (standard deviation) rr- = 10"'^ for the fit. 

2.5.3 Frequency Calculations 

The matrix equation for each of the local mode vibrational problems (2.46) wtis 

solved utilizing a completely optimized basis set of fiuictions of the types (2.17) 

and (2.19) and the obtained functional fits to the potential energy curves. The 

optimization of the basis fimctions' parameters, {s-'''} and was performed 

using Powell's gradient search method. The optimizations were carried out to lower 

the value of the sum of all vibrational eigenvalues E^''^ computed variationally at 

eac;h step. We foimd that for the studied region (first four overtones per mode) the 

values for the calculated frequencies rapidly converge with the increasing number 

of the optimized basis fimctions (see Tables 5.1-5.3). Four or more fully optimized 

bcisis ftmctions was enough to reach a good agreement with the results obtained 

from the high-level perturbative and variational calculations' for each of the local 

modes. This can be readily imderstood, since the nature of the vibration dynamics 

of the lower states is close to harmonic, and the employed basis fimctions have a 

fimctional form similar to the eigenfimctions of the harmonic oscillator problem. 

Therefore, in contrast to the basis set consisting of the gaussian-type fimctions, 

our Hermite-type basis fimctions describe the dynamics of those states very well. 
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Not only can these functions be centered at an arbitrary point on the potential 

energy curve, but their polynomial and exponential parts can be located at different 

points. Thus, positioning the basis set fimctions further away from the equilibrium 

point allows one to accurately accoimt for the anliarmonicity of the liigher-lying 

vibrational states. Altogether, these rather flexible fimctions are well suited for 

solving the vibrational problem. 

In order to calculate the frequencies for the tliree-dimensional PES we solved 

the eigenvahie problem (2.45) in the tliree-dimensional bcisis set. The frequencies 

from variational calculations for the btisis set dimensions 288 and higher converged 

within 10 wavenumbers, the number wliich lies witliin the error boundary of our 

three-dimensional PES fit. Hence, we assTime that the results of the followed time-

dependent study for the bcisis set consisting of 288 functions carmot be improved 

any further within tlie chosen method. The eigenvalues obtained from the three-

dimensional vibrational problem were further used to construct the matrbc of the 

three-dimensional evolution operator for each point on the time grid. 

2.5.4 Time Evolution of the (2,0,0) and (3,0,0) 0-H Local Stretcliing Modes 

The vector |/J/\(0)), representing the initial vibrational wavefimction for the 

state with / — 1 ciuanta on 0-H stretch, .7-1 quanta on 0-D stretch and K - 1 

quanta on OHD bending mode at time t=0 was formed as described pre\'iously 

in Eq. (2.47). The matrix representation of the evolution operator for everj' time 

point t was computed according to Eq.(2.6). The propagated vector \IJK{t)) was 
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computed as a result of multiplication of the initial state vector by the matrix of 

the evolution operator for every point t on the chosen time range. The population 

probabihty for each accessible state |LiV/iV(0)), calculated by taking an 

absohite vahie of projection { L M N { 0 ) ) \ I J K { t ) ) ,  served as a measure of the energy 

flow from the mode {I — I, J ~ I, K — I). Our time grid consisted of Nt = 400 

points tn = to + nAt {n =1,Nt) uniformly sampled over 10 picosecond (ps) time 

interval. The time grid appears to be fine enough to see all the featmes of the 

population probabihties for different states. 

No substantial build up in state populations was observed for any of the accessi

ble energy states. Tliis can be explained by the fact the Fermi resonanc;e condition 

is not fulfilled for the HDO molecule. It follows that some part of the vibrational 

energy randomizes among the modes, but the initial mode remains partially oc-

cupied. If the energy of the 0-H stretcliing mode were an integer multiple of the 

energy of the bending mode, we would probably detect a noticeable flow of the 

energy to the bending mode. Such activation of the bending mode would result 

in significant alteration of the molecular geometry, an imexplored possibihty to in

duce conformational changes in the larger molecules. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 present the 

maximimi max{FtA;iv(in)} and average Xln occupation probabihties 

for some of accessible states |£-iV/iV) assuming that the initial local mode was either 

(3,0,0) or (2,0,0). 

The time evolution for the modes (2,0,0) and (3,0,0) is displayed in Figiues 

5.5a, 5.5b, 5.6a and 5.6b. The results for the tune evolution operator matrLx with 
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dimensions of 160 and laigher consistently show a periodic pattern of the time 

evohition for both (2,0,0) and (3,0,0) modes (states [SIl) and |411) respectively). 

We did not use any gaussian smootliing, which is usually employed to eliminate 

non-physical rapid changes in occupations, because the degree of deviation from 

tlie main pattern of the time evolution was om quality criterion for the eigenvalues 

obtained from the three-dimensional vibrational problem. The results indicate that 

within our model there exists energy transfer between the accessible states on a 

subpicosecond time scale, and that it does not completely deplete the initial local 

mode. The occupation probability oscillates with a period of approximately 1 ps 

for (2,0,0) mode and 0.45 ps for (3,0,0) mode (see Figs. 5.5a, 5.5b, o.Ga and 

5.6b). This provides us with another important characteristic of the observed IVR: 

the characteristic time of the energy redistribution process, which is ec[ual to the 

half-period of the modes' occupation probabihties. It amounts to 0.5 ps for (2,0,0) 

and 0.22 ps for (3,0,0) modes respectively (see Table 5.6). As expected, we foimd 

that the liigher energy transfer rate is observed for the state having higher initial 

energy. Time-propagation in the lower-dimensional basis sets provides the same 

qualitative picture of the energy redistribution process (see Figs. 5.5a, 5.6a). 

We conclude from the average occupation probabihties (see Table 5.6) that 

about 40% of the vibrational energy will stay in the initially excited (3,0,0) mode 

and about 60% in the initially excited (2,0,0) mode. Tliis lack of the energy 

dissipation for both local modes should be of no surprise to us, since there are no 

external dissipative forces present in oiu: model, and the initial states have energies 
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well below the dissociation limit. The fact that the energy does not randomize 

among the accessible states, and the fact that there was no substantial build up 

of energy detected on any other mode, strongly suggest that one should expect a 

good state-selectiveness from the HDO molecule. 

We speculate that for certain larger molecules, where normal modes c^an be 

effectively clustered by energy, the longevity of the 0-H locally excited mode can 

still remain essentially imaffected. This may open new ways to induce state-sele(;tive 

dissociation or conformational changes in biologically active compounds by Uiser-

targeting specific 0-H vibrations. 

2.5.5 Conchision 

.A, time-propagation method based on matrix representation of the evolution 

operator was employed in the present study. The energy transfer among the local 

modes was modeled by non-diagonal (/-tensor terms in the kinetic energy oper

ator (kinetic coupling) tmd by non-separable tliree-dimensional potential energy 

operator (potential couphng). Matrix elements of the Hamiltonian operator were 

calculated analytically. Tlie time-evolution of the 0-H stretching local mode with 

two and three quanta of vibration was studied using the introduced teclinique. The 

method seem to provide a good qualitative pictme of the studied IVR processes. 

The results obtained by using different basis sets consistently indicate that the 0-H 

stretcliing local modes must be substantially long-hved witliin the chosen model. 
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Figure 2.1. The potential energy of the stretching local mode as a function of 

the stretching internal coordinate (same for 0-H and 0-D stretch), in mHartree. 
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Figure 2.2. The potential energy of the bending local mode as 

bending internal coordinate, in mHartree. 

a function of the 
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Figure 2.3. Plot of the gn(Si) and §22(82) covariant components, in a.m.ii.. 
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Figure 2.4. Plot of the g33(S3) contravariant component and its fit. 
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Figure 2.5. Occupation probability of the local (2,0,0) mode as a function 

of time calculated in 160-dimensional basis set. 
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Figure 2.6. Occupation probability of the local (2,0,0) mode as a function 
of time calculated in 288-dimensionai basis set. 
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Figure 2.7. Occupation probability of the local (3,0,0) mode as a function 

of time calculated in 240-dimensional basis set. 
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Figure 2.8. Occupation probability of the local (3,0,0) mode as a function 

of time calculated in 288-dimensional basis set. 
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Table 2.1: Vibrational energy levels of the OH-stretdiing local mode obtained from 

the one-dimensional variational calculations in completely optimized basis sets. 

\ Basis dim 
Energy, cm""^ \ 4 5 8 10 

Ei 1894.05 1892.81 1892.65 1892.71 

Eo 5583.38 5581.26 5580.05 5579.37 

E, 9095.31 9097.87 9096.39 9095.14 

E, 12517.90 12500.30 12488.20 12482.00 



Table 2.2: Vibrational energy levels of the OD-stretching local mode obtained from 

the one-dimensional variational calculations in completely optimized basis sets. 

\ Basis dim 
Energy, cm"' \ 4 5 6 10 

E, 1383.45 1380.53 1378.43 1378.26 

El 4136.02 4105.40 4091.88 4089.44 

Ez 6813.50 6791.63 6755.34 6745.81 

E, 9407.96 9403.85 9402.69 9394.67 

E, 11942.00 11936.70 11846.6 
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Table 2.3: HOD-bending local mode obtained from the one-dimensional variational 

calculations in completely optimized basis sets. The superscripts (+) and (-) denote 

the liigher and the lower of the quasidegenerate eigenvalues that correspond to the 

same vibrational quantum nimiber. 

\ Basis dim 
Energy, cm"' \ 8 10 12 14 

EV 702.82 702.56 701.83 701.77 

E[''^ 702.91 702.64 701.98 701.96 

EV 2106.57 2106.53 2106.53 2105.58 

2106.72 2106.68 2106.68 2106.64 

Et^ 3518.28 3486.94 3485.44 3484.69 

3518.38 3487.13 3486.09 3485.83 

EV 4852.72 4788.69 4784.97 4772.62 

Et^ 4852.97 4789.27 4787.05 4785.68 

eV 6101.41 5827.27 5810.26 

6106.96 5967.65 5940.62 

£>(-) 7853.59 7763.03 

o(+) 
^6 7881.46 7857.70 
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Table 2.4: Maximiun and average populations for several energetically accessible 

local modes with the energy flowing from (2.0,0) initial mode. 

M ode p  1 avg p  ^ rn.xx 

(0,0,0) 1.3 • 10-'- 6.7 • 10-'-

(0,0,3) 5.2 • lO-'' 2.5 • 10-'-

(0,0,4) 5.0 • 10"^ 3.2 • 10-'-

(0,0,5) 5.5 • 10-^ 2.7 • 10-'-

(0,1,0) 1.0 • 10"'- 6.7 • 10"'-

(0,2.0) 9.1 • lO-'' 6.6 • 10-'-

(0,3,0) 6.2 • 10-3 3.7 • 10--

(1,0,0) 1.4 • 10"'- 1.1 • 10-^ 

(1,1,1) 8.71 • 10-3 5.2 • 10-2 
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Table 2.5: Maximum and average populations averaged over 5 ps time interval for 

Initial mode. 

M ode p 
fiur; P ^ max 

(0,0,0) 1.3 • 10-' 5.7 • 10-'' 

(0,0,3) 8.1 • 10-' 4.8 • 10-^ 

(0,0,4) 7.4 • 10-^ 

I O
 

O
 

(0,0,5) 1.4-10-'' 6.9 • 10-^ 

(0,1,0) 1.5 • 10"^ 6.3 • 10-^ 

(0,2,0) 9.3 • 10-^ 5.1 • 10-'' 

(0,3,0) 5.3 • 10-^ 3.0 • 10--

(1,0,0) 6.3 • 10"' 2.2 • 10"'' 

(1,1,1) 9.1 • 10-' 5.7 • 10"^ 

(2,1,1) 3.9 • 10"^ 1.5 • 10-^ 



Table 2.6: Average period and occupation probability for the local modes (2,0,0) 

and (3,0,0). 

mode (2,0,0) mode (3,0,0) 

Basis dim Period (ps) p 
•' avg Basis dim Period (ps) p 

^ aug 

128 1.11 0.57 128 0.43 0.45 

240 0.83 0.61 288 0.52 0.46 

288 1.15 0.58 432 0.56 0.42 
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2.6 Concliisions and Future Directions 

As a summary of the discnssion given in Chapter 2, the following conclusions 

can be made. 

1. Introduction of rather flexible sliifted Hermite-type fimctions in one, two and 

tliree dimensions as a basis set for variational vibrational problem in combination 

with accoimting for anliarmonicity of tiie potential surfaces and exponential rep

resentation of the coordinate-dependent (/-matrix provides a reliable tool to study 

0-H vibrations in the presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The flexibility of 

the Hermite-type fimctions due to their polynomial part and a greater number of 

the residting basis set parameters allows one to work with relatively small btisis sets. 

This represents a novel way to accurately handle vibrational transitions in systems 

having only a few discrete energy states, or for systems with several minima on 

their potential energy surfaces. The orthogonality property of the introduced fimc

tions ehminates the possibility of having an ill-defined system of hnear eciuations 

in variational calculations, a situation which is often encoimtered when gaussian 

bcisis sets are employed. Also, the nature of the vibration dynamics of the lower 

vibrational states is close to harmonic. Therefore, in contrast to a common basis 

set consisting of the Gaussian-type functions, the introduced basis fimctions should 

be verj"- well suited for solving vibrational problem. Derived analytic expressions 

for the corresponding Hamiltonian matrbc elements tremendously reduce a required 

computational effort for variational calcidations and make it possible to introduce a 

non-linear optimization of the basis set parameters to obtain more accurate rallies 
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for the vibrational frequencies. 

2. The recursive analytic programming technique based on the newly introduced 

concept of a shared compoimd pointer in FORTRAN 90 was foimd to be very useful 

in programming analytic formulas for the Hamiltonian matrLx elements. The new 

concept of the shared compoimd pointer also allowed to save a considerable amount 

of ('omputer time in passing large objects by reference. 

3. The time evolution of the 0-H stretching local mode with two and tliree 

c[uanta of vibration in HDO molecule was studied using tliree-dimensional evolution 

operator in the matrix representation. Our variable (/-matrix method in the bcvsis 

set of Hermite-type fimctions was used in the calculations. No essential build-up 

of vibrational energy was foimd on any of the accessible modes. The energy of the 

initial stretch quanta first distributes among all the modes and then its major part 

flows back to the original one. This vibrational energy redistribution Wcvs foimd to 

otx;ur on a subpicosecond scale for the studied states. The results incUcate that the 

local 0-H stretcliing mode in HDO molecule must be a relatively long-lived mode. 

The theoretical advances presented in tliis work can be readily extended to 

study molecular systems of larger size. The use of the Hermite-type basis sets, 

c:oorcUnate-dependent (j-matrLx and proper accoimting for anharmonicity of the 

potential energy siurfaces should be verj' effective in studying the vibrational motion 

and proton-transfer processes in presence of hydrogen bonds (the situation often 

encoimtered in biological systems). Furthermore, combined (/-matrix and time-

propagation of the wavefimctions for large time intervals should help to gain fin-ther 
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insight of dynamical aspects of gemiine biological systems. It is suggested that 

the following future studies can be useful to enhance imderstanding of vibration 

dynamics and its role in chemical transformations. 

1. The recent results from state-resolved photodissociation experiments indi-

(;ate that the water molecule initially prepared in the vibrationally excited state 

(4,0,0) undergoes dissociation if promoted to a repulsive electronic excited state 

by a photolysis photon. It was foimd that the dissociation cannot occur for the 

equilibrium 0-H bond length, even in the higlily vibrationally excited molecule. It 

is believed that the liiglily vibrationally excited water molecule explores normally 

inac^cessible regions of the lower potential surface and, hence, reaches different re

gions of the upper surface upon excitation with the photolysis photon. Therefore, it 

would be interesting to model this situation from a theoretical point of view, i.e., to 

put the initially prepared vibrational wavefunction to different starting points on an 

excited electronic potential energy surface and trace the time evolution of tliis fimo 

tion. The separation of the initial fimction into two parts should clearly indicate 

that the molecule dissociates. Supposedly, different initially excited vibrational lo-

(;al modes should have quite different dissociation probabiUties if the corresponding 

wavefimction is placed on the liigher electronic potential energy siurface. The newly 

introduced size-extensive methodology for theoretical study of time-dependent pro

cesses may prove to be useful in elucidating tliis aspect of vibrationally mediated 

photodissociation experiments. 

2. The next series of tests for the developed f/-matrbc and time-propagation 
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approaches should probably be the description of proton transfer phenomenon in 

dimer molecules. The double proton transfer reactions play a vital role in many 

important chemical and biological processes. For example, double proton trans

fer occurs in DNA base pairs such as the adenine-thymine base pair.^°^ More

over, in the proton pimaping mechanisms of transmembrane proteins such as bac-

teriorhodopsin^°'^ and photosynthetic reaction centers,protons are transported 

across a membrane tlirough a series of steps involving the side chains of amino 

acid residues in the protein and water molecules. In addition, a wide range of 

enzyme reactions, including serine proteases,^'"' alcohol dehydrogenases^"' and car

bonic anhydrases^°® require multiple proton transfer reactions. The simplest pro

totype molecule for such studies should probably be the dimer of formic acid 

HCOOH- • -HCOOH for which the potential energy surface can be obtained eas

ily. Even the simple time-evolution of the wave packet in a non-symmetric one-

dimensional double-well potential can also be of great interest to biophysicists, 

since tliis model is capable of describing the dynamics of the proton transfer along 

the hydrogen bond in Watson-Crick acid-base pairs in DNA (i.e., describing mu

tations). Having a good empirical approximation for the potential due to environ

ment (water) one can study the build-up of the propagated wavefimction density 

in the second well, assmning that at f=0 the imtial packet is centered in the first 

well on the potential energy curve (global minimum). The ratio of the integrated 

probabihty densities in the first and in the second well should give an estimate 

for the likelihood of mutation in DNA. It would also be interesting to find out 
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how the probability of mutation depends on the potential due to the environment. 

Therefore, the caladation of the 0-H vibrational frequencies using the developed 

(/-matrix method and propagation of the wave packets corresponding to the posi

tion of the proton, will be an interesting and important study, which the author 

hopes to piursue in the futiure. 
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APPENDICES SUMMARY 

The following summarizes author's contributions to the articles included in the 

Appendices A through D. 

Appendix A: "Theoretical Ab-initio Study of 0-H Vibrational Band in Gas-Phase 

Glycine Conformers" 

• Electronic energy calculations for three glycine conformers for a variety of 0-H bond 

length values using Gaussian 94 program; 

• Fits for one-dimensional potential energy curves for the 0-H stretching mode as well 

as g-values by using Mathematica standard numerical packages; 

• Derivation of analytic symbols P and Q for the integration range [0,<» ] of the internal 

variable for a newly introduced set of shifted Hermite-type functions; 

• Derivation of closed expressions for Hamiltonian matrix elements in terms of the 

introduced analytic symbols; 

• Calculations of vibrational energies by solving the eigenvalue problem using routines 

from IMSL F90 numerical library; 

• Calculations of ^-matrix values based on the earlier developed algorithm of Will 

McCarthy implementing Podolski's representation of vibrational Hamiltonian; 

Appendix B: "Theoretical Study of the 0-H Stretching Band in 3-hydroxy-2-methyl-4-

pyrone" 

• Development of a fast multidimensional fitting routine, discriminating linear from 

non-linear parameters, and its implementation in Matlab language; 

• Obtaining two-dimensional Gaussian fits for the potential energy surface and 

individual g-matrix elements; 
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• Derivation of new P and Q symbols for the Integration range [-<»,<»] of internal 

variables; 

• Programming analytic expressions for Hamiltonian matrix elements in terms of the 

new symbols; 

• Calculations of g-matrix values based on the earlier developed algorithm of Will 

McCarthy 

Appendix C: "Passing Dynamic Objects by Reference in Fortran 90: Application to 

Time-Dependent Quantum Chemistry" 

• Development of a new effective strategy of passing large variable size objects to 

subroutines and back to the main program in Fortran 90; 

• Designing a simple working example to show how the method can be effectively 

employed to simplify recursive symbolic derivations; 

• Programming the analytic solution for action of the powers of Hamiltonian on the 

shifted Hermite-type basis function; 

Appendix D: "State-Selective Multi-Reference Coupled-Cluster Theory Employing The 

Single-Reference Formalism: Application to an Excited State of H8" 

• Modification of the input files by replacing an occupied orbital by the lowest virtual 

orbital; 

• Electronic energy calculations for various geometries with use of the modified input 

files; 

• Comparison of the calculated energies with the earlier obtained results of the state-

universal (SU) MR CC calculations involving single and double excitations (CCSD), 

with SRCC results, as well as with the exact energies obtained using the full 

configuration interaction method. 
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APPENDIX A 

Theoretical Ab-initio Study Of 0-H Vibrational Band In Gas-Phase Glycine 

Conformers 
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Reprinted with permission from: 

Chemical Physics Letters, 291, 110 (1998); V. Alexandrov, L. Adamowics and S. 

Stepanian, "Theoretical ab-initio study of 0-H vibrational band in gas-phase glycine 

conformers". Copyright 1998, American Institute of Physics. 
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Theoretical ab initio study of 0-H vibrational band in gas-phase 
glycine conformers 

The O-H vibntional bind has been theoretically studied for the two most stable glycine conformers utilizing our variable 

effective mass aftptoach. The stmching frequencies of the O-H bond of the mosi stable gas-phase glycine conformers were 

predicted. Analytical expressions for the Hamilionian matrix elemems of the vibrational problem were derived. A functional 
fit 10 (he potemial energy term was obtained based on the electnxiic energies calculated at different 0-H bond distances at 

(he MP2 level of theory. The calculated 0-H stretching frequencies ane in good agreement with the low-temperature IR 

spectroscopic data. 01998. Riblished by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 

I. Introdactkm 

The simplest amino acid, glycine, is one of the most imponam biological compounds known lo exist in the 
gas phase in the non-ionized form, NH^-CHj-COOH {!]. Internal rotations are tesponsible for a variety of 
glycine confotmeis. The three most stable conformers are shown on Fig. I. The detennination of the spectral 
and structural chaiacteristics of these conformers is of great scientific interest due to their relation to the amino 
acid sequences in proteins. Also, due to (he recent intersteliar search for amino adds, the correct theoretical 
assignment of the vibrational bands is imponam to radioastronomy [2,3]. 

The experimental investigation of the gaseous glycine is difficult due to its thermal instability. Similar to 
other amino acids, glycine decomposes before melting. Based upon this fact, the first experimental data about 
the structuies of gaseous glycine conformers obtained via microwave and electronic diffraction studies [1,4-6] 
appeared in the literature less than 20 years ago. IR spectroscopy, being an ideal tool for conformational studies, 
has been hard to apply to this case beuuse of insufticiem vapor pressure of glycine to register its IR spectra. In 
fact, only recently were the first IR spectroscopic data for the gas-phase glycine conformers obtained by (he 
low-temperanue matrix isolation medi^ [7,8]. The results of quantum-mechanical studies [9-19] indicate that 
three conformers (see Fig. 1) may exist in the gas-pbase at very low temperanire. However, it was found in the 
experiment [7,8] that conformer HI is only present in the Argon matrix at temperatures below 13 K. Therefore, 
in the present study we only consider conformers I and 11. As for the theoretical predictions of their vibrational 
spectra, in panicular. their O-H vibrational band, all previous calculations within the harmonic approximation, 
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Glycine II 

Glycine III 

Fig. 1. The lowat.eneTty GLYCINE confonnas. 

paiticulaily for the confotmer 11. gave unsatisfactoiy results. Tlie need for a procedure which accounts for 
anhamnnic features of the electronic potential has become evident. 

The presence of the intramolecular hydrogen bond greatly influences the dynamics of the vibrations, 
dramatically changing the values of the corresponding frequencies. As one can see from Fig. I, in the glycine 
molecule the 0-H vibration must be impacted by the closely situated oxygen (conformers I) or nitrogen 
(confotmer 11). No wonder that such a vibiation is quite challenging for a theoretical study [9|. One of the 
techniques currently being developed to model complex intermolecular dynamics is the G-matiix method 
[29-31,33]. Its objective is to consttiKt an effective Hamiltonian operator for a selected set of vibrational modes 
in the system. In the present work we use this technique to account for the anharmonicity effects in the two 
low-energy glycine conforanen. 

2. Matrix method for vUnCiaiMl frequency cakulatkMt 

2. J. Traditional approach 

The nuclear motion SchrSdinger equation for an V-atom molecule in Cartesian coordinates, (r, r^) 
is given by 

" 1 
— v f  +  V  (I) 

(-1 2'n, J 

The squared momentum operator widiin the Idnetic energy operator is represented by Lapladan 7 > = (d^/3xf 
+ d'/3y} + d-/dz}), and V is the potential energy ternL The potential energy can be readily expressed in 
terms of internal coordinates once an apptopriate coordinate system has been defined. However, the kinedc 
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energy can take a much more complicated form in intemal coordinates [20,29-31]. In general, the form of the 
vibrational Hamiltonian in an arbitraiy internal coordinate system is given as: [20,29-31] 

IN-i 3 I m-i a \ 

(2) 

In the above expression, | g| is the determinant of a matrix whose clemenu are deflned as 

^ dr dr 

and is the Jacobian of the transfortnation from the Cartesian coordinates to the {ij coordinates. The 
corresponding contravariant components of g'', which enter the expression (I) for the Hamiltonian, are defined 
as 

a- I 

The covariant tensor is equivalent to the G~' matrix introduced by Wilson, [21] and the contravariant g'' is 
equivalent to Wilson's G matrix, it is possible to rewrite (1) as 

4 Ss, r 4 Ss/ j 

Assuming that the change of ln| with respect to the change of intemal coordinates is much smaller than the 
contribution from the individual components, g'K this expression for can be further reduced to [23] 

I d B 

Wilson [20] assumed that since the vibrational amplitudes ate usually "small", then the elements g'' must 
be constant. However, as it follows from (4), this approximation can fail if the derivatives of the molecule's 
Cartesian coordinates with respect to the intemal coordinates are significantly different at different nearby 
geometries [30,31]. An example of such a situation is the 0-H vibration in organic acids. This vibration is 
responsible for the proton-t.-ansfer process resulting in substantial changes in the lengths of the nearby bonds 
leading to different values at different s, values. Large amplitude vibrations, such as the inversion of 
the ammonia molecule, provide another example when the assumption about constant g'' may not be valid. 

In larger molecular systems many vibrations involve only a small subset of the total vibrational degrees of 
freedom. For instance, the recent electron absorption studies of benzophenone [24] revealed that only a few 
vibrational degrees of freedom are activated by tlK 5o S, electronic transition. Also, it has been repotted [25] 
that primarily the C-I stretch and the CH, umbrella Ixnd are acuvated during photodissociation of CH^t. These 
and similar observations have guided researchers to develop theoretical models with built-in constraints imposed 
on the inactive vibrational degrees of freedom. These approaches allow one to work with a reduced-dimension 
G matrix, i.e., to separMe dK active and consirained iaimal coordinates. Madder and Frederic [29] suggested a 
convenient method to build the reduced G matrix for large molecules with many constraints. All such methods 
developed for highly constrained molecular systems neglect relaxation in the constrained intemal coordinates. 
Such an approach is justiflable when the active and inactive vibrations have different energies and are 
decoupled. In all other cases the approach will necessarily lead to inaccuracy in the g matrix. 

2.2. Present approach 

In the present work, we allow contributions from all atomic Cartesian coordinates to enter the expression for 
g'', Eq. (4). The functional form of g'' was found by detertnining its value for different molecular geometries 
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corresponding lo diflerent vaiaes of the internal coordiniite describing the studied vibration. Since we considered 
the 0-H vibration we use a single internal coordinate x to be the 0-H distance. The potential energy curves 
were obtained by changing x incrementally and optimizing all other internal coordinates. The values of g'' 
ig'' »g{x){oTtiK internal coordinate x) were calculated for each point on the potential energy curve and fitted 
by a series of Af, shifted gaussian fuiKtions; 

«(•*)- E C- e-®-"-*""''. /3,-0. xl"-0. (7) 
HI- 1 

Functional dependence of g on the 0-H bond distance complicates the kinetic energy term in the Hainiltonian 
but improves the accuracy of the calculated vibrational frequencies. The basis .set of shifted gaussian 
functions. 

(<^-( ={(X . (8) 

was also employed to solve the vibrational problem using the variational method. An analyuc expression for the 
Icinetic energy matrix element in this basis set has the following form; 

I d d 

2 dx dx 

1 
>«• 1 

-[(4 - 2) • (t - I) • -2a. • (i - I) • 'k-

(9) 

where the i-P and 9'P symbols are introduced in Appendix A. 
The potential energy curve in our method is fitted by the following series of functions: 

V(x)- (10) 

where Mv, and are the lengths of the Morse and gaussian series in the expansion, respectively. It is 
essential to have both Morse and gaussian types of functions in the expansion (10) in order to ensure the correct 
behavior at infinity (Morse-like pan), as well as to reproduce all the local features of the potential near the 
equilibrium (gaussian-like pan). With V( x) of Eq. (10) we get the following form of the potential energy matrix 

elements; 

(«;lv(x)14>,)' z• (^:JXU.o - 2 • a:;!':,'..v4".r.+ 

(-1 
expressed in terms of the S-P and 8-<2 symbols (see Appendix A). 

The overlap nutrix elements are given by 
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400 -

1 

I JOO -

0-0t«W4biMcr,«K 
1 MP2 dectronic energici of GLYCINE-1 vi 0-H bond dinucc (<iished line). Kx). (I) qtudnuic fil. VJiiY (2) qiudiaiic Tii and Ihc 
urtuiion, 

owing the explicit form of all the necessary matrix elements, the matrix equation for the vibradonal probtem. 

HC'ESC. (13) 

I be solved. 

Calculations and results 

We utilized the MolIer-PIesset second-order pertmbation theoty (MP2) methods to study the structures of 
cine conformets. As we mentioned, confonner ill is not observed in the matrix above 13 K; hence, in the 
sent work we limit our consideration to confomters I and II. In the calculations we used the Cunning's 

900 

I 300 -

Ul 

100-

1.0 1.S ZQ 2.5 XO 
O'R tawrf dhiiHf >> A* 

. 3. MP2 elanronic enerties of GLYCTNE-II vs 0«H bond distance (dashed line). (I) quadraltc Ttt: (2) quadratic ftt and the pemntaiion. 
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Table I 
Fining ptnmctcn for die elcctrmic {mcMial Vtjt) 
Pirameter GLYaNE-l GLYONE-n 

»y ,  1 1 
I 1 

"t 100.3 35.40 
'1" 1.8J0 I.9I0 

21.69 7.166 
yC.) 4J» 6.491 

17S6 2.427 

correlation-consistent [26] cc-pVDZ basis set augmented with diffused functions (+ + ) taken from Clark et al. 
[27] The MP2 method yielded the equilibrium geometries of glycine conformer 1 and II which were in very 
good agreement with the results from the microwave and electron diffraction studies [1.4-6]. After the 
equilibrium structures for both confotmers were determined, the MP2/cc-pVDZ + + method was used to 
c^culate the electronic energies coiresponding to the Incrementally varied internal coordinate describing the 
0-H stretching. The MP2 potential energy curves for the conformers I and H are shown on Figs. 2 and 3. One 
can immediately notice a strong anhaimonic character of the electronic potentials in both cases. Next, the 
potential curves were fitted by expansion (10) and the ttsulb of the fits are shown in Table I. 

The j-values of Eq. (4) were calculated using the "mechanical shift" method, i.e.. at each point of the 
potential energy curve, the O-H bond was stretched by 0.01 A and then the molecule before and after the 0-H 
stretching was moved to die center of mass (we will call the two respective geometries "iihifted" and 
"unshifted"). Next the shifted and unshifted geometries were rotated in such a way, that the Eckart conditioas 
[28] were satisfied for both of them to decouple vibrations from the overall rotation. Using the Cartesian 
coordinates in the Eckan frame for the shifted and unshifted geometries, the covariant jSn = l/j; was 
calculated by numerical differentiation procedure using Eq. (3). The inverse of this result gave the contntvariant 
g" Bg. It was found that the effective mass, l/g. for the 0-H stretching vibration varies noticeably as a 
function of the internal coordinate (see Figs. 4 and 5). The calculated ^-values were fitted by a scries of 

1 

^ t lo 
K li 
t 1124 

1.121 

04 12 16 20 2.4 ZB 
O'H htitd Sittmt, 

Fig. 4. Hydrogen effective mast vs 0>H bond distance for GLVCTNE-L 

T ;• T 
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Table 3 
FitqucKies of the O-H tirelchiog mode in gu-phiie glycine obuinol by vniable ji-nairix method 

Dimemion of basii (M^) Co^iCcra-'jaLYCINE-l Po-ifcm-'jGLYCINE-n 

3 
4 
6 
E>iperimenl(7,8j 

3531.09051957) 
3519,49 (35I7.M) 
3516.69 (351556) 
3516.44 (3515.95) 
3560 

3220.96(3160.99) 
3207J8 (3153.g7) 
3207JS(3I4SJ3) 
3207J7 (3148.23) 
3200 

Values in puemhewi denote the freqsenca otxiined using consuni n-values calculated at the equilibrium pointi. 

using the quasi-Newton gradient search method. The sum of the two lowest vibrational energies was minimized 
in this optimization. We found that for the studied 0 -• I transition the value for the frequency rapidly 
converges with the increasing number of the optimized basis functions (see Table 3). 

Accounting for the anharmonicity effects in the O-H vibration plays a major role in obtaining accurate 
results for the frequencies. The frequencies obtained with the variable-g method are 3516 cm~' vs 35(50 cm'' 
(experimental) for conformer I. and 3207 cm"' vs 3200 cm"' (experimental) for conformer II. If one takes a 
quadratic fit near the bottom of the potential energy curve (Figs. I and 2). i.e., uses a harmonic potential, and 
uses the value of l/g calculated at the equilibrium from Eq. (3) the result for the 0 -< I transition frequency 
increases by about 200 cm'' (see Table 4). The use of the reduced mass from (he Gaussian 94 [22] normal 
mode analysis (1.0652 and I.OS 19 au for the conformers I and II, respectively) in combination with the 
harmonic potential increases the transition frequency evn further and virtually reproduces the Gaussian 94 
result (the small difference U due to the calculating the force constant from the quadratic fit rather than from the 
analytical derivative of the energy at the equilibrium). 

We also made a comparison of the frequencies from our method with the results obtained using the 
vibrational second-order peituibation theory (VFT2) [32]. The perturbation operator in this approach was 
determined in the following way. First we subtracted the quadratic fit from the potential energy curve at Ave 
paints near the equilibrium point. Next we fitted the residual difference by a sum of cubic and quartic terms. 
V'(jr)- k'(x-X,)'k'(jc-jc,)* (jr, being the O-H equilibrium distance). The unpertutM harmonic 
potential, V,,(jr), and the perturted potential. Kt(jr) -f V'(jr). for conformers I and n are shown on Figs. 2 and 3, 
respectively. The anharmonic perturbation potential V'(x)and tiie pertuitation theoiy were used to calculatc the 
fint and second order corrections to the energies of the ground and first excited vibrational state.s. The value 
l/g at the equilibrium distance was used for the reduced mass. The resulting VPT2 frequencies for both 
conformers were about 80 cm~' lower than the corresponding unpermrbed harmonic values, but still about ISO 

Table 4 
Haimonic analysis of the O-H simchiiif band 

Method i'o..|(cm-')GLYCINE-I i'o^i(cm"'lGl-YC3NE-n 

GAUSSIAN 94* 3867.79 3689.&t 
Harmonic S-pi (it' 3734.63 (3836.29)* 3478.45(367732)' 
VPT2' 3651.85 (3756.01)* 3407.78 (3606.76) * 
Experiment' 3560 3200 

' Resulu ffom GAUSSIAN 94 obcained will) analytic MF2 second derivatives.' Bve-point ijuadmic fit for the electronic potential is 
used in combination with the reduced mass equal to the l/g value calculated at equilibrium O-H distance.' Vibniional penurinlion 
theoiy of the sccond order is used to cakulate the ftequencies. The l/g value at the equilibrium O-H distance is used for the reduced 
mass.' Ftequencies measured in IR low-ieniperature ttuoix isolaiion cjifxriment [7.8],' Values in parentheses represent die ftcqucnces 
obtained using the reduced man from the GAUSSIAN 94 normal mode ualysis. 
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cm'' higher than the experimentally observed frequencies. The frequency calculation.^ are .summarized in Table 
4. 

4. Conciiuioa 

O-H stretching vibrations have been studied for two confonnations of glycine. A good agreement between 
experimental and calculated spectra was obtained. The results indicate that the need for the variable K-matrix 
method becomes especially pronounced when strong hydrogen bonds are present in the molecule. 
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Appendix A 

Here we give explicit formulas for the "auxiliao'" symbols (we call them P- and Q- symbols) which make 
the flnal analytical expressions for the overiap, potential and kinetic energy matrix elements shorter and much 
easier to program. T-P-symbol represents the following integrals: 

n ( i f )  

\ 2ya| +a2 + a, ) \''\ 2ya, +03 + 03 J 

,  / n - l + I \  .  I n  — I  +  I  ( a . * ?  +  a , x ^  +  a , j r ; ) ^  \  
)-).r(_)-(-.r 'r[— 

(A.l) 

Here Fix) and y{x,a) are the usual gamma and Incomplete gamma function, respectively. 8-P and 9-P 
symbols are evaluated with help of 1-P symbols as 

/I, flj 

and 

-  i  E ( - i ) ' ^ * ( ; ' ) ( ; ) •  ( ^ . 2 )  

= "i "i (a.3) 

respectively. 
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For evaluation of the potential energy matrix entries we introduce Q-symbols, which are very similar to the 
P-symbols but result from the integrals involving the Morse pan of the potential. The 7-Q and i-Q symbols are 

. .  ( ^ 1 " "  •  t  ^ ' '  
\  y 'a ,  +  a ,  /  , .0  ^ '  I  2/a |  +  o .  

n - /  +  l ^  ,  , ^ m - i  ( n - ' + l  ( / 9  -  2 0 ,  J ,  +  
2 ' 4-(a,+a,) 

( l  +  ( - l ) ' - ' ) - r  — —  - ( - l ) " - ' y  

(A.4) 

and 

e ' " ' ' • • ' X - - r j )  " M x  

r -0  i -n  \  l  \  '  I  
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The inflated specttum of 3-hydroxy-2-meUiyl-4-pyT0iie leveali an 0-H streiching frequency 
roughly 200 cm'* lower than that of a typical alcohol group. The frequency lowering results ftom 
intramolecular hydtxjgen bonding between the alcohol ud ketone gioups. In ibis worlc, ihe 
stretching and bending vibtatioM of the 0-H group in 3-hydroxy-2-aiediyl-4-pyrone are studied 
widi a theocetical methodotogy mote rigorous duui the conventional harmom'c approximation. A 
two-dimensional potential energy surface in intetml coordinates conesponding to diffimm 
hydrogen posidons in the plane of the molecule is calculated with (he use of the second order 
M^IIer-PIesset peiturbatioa theory. To itKlude all possible variations in kinetic energy in a large 
amplitude vibr^onal node, g-matiix elemenu with variable values are employed. The analytical 
expression fcr the Hamiltonian matiix elementi of the twoKlimensMnal vibrational problem in a 
basis of shifted Gauuian ftinctiooi is derived. Expectttioa values for the 0-H stretch nuclear states 
ate variationally determined with Uie use of shifted Gaussian fimctioos as the buis set The results 
uf (he calculaiioM are compaied with the receiM matrix-isolation inftwid (IR) spectroscopic results. 
The calculated transitkn frequency corresponding to the in-plane O-H stretching is found to be in 
good agreement widi the experimental value. 0 /9iM Amtricm liuiiaae of Physics. 
[S002I-9606(98)(X»23-4] 

I. MTROOUCnON 

Infrared spectroscopy is an indispensable tool for deter
mining molecular structure. Tliis tecimk)De is aLuoit exclu
sively applied in structural studies of transient compounds, 
or compounds existing in interstellar clouds.'-^ The kientifi-
cauoa of die structure becomes trivial if die compound of 
interest has already been "iin|e(|itinted;" however, when 
"new" compounds are encountered a more involved proce
dure leading to the deteiminaiion of the stnicture of die mol
ecule must be utilized. One such procedure is based on com
parison between die IR spectra obuioed experinMntally and 
die spectra simulated dieotetically. This combined 
experimental-dieareiical technkjue consists of compatison of 
the experimental IR spectra to ab initio calculated hannonic 
fiequendes scaled by an appropriate factor.^'* Hie scaling 
factor is an empiricaliy deriv^ quantity intended to compen
sate for die inherent shortcamings of die dteoretical method 
applied, such as an incomplete basis set, neglect of some 
electron correlation, and lack of anhaimanieiiy. The R spec
tra of matrix-isolated nucleic acki bases and their anakigs ate 
routinely interpreted witti a combined matrix-isolatkm dieo-
retical mediod.^" Simulated spectra aie most readily com
pared with gas-phase, or matrix-isolated, experimental IR 
spectra where intemiolecular interactMns ate nonexistent, or 

minimal. However, diere have been several IR spectra of 
matrix-isolMed hydrogen-bonded complexes which have 
been successfully assigned by comparuon to scaled ab initio 
haimonic fteqaencies.^*'" The most difRcuIt frequencies to 
assign in di^ comparisons have been vibrational modes 
involving motion of (be H-bonded atoms. 

The molecule 3-hydroxy-2-niethyl-4-pyTone, also known 
u mahol. is present in red Korean ginseng, and is used as a 
food flavoring."'^ There exists in the molecule an intramo
lecular hydrogen bond between die alcohol and ketone 
gtoupa (see Fig. I). The intramolecular hydrogen bond 
causes a kiwering of die vibrational frequency of die 0-H 
stretch; die experimental value for die O-H stretch, which 
typically occun between 3S50 and 3(00 cm*' for alcohols, 
was fbt^ iobe3381cm~'in 3-hydroxy-2-mediyl-4-pyrone 
(see Fig. 2). Beyond being an analog of pyrimidine deriva
tive nucleic add bases, 3-hydroxy-2-meihyl-4-pyrone also 
provides a convenient model for studying vibrational fre
quency shifts caused by hydrogen bo^ng. The best and 
simplM description of vibrational motion in 3-hydroxy-2-
mediyl-4-pyrone is given widiin an internal coordinsie sys
tem. Inteiiial cooidinaces direcdy reflect die structure of die 
molecuJe, and provide die most concise description of poten
tial energy. There are many vibrational modes whkh can be 
described by only a small subset of die internal coordinates; 

00214co8mioe(23vwaswiis.w Mas e 19M AnMrfcan InsttuM at Ptiyiic* 
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FIC, I. TJie loweit aiatf conlliammi of J-bydnayO nwhjI-J-pyrooe 
ind Uk cho«n iy]lcm of coonliiiilei in Z-miBii oricauiioi. 

by correctly incorporating ihoK inlenial coordinates corre
sponding to the vibrational distorlioni of interest, it is pos
sible to significantly reduce the dimension of the dynamical 
model and still achieve a good description of the processes.*' 
The potential energy surface (PES) describing vibrational 
motion of the alcohol hydnagen is expanded in two dimen
sions in this work. It is even possible, as we show in follow
ing sections, to introduce an indirect interdependence among 
all the internal coordinates of the molecule when a subset of 
ihe internal coondinaies for a vibiationaj mode of interest 
cannot be easily selected: the interdependence of the internal 
coordinates is contained within terms of Ihe G-nutrix which 
appears in the kinetic energy operator.^ However, compli-
:a(ed expressions for the Idnetic energy operator arise since 

internal coordinates often happen to be curvilinear.^'^ The 
following secu'on outlines the procedure used to find the 
functional dependence of G-matrix elements on the coordi
nates describing the 0-H stretch. As it is demonstrated in this 
work, the combination of the accurate kinetic energy terms 
and an accounting of the aniarmonic features of the potential 
energy surface allowed us lo reproduce the experimentally 
observed 0-H stretching frequency for 3-hydrDxy-2-meihyl-
4-pyrone. 

II. (MMTRIX METHOD FOR VIBRATIONAL 
FREQUENCY CALCUUTI0N8 

A. Traditional ippfoach 

The theoretical study of molecular vibrations stems from 
the fundamental work of Wilson a oL^ In their treatment, 
the internal coordinates of m N atom 
molecule have a linear relationship to the Caitesian coordi-
natet(r, rj,)=(.t 

ds=Bds. ( I )  

B i s a 3 A / - 6 b y 3 A ^  m a t r i x  w i t h  e l e m e n t s  g i v e n  b y  
For small amplitude vibrations, the classical 

kinetic energy can be written as 

1-r . U _ , w 
(21 

where M is a diagonal 3N by 3N matrix whose elements ate 
the atomic masses, and 

=  M  o r  G = B  M - '  i  (3) 

are the 2N-6 by iN-6 matrices introduced by Wilson. 
With the use of intersal coordinate.^, which are a natural 
choice in a description of tlie intermolecular motion, the po
tential energy, V(s), of the system can be readily written in a 
compact form even in those cases where multiple minima 
appear in the potential hypersurface. The resulting expre.s-
sion of die classical rovibcationat Hamiltonian for the system 
becomes 

1_ 
H(p,s)=^-G-p-i-V(»). (4) 

Frequency, em-' 

FIG. 2. Uk pan of the Ot nwiu iaolaiiai ipecinim cnrcspnadiiig to ilie 
0-H modnai (and. 

where the elements of the vector p are the momenta conju
gate to tlie intemai coordinates •. 

In the quantum mechanical case, however, Uie kinetic 
energy operator in internal coordinates lakes a much more 
complicated form.^ The Hamiltonian operator representing 
the nuclear motion of an V atom molecule in Cartesian co
ordinates is given by 

" I 
w = 2 — V i + V .  ( 5 )  

•-I 2m^ 

The squared nxnnentum operator within the kinetic energy 
expression is represented by Laplacian. 
+ (^^/<9ij,.,) + (ij'/^x^n)]. Separation of the transtational 
degrees of freinlani and transformation of Laplacian from the 
Cartesian coonlinates to a general set of intemai coordinates 
forces the H^ltonian to take the form^ 
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, / 3^-6 
•.« V iJ 1,11/2 2 (6) 

! • !  SSi J-l <9i, 
In the above exptession {;| U the detetminmi of a mattu 
whose elements aie defined u 

_ i?r, Stg 
(7) 

a-i all asj 
and is the Jaoobian of the Canesian coordinates with 
respect to the {sj} cooidinates. The conetponding contra-
variant components of g'', which enter the expression (5) for 
the Himiltonim, are defined as 

• - I  m .  ( J r ,  S r ,  

It is possible (o rewrite Eq. (S) as 

' ' 1 5<ln|«|)\ ^ = - ^ 2  i .  ' f i N f l l  
- \Sit * di, j 

X/J' 
/ I is di, 

H= I 2 -L,'/JL+v. 
2  I j - l  H i j  S t ,  

The individual elements g'' for eveiy molecular configura
tion were calculated directly from Eq. (7) in the following 
way; for every point {x^ .y.) on the grid, each of the imetnal 
coordinates, x and y, was changed by ±0.01 A. The geom
etry of each of the resulting four configurations, (jr^±0.01 
A, y ,±0.0l A), as well as the geometry of the point (x^ ,y,) 
were expressed in the center-of-mass Canesian coordinate 
system. Next, each of the geotnetries was rotated in such a 
way that the Eckart conditions,^' 

H 
2 m,(r!;>+d,) = 0, (II) 
a" I 

(8) 1 m,(r';'*d,)=0 
«• I 

(12) 

(9) 

.Assuming that the change of ln|j| with respect to the change 
of internal coordinate is much smaller than the similar type 
of contribution from the individual components g'', this ex
pression for // can be further reduced to^ 

(10) 

Comparing the last expression with Eq. (2) one can see that 
Ihe covariant tensor is equivalent to the C' matrix, and 
the contravariant tensor g't is equivalent to the G matrix. 
Tabulated (constant) values for g'' vc tnditioaally used to 
calculate the kinetic pan of the Hamiltonian matrix. 

B. PfttMnI sppffOMh 
Wilson^ assumed that, since the vihntioaal amplitudes 

are usually "small" then the elements gi/ must be coastant. 
However, as it follows from Eq. (7), this apptoximation can 
not be accur«e for thoae eases when the positions of the 
atoms close lo the group of atoms directly involved in the 
panicular vibration are affected. An example of such sitiu-
txMU is the 0-H vibration in organic acids which, when ex
cited to higher levels, may lead to a proton-transfiir process 
•hich usually results in substantial changes in die distances 
of the nearby bonds. The functiofial fotm of tlitg,j elements 
can be found by detetmining the value of the g-matrix for a 
t jhety of molecular configurations at difficfent locations on 
die potential energy surface. In Ihe present work, we con-
uder the motion of the alcohol hydn^ in the plane of the 
molecule, thus our internal coordinates ij in Eq. (6) have 
been chosen to be the z and y coordinates of die hydrogen 
Kom defined in such a way that C-O bond was aligned with 
die V axis, and the cemer of die cooidinale system was 
placed at die caiboo atom as shown on Rg. 1. The potential 
energy surfwx wu obtained by indcmencally changing the 
values of X and y and optiniixing all the other cooidinates. 

were satisfied with respect to the global minimum structure 
(equilibrium configuration) represented in the center-of-mass 
coordinate system, r*,'' indicates the position vector of the 
ath atom in die equilibrium structure, and d, represents the 
displacemem from the equilibrium position for each particu
lar conformation. By enforcing the Eckan conditions the 
overall rotation of the molecule is effectively decoupled 
from Uie vibrational motion.^ Four geometries obtained in 
this way, along widi the geometry of die original unshifted 
configuration, were used to determine the functional depen
dence of all the Cartesian coordinates with respect to the 
change of internal coordinates x and y at the ( ,y,) point 
Namely, die set of the five values y,), y, 
+0.01 A. Z(j^.y,-0.01 A), Z(x^+0.ai A, y,), Z(x^ 
-0.01 A. yj} of a particular Cartesian coordinate Z was 
approximated by a two-dimensional quadratic polynomial 
•^*,y) = c|+ci-x+cj-y+c4-x^+e5-y^. Then die panial 
derivatives S£{x,y)/dx and dS(x,y)IS)i wete calculated at 
Ihe point (Xi^.y,) and iasetted into Eq. (7). Next, the calcu
lated matrix g,,(x^ ,y,) was inverted to give the sought val
ues g'^ for the considered grid point (x^ ,y,). The values of 
g'' wete calculated for each of the points on the potential 
energy surface and fitted by a series of two-dimensional 
shifted Gaussian functions. 

g"{x 'y) = Co//+ ^ 

(13) 

Such coordinate dependence of ihe g'' values compli
cates die kinetic energy tenn in the Hamiltonian, but makes 
it possible for moce accurate calculations of die vibrational 
frequencies. The basis set of two-dimensional shifted Gauss
ian fiuictiotis ctnnbined widi polynomials, 

-{(x-x, 

(14) 
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was employed to solve the vibntioaal proMem. An analytic expcesstoa for kinetic energy matrix elements in this basis set has 
been derived and assumed this fonn (which, unfotunatdy. cannot be funher simplified). 

.  I d „ d \  d , ,  d i d , ,  < / l r f „  d 

» « { / . _(ll _{«)_> 
("» i; (Ij ".(•> d» .l«l. jlllr ^ t » 

.p"i •*< ' 1 UP ' ' +il p ' • ai'ij ji«'^ ' ' .''I a"i «<*>j jfji J ' * ' «!•> a"! ."ij jUi 

- i ¥ c  ^u» MJ) Vi) 
"I •'<""•12-'/ 

,(r). p"?^ _ 2 (wiy>. p'j'* * * 

* •*» ' ' * . m^'KP ' ' 

rs: -(.) p"!" "i -p 
.111 .<0., 

•'•21' 
-U) p"! •*4 P • •** ' 

- W . p ' i " _ 2 o < ' I . P * ' " ' ' ' ' ' * ^ '  - - T  C  1  V P ' ' "  ' ' ' "  
'  '  " 1 " • ' U j . - ' ' A 2 - %  " " r  

.I'l .()! 11 .<>).p"/ • _?„!».-01.p"; •"! 11 

wheie the 8-P and 9-/> symbols are described in the Appen
dix. 

The potential energy curve in our method is fitted by the 
following series of functions, 

V(J,>)=S (15) ai"0 
The functions used in the expaisioa (IS) ensure the conect 
behavior at infinity, as well as reproduce all the local signifi
cant feannes of the potential near the minima. Such expan
sion results in the following fonn of the potential energy 
matrix elements. 

<'f*|V(x,>)11',)•<»>,(x)f;(y)|V(x.y)|9,(x)»i,{y)) 
fir 

.C*> Jji 

expressed with help of 8-P and 9-P symbols (see the Appen
dix). 

Finally, values of die overlap matrix for (he employed 
basis set (U) are given by 

C«'J'»'.)-<«/(x)|0»(x))-(0j(y)l^,(y)) 
-Ui -li) -t7> -(>1 = p ' '  -p '  (\t\ «[" J,ai 

Knowing the explicit fom of all the necessary matrix ele
ments, the matrix equation for the vibrMional problem. 

HC=ESC, (18) 

can be solved. 

M. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS 
A. QaonMtry ofNlmiallora 

The potential energy surface wu calculated using the 
caussun rP and caussun 94^ programs. The molecule's 
geometry was optimized at the SCF/3-21G level and then 
cakulations of single point energies at the MP2/6-31-t-G** 
level of theory were perfonned utilizing the self-consistent 
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field (SCF) geametiiei. The 6-3HG** tMuii inclodes dif
fused ofbitaU (+) md poUrizaiioa fiinctioot (**) and should 
describe the hydrogen bond reaonabty well. 

In (he fint optimizadoo «e demnined the 3-hydfDxy-2-
ineihyl-4-pyione geometiy at' the global imniimim, which 
cocrespooda to the coofiguntioo with the ftoton aetr the 
alcohol oxygen. Next, dte geometry optimization with the 
proton at the ketone oxygen wai carried by placing the pro-
ion nearer to the ketone oxygen. Over 100 more geometry 
optimizatioaa were petfcmied in order to provide rafSciem 
data for the potential energy wrfKC. The calculations were 
done by varying the 0-H bond length and C-O-H bond angle 
(see Bg. I), while allowing the test of the molecule's coor
dinates to relax. The bond length was varied from 0.8 to 2.13 
A in increments of O.OS A, and the bond angle was varied 
rrom 7S to 140 deg in incmnents of S deg. 

B. Potanlial wMrgy wiifMa (PES) ealeuMion* 
The majority of the MP2 calculations were carried out 

with the proton nev to the global minimum, since this por
tion of the potential surface is die most impoftant in the 
vibrational c^culations which followed. It was found that the 
PES has two minima: a global minimum with the hydrogen 
atom at the alcohol oxygen, and a local minimum with the 
proton on the ketone oxygen. At the MP2/6-3l-fG** level, 
the energy at the global mimimim was -4S6.628 303 har-
(Tces, and the energy at the local minimum was 
-4S6.6tI 299 haitrees. The diffetence in energy of these 
two minima was 0.0170 hainees (3731 cm''). The hairier 
between the two minima is approximately -4S6.6038 har-
trees, which is 5487 cffl~' ateve the global minimum and 
1646 cm~' above the local minimum. 

The shape of the potential energy surface at the global 
minimum reflects the anhatmmicity of the motion of the 
proton from its equilibtium position. The PES is mote trough 
shaped than quadratic, due to the proton's iiMeraction with 
the ketone oxygen. If there were no hydrogen bonding, this 
minimum would be more quadratic. The local minimum is 
significantly mote quadratic than the gk>bal (see Fig. 3). 

C. StniaM fit to ilw PES 
The coontinates and energy corretponding to the global 

minimum were subtracted frra all data points, which en
abled us to place a half of the basis ftaictians at the origin for 
die variational calculations. We chose a set of two-
dimensional Gaussian functians (14) to lepiesent the polen-
oal surface. Gaussian functions were u»d because they 
could accurately describe the two niiu'ma, the batrier be
tween them, as well as the conect asymptotic behavior. We 
also placed emphasis on the points about die minima of the 
uuface with weighing factors. The functional fit to the PES 
•as made using ten fully optimized Gaussian functkins of 
type (14). Fitting involved a simultaneous optimization of SO 
parameters (10 linear and 40 nonlinear ones) which appeared 
to be quite a formidable task. The optnnization was per-
foimed via an iterative procedure comisiing of an exact so-
hition for the linear coefficients using a singular value de
composition routine with a fixed let of nonlinear parameters 

Mmnkortttl 9089 

FIG. 3. Tbi pouBtUl eacrty ivrftcc of 3-hydrDiy-2>ac(Iiyl-4>pyroQe cal-

coUied II MP2̂ 3l -f G** (ml of tficory ((te on the comour plot 

art rcportHi in mhutrm). 

determined by a quasi-Newton gradient search method in 
each iteration. It was found that sufficiently high-otder poly
nomial fits can also reproduce calculated PES values with 
similar accuracy, but incorrect asymptotic behavior, as well 
as the wiggling in between the data points (especially for 
higher order polynomials), would necessarily infliwnce the 
values of the potential energy matrix elements and. hence, 
the resulted frequencies. 

0. Caleuiiiiana of KM eontravarfant gfi eompoiMntt 
It was found that the i;''-values do not stay constant but. 

rather, vary as a function of the internal coorrWtes x and y 
(see Figs. 4, 5, and 6). As one can see from the figures, the 
increase and decrease of the x-values coincide with the 

OA 

0.4-

> 

I 

IrUvrwl GoonMa X, Angstrera 

FIG. 4. Coaioar ptoi of a«m>uinii in mn (lotid lioa) vs pcojec-

tioa ct PES oao x-y plaae (duted lines). 
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TABLE L 0-H iiRidiia| ftiquency of 3-byijrDiy-2-iiicihyl-4-pyniM ob-
tiiaed uin( dureitm ncAok. 

Method i-CTrtCcm"') 
Himonic' 3291.10 
V«iable>jt temonic ftt 3489.14 
Constint'f method J414.43 

not tncfudinf crass tcnnt sm.f7 
VvisUe-f Inctalint croa terms SMUl 
EspeniacBi* mi 

-2.2 -2.0 •!.> -1.6 -1.4 .1.2 -1.0 .0.8 .0.6 
Internal coontinate X. Angstmnt 

FIG. }. CoMour pkx dCDfnpoaM in una (wlid lino) VI pnjec. 
nan of PES quo j-y plitt (daiM tiMsl. 

change in ihe potential energy u the hydrogen travels across 

the baiTier (see Figs. 4, S. and 6). TIk observed situation 

agrees with the theory discussed earlier, i.e., as it follows 

from definition of g. Eq. (7), the contribution to the value of 

the effective moss must be sensitive to the change of the 
positioM of all atonu in the molecule. The functional depen

dence of the g-values played a significant lole in obtaining 
more accurate results compared lo those from the constant-g 

method. Each individual g-componem was fitted by the se
ries of functions of the form (13). It was found thai the 

reiuli.'s for the variable g-autrix approach better agree with 

the experiment than the values obtained using constant 

^''-values calculated as an average over the studied grid re

gion. Eight fully optimized functions in the expansion (13) 

•L2 -2.0 -1.8 -1.6 -1.4 -1.2 -IJ) .0.8 -0.6 
imvfnll GOOIWwB A, WIQHrOfTS 

HC. (. Cooour pkx of MUiioatiM in imii (nlid lim) n pipiec-
ijoa at PES ono x-» plMC (dtiiitd linet). 

Kcnlti rram aAUiiiAN w oliaincd u liK MPIK-BI-fC* level of ihcoy 
miaf aaljKic ncond dcrivaiva lad die ttomcny tto|iiiiiiind u ilK umc 
levcL 

'Frequencies mcasuitd in IR law.(nnpcnturc muix isoluioii expenneni. 

were enough lo reach the required accuracy (standard devia
tion) ir^= 10"* for both g" and fits. The contributions 
from the cross terms and (which must be equal due to 
the Hermitian pnpertiea of the kinetic energy operator) to 
the corresponding matrix elements, as well as to ihe resulting 
frequencies, were found to be rather small (about 0.1%). The 
inclusion of these terms reduced the discrepancies between 
the calculated and experimental values by atxjui 5 cm'' (see 
Table I). Since the g'^ and g" componenu were not chang
ing much and happened to be small relative to g" and 
values (see Fig. 4), we assumed the cross terms to be con
stants in our calculations and put them equal to the average 
g" value. 

E. Fraqutney ealeuMlaiw 
The intramolecular hydrogen bond in 3-hydraxy-2-

meihyl-4-pynine causes die 0-H vibration to be anharmonic 
(see Fig. 3). The functioaal fit to the PES was used in the 
vibrational Hamiltonian, and the reduced-dimension Schro-
dinger equation for the nuclear motion of the proton was 
variationally solved for the expectation values. .The expo
nents a{''=a'" and in Eq. (14) were found from 
the hairnonic appioximation. and then the functional basis 
was expanded by including functions with powen of the 
preexponential polynomials r|'' and ranging from 0 to 

The polynomial part ensured that the eigenfunctions 
for the vibratioiial problem could be flexible enough to be 
oriented in any direction on the potential surface, thus pro
viding an accurate tool for description of the vibrational dy
namics. Half of the basis fiinctfons were chosen to be cen
tered at die fint mininram and the other half at die second 
one. This choice allowed us to account for the possibility of 
die moving hydrogen to appear at both minima on die poten
tial surface. We also did a compantive snidy on diffietem 
choices of Ihe basis set. We examined a basis widi fewer 
preexponential power txtors but widi several different ex
ponential components [o!" = 2"a<", a'"=2*a"". n = il, 
^ 2]. The results indicate diat increasing the range of powers 
n''' and and having only two a\ 3''' and a'^', in all 
die basis functions, is die most efficient way 10 consistently 
obtain lower eigenvalues. 

Once die variational calculation was completed, die en
ergy spectrum was analyzed to identify die vibrational fre
quencies coftesponding to die combined 0-H stretching and 
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PIG. 7. CnntDur ptoit at (he wa«e runctiom coimpnndini lo the 
four %ibndan«l dgenv-sltiet-

wagging mouons in 3-hydioxy-2-inelhyI-4-pyroiie. The ajt-
slgnment of ihe lines did not preseni any difficulties due lo a 
considerable difTeience in naiure of ihe wave functions cot-
responding (o Ihe stretching and bending modes. One expects 
10 lind the nodes for the bending motion to be located along 
Ihe minimum energy valley between (he two minima on the 
poicmlal energy surfacc, whereas the nodes for the stretching 
nMxk should be located perpendicular to that valley. In Fig. 
1 we show Ihe contour plots of the wave functions corre
sponding to the four lowest vibrational energy eigenvalues. 
One con clearly see that the wave functions of the first and 
Ihe founh states 6i the description of the stretching motion. 
The energy difference between these two levels gives the 
Niretchtng frequency fa-i- We found that for (he studied 
Mbration the values for ihe frequencies converge fairly rap
idly to the asymptotic values with increase of the number of 
itie basis functions (see Table 11). 

Accounting for the anhumom'city effects in 0-H vibra-
»on also played a major role in obtaining accurate results for 
me frequencies. In fact, the frequencies fiom our variable-; 

r VBLE II. Coanriem nulyiu tor Hit 0-H oirtchioi fRqumcia of 
• nvilraiy-2-mctliyl-4-|))Tm iKxatoBi liy vouMe-it mairit racdnl. 

Dimetmm 
A hMU 

fnxn v«iabie>; 
mjtru method wiih 
crou terms (cm~') 

from vsuble 
f-attths tDetikod viltMui 

cftniennKan'*) 
36 3410.01 3415.96 
81 3395.91 3400.90 

ino 3394J3 3399.15 
JOO 3393.41 339197 

method, which fully accounts for anharmonicily, were found 
to he 3393 vs 3381 cm"' (experimental). Although, if one 
uses just a quadratic two-dimensional six-point fit near the 
boltom of the first minima, Le., assumes a harmonic nature 
of the electronic potential, the nuuits for the vibratianol fre
quencies increase dramatically by about 100 cm~'. even 
though the accurate kinetic energy exptc.«ion is employed. 
The harmonic calculation using gaus.<;ia.s' 44 at the 
MP2/6-31+G** level of theory (and the geometry reopti-
mized al the same level) was also performed for comparison. 
The harmonic frequency, scaled by a factor of 0.9, resulted 
in a value of 3291 which was 90 cm~' lower than the ex-
perimentalty observed value. A compari.son of experimental 
and theoretically calculated frequencies are summarized in 
Table I. Fnxn these values one can see very clearly that for 
complicated situations, i.e., coupled vibrational modes re
sulting from the presence of the nearby highly elccironcga-
live atoms, the major role is played by the coonlinale-
dcpendent effective mass tensor corresponding lo the 
coupled modes, although the anharmonic features of the 
electronic potential should also be considered in order lo 
reproduce the experimental frequencies. 

IV. CONCLUSKW 

The 0-H stretching vibration in 3-hydroxy-2-melhyl-t-
pyronc was studied. The MP2/6-3I+G'* potential energy 
surface was used in the calculations. A good agreement \x-
tween experimental and calculated spectra was obtained. The 
need for the variable !;-matrix method becomes especially 
pronounced when the strong hydrogen bonds are present in 
the molecule, the situation often encountered in biological 
systems. 

APPENDIX 

Analytical formulas for the values entering overlap, po
tential. and kinetic energy main'ces can be veiy convoluted if 
the shifted Gaussian functions combined with polynomiaU 
are involved as a basis set. Here we give explicit formulas 
for "auxiliary" symbols (we call them P- and Q-symbols) 
which make the final analytical expressions several times 
shorter and much easier lo program, /'-symbols stem from 
the analytical evaluatiaas of the integrals of ihe following 
type: 

• j .t-'i"-'-.''.f-'if-'ii'-x'dx 

1 

i 2\ai + a2+a3 

2v<»i + or2+a3 j 

in . . 

• ( 1 T ( - 1 ) ' - ' )  

(Al) 
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which we call VP symbol Hete TU) Is the utuai ginuna 
function. 8-/> and 9-P symbols are evaluated with help of 7-
P symbols as 

oj,«»tsj ,j| «r j 

AilicAndrov etaL 

and 

pfi| 

"I  "1 

=2 2 2 (-ir'*' r"0 i"0 1^0 

+ a^ I'O \il <Ja\ + ai 

(A2) ^-2a|Xi + 2ajX3 \ 
2Va| + 02 I 

4r(^). 

• ( I + ( - l ) ' - ' )  

(A4) 

and 

(A3) 

respectively. 

For evaluation of the potential energy matrix, the Mone 

functions proved to be extremely useful for approximating 
the behavior of the potential surface conespooding lo short 
bond distances. Here we introduce Q-symbcIs which ate 
very similar lo the /"-symbols, but result from the integnls 
involving pans of the Mone potential. We have, respec
tively, for the 7-0 and 8-Q sytnbob. 

=11- (••)(?) 

If one chooses a bond length to be one of the internal 
coordinates," then the range of integration should be 
changed fitom to (0,+=). This intirxluces the 
incomplete gamma function yfx.a) to the above formulas 
(we call the resulted symbols restricted P- and ^-symbols). 

S(«l a 1 r"dr 
"I-"!."!-'!.'!-') Jg' ' ' ' 

oixi + ajxj-fojxjl 1 
Z^ai + ai+Oj j 2 

(l-(-(-l)"- ' ) - r l  
n-l+l 

(n-t+l {orixJ+fltiil+ajx;)-— (—l)" 'y| ^ • I • . • . 
\ 2 4-(a, + a;+aj) 

(A6) 
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Then i-P and 9-P symboii are expieued via 1-P symbols in 
exactly the same way as uniesiricled S-P and 9-P symbols 
are expressed through 1-P, 

and 

J 
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AlMtncI 

A new eflective strategy aCpassing large variable size objtxu to subroutines and back in FORTIUN 90 is licscribcd. The 
ubjccis are passed by rererence utilizing iuer-<lefined pointer type variables declared in a shared module. Tlie elTiciency 
or the developed approach is demonstrated by applying it to program the analytic solution Tor action of the powers of 
Humilionian on the Hermite polynomial type basis function. C, 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Keprortb: KOKTHAN 90; Time-dependent: Quamum: Pointer Object-oriented: Hamiltonian 

I. Imroductlon 

The rccent appearance of KORTRAN 90 made (he life 
of scientists much easier. The introduction of this pro
gramming language represents the first significant 
change in FORTRAN in over 20 )'can, and brings it in 
line Kith most modem structured programming 
languages. The two most Important advances are the 
new array facilities and the impressive collection of 
intrinsic procedures. The user may now define his own 
types and construa linked lists using pointers. 
Modules may be independently compiled and may con-
lain type definitions and variable declarations, as well 
:u procedures. The use of interface blocks makes it 
possible to overload specific procedure names with 
gcneric names, and even to overload operators. 
Conditional loops, as well as a new CASE statement, 
makes it possible to completely avoid the old GOTO 
statement; hence, altogether, the new FORTRAN 
suggests drastic changes in programming style and in 
problem-solving techniques for the sdentists. 

There are a number of eitccllent books (Counihan, 
1991. 1995: Adams. 1992; Bfis el al.,t994: Hahn. 1994: 

'Corresponding author. Tel.: 001 520 621 6761: Fas: 001 
520 621 8W7: e-mail: vadim.alexandrov(ii:yale.edu 
' Present address: Department of Molecular Biophysics and 

Biochemistry. Yale University. 266 Whitney Avenue. New 
Haven, Connecticut 06520, USA. 

Chivers. 1995: Gehrke, 1995: Chamberland. 1996; 
Melcalf and Reid, 1996: NyhofT and Leestma. 1997) 
written about FORTRAN 90, as well as about using it as 
an indispensable tool for solving real world problems. 
However, then: are still some unexplored, powerful 
features of FORTRAN 90 resulting from its novelty and 
complexity which are not very well documented, but 
prove to be highly useful in their application to 
science. In the present work we desaibe our new 
approach of how tc make the communication between 
FORTRAN routines easier, more cfreaive. and more con
venient for computational use. This paper demon
strates how this approach can be effectively employed 
to simplify greatly recursive symbolic derivations in 
time-dependent quantum chemistry. 

2. PrtscmipfOMfcftsiiRgdyMiak objects by refcrcncc 

Consider the following problem: an objca consisting 
of two arrays, a and b, needs to be modified in the course 
of calculations in such a way that not only the elements 
but also the size of the arrays change. In pre-FORTRAN 
90. this could be accomplishol only within the main pro
gram since ALLOCATASLE arrays cannot be passed to 
subroutines. In addition, in order to pass an array to a 
subroutine using conventional FORTRAN programming 
technique, the array has to be passed by copy. 

Introduction of the module, user-defined type, and 
pointer concepts in FORTR.'̂ N 90 not only simplifies 

0097-H4}t5>99,''S - see front matter C 1999 Elsevier Sciencc Ltd. All rights fCser\Td. 
PII; 50097-8485(98)00027-8 
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handling of variable size arrays, but abo allows passing them by reference to subroutines. In turn, this significantly 

decreases program execution time when arrays of a large size are passed. 
Therefore, the above problem can be elegantly solved by defining a new data type: 

MOODU lllTIPlIlf 
TYPE MyType 

DOUBLE PRECISION. POINTER :: a(:| 

DOUBLE PRECISION, POINTER :: b(:) 

END TYPE 

•O MOODU 

Essentially, a variable of lype MyType should be viewed as a compound pointer to an object consisting of the 
arrays aandb. The sizes of these arrays (and thus the size of the object itselO can be dynamically changed at any 

point as demonstrated in the program below; 

nUMMM rsaaObjaet 
Use MYTYPEDEF 

TYPE (MyType) pf ! declare pf of t:ype MyType; noce 

chat after declaration, both pf.a 

and  p£ .b  a r e  no t  a s soc ia t ed  wi th  

any memory space (arrays) in 

particular: 

p f . a  =>  unde f ined  

pf.b => undefined 

AIiL0CATE(p£ .a ( l :5 )  ,p£ .b ( l :5 ) )  

!  p f . a  ->  I 11J  1  I  

!  p f .b  =>  111  I I  I  

p f . a  =  1 .0  

p f .b  =  -1 .0  

!  p f . a  =>  
!  p f .b  =>  

wr i t e{6 , ' )  S i i e (p f . a ) ,  S i ze{pf .b )  

c a l l  mad i fy (p f )  

!  p f . a  =>  

!  p f .b  =>  

wr i t e{6 ,* )  S i i e (p f . a ) ,  S i ze{pf .b )  

D E A L L O C A T E (p f . a ,  p f . b )  

SOBKOorm modifylpf) 

Use MYTYPEDEF 
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TYPE (MyType) pi. wf 

pE.a => 

wf = p£ 

wf.adrSizelpf.a) ) = pf.a 

wf.b(l:Size(pf.bl) = pf.b 

pf .b 
wf .b 

: pf.b 

! wt. b 

' pf.a 
I 

>. wf.a 
I pf.b 
I 

! wf.b 

ALLOCATE(wf .a ( l :S i ze (p f . a )»10)  I  

: pf.a 
; wf.a 

ALL0CATE{wf.b(l:Size(p£.b)»51 ) 

• pf.b 
: wf.b 

=> undefined 

r> Kasaga 
=> undefined 

= >  asas&a 
=> I 

=> L 

! pf.a 
! wf .a => Rgsasa I 

wf.a(Size(pf.a)*l:Si:e(wf.a)1 = 
wf.b(Size(pf.b)»l:Si2e(wf.b) 1 = 

pf.a 
wf.a 
pf.b 
wf.b 

2 . 0  
- 2 . 0  

DEALLOCATE(pf.a) 
pf.a 
wf.a 

=> undefined 

DEALLOCATE(pf.b) 
pf .b 
wf .b 

=> undefined 
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pf = w£ 

NULLIFY(wE.a) 

NULLIFY(w£.b) 

pf. a 
KSKsaMininniiiii 

•<;£. .a 
p£. .b 

S • • 
wt. ,b 

pf. a r >  vsfsiismmmm 

w£ .a z> undefined 

p £ ,  • b - >  

w£ .b s> undefined 

Clearly, the fact that the size of the object varia 
becoma completely tratupateni to the main program. 
In the next section we demonstrate how useful this 
approach turned out to be in our recent time-dependent 
quantum mechanical study. 

3. Eximplc. RcftaM Ktira of a HaaUlMiM oa tke 
bisii AomIim: wMljtie MlaliM wlrii kdp of Ijntaic 
stracwc laalv Id 

Time-dependent quantum mechanical methods have 
emerged as an indispensable lool for studying dynamics 
in molecular physics and chemistry. During the past 20 
years, several such schemes have been pfoposed and 
successfully applied for diflfercnt problems (KoslofT and 
Kosloff. 1983a. b: Miller. 1974; Miller et aU 1983: Tal-
Ezer and KoslofT, 1984; Judson et al„ 1991; Brown and 
Light. 1992: Truong et al., 1992; Thompson and Miller, 
1997). They are all based on numerical integration of 
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (KoslolT and 
KoslolT, 1983a. b; Tal-Ezer and KosIolT. 1984; ludson et 
al.. 1991; Truong eial.. 1992) 

' d/ 
(1) 

parameter) on some wave function. The exponential of 
the operator is expanded In a series, usually In 
Oiebychev series (Tal-Ezer and KoslofT, 1984; Truong 
et al.,1992). 

= J^an-T,(W). 0) 

where IV It the scaled Hamiltonian. a„ un- the expansion 
ctxfflcknis and T„ an the Cliebychey polynomial.i of 
order n. Chebychev expansion is widely used nowadays 
as it gives a Hister convergence compared to the usual 
Taylor series. 

(4) 

(In this work atomic units are used). The general sol
ution of the equation has the form, 

^(.v. t) = I = 0). (2) 

The recent theoretical developments of the quantum 
mecham'cal rate constant theory (Miller. 1974; Miller et 
al.. 1983; Brown and Light, 1992: Thompson and 
Miller. 1997) for chemical exchange reactions Indicate 
that one may also be interested in calculating the efTea 
of the Boltzman operator e'""^ and 7* are the 
Boltzman constant and temperature, respectively) on the 
basis wave function. In other words, in all of these 
methods one calculates the effect of e*'" (•; being a scalar 

fit _ 
"V • 

One can notice that in both expansions (3) and (4) »e 
have to evaluate the effect of the repeated aaion of the 
Hamiltonian on the Initial function iji(x). A commonly 
used technique to accomplish this task is to employ the 
Fourier method (KoslofT and Kosloff, 1983a. b). The 
central idea behind this numerical approximation is that 
space and time are discieditized with a uniform grid, 
and the property of the Fourier transform that a deriva
tive in the spatial domain corresponds to the multipli
cation by liC In the transformed space. Then the cffcct 
of the Laplaclan operator in Eq.(l) is obtained by per
forming the Fourier transfoim on i^(.x), multiplying the 
result by -K' (the wave number corresponding to the 
spatial coordinate), and performing an inverse trans
form back to the spatial domain. The time derivatives 
in Eq. (1) are usually approximated by second order dif
ferencing (Kosloff and Kosloff. 19g3a. b). An obvious 
drawback of this method is that It Is numerical, thus, 
inexact and costly in a computational sense. Moreover, 
the finite size of the grid causes ihe artificial reflection 
of the wave packet from the edges of the grid (Brown 
and Light. 1992). Hence, the need for an analytic sol
ution has ariien. In the present work, with the help of 
our novel passing by reference technique, we propose an 
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analytic (exact) solution of how the powers of the 
Hamiltonian act on a wave function 

Wc use the ^(.v) of the fonn of the following expan
sion. 

= Y, ~ (5) 
m tt 

where .riT*. xV and a'"' are scalar parameten of the 
employed basis set. and c, an the expansion coefficients. 
The functions membeis of this basis set, turned 
out to be very useful in our recent vibraUoiul frequency 
calculations (Alexandrov et al., I99ga. b), due mainly to 
their flexibility provided by the polynomial part in con
trast to the Gaussian type functions which are bcking 
such part. In general, a basis function in Eq. (5) can be 
rcprcscntnted as 

<li,M = P>M • e""'^'"i"''. (6) 
where P„(x) is the mh order polynomial, 
PM = ao+oi-.v + ... + 

We consider a Hamiltonian for a one-dimensional 
problem. 

= (7) 

where K is the kinetic and ^{.x) is the potenfial energy 
part of the Hamiltonian. The result of K acting on 

is 

- 2/',(.v) • i'"' + *P.{.x) • • (.t - .t"')-1 

. H • e-'""-<'''", (8) 
where Q„ » i(.r) Is the polynomial of order n + 2. 

If K.vl is the potential energy operator for a one-
dimensional harmonic potential 

29 

;/(.») =LFCR^, (9) 

then turns out to be 

l"(.tW.(jc) = ifcr. (P.tv) 

(10) 

where K, > 2(-v) is evidently the polynomial of order 
n + 2 resulting from the multiplication of P„ . ;(.v) by 
tlLV". The net result of K+ K.v) on 04.v) is thu.s 

(<-1- V{x))il,,(.x) = (0,^2(.r)-(- K,^.:(.v)) •e-'"'"-'."'' 

= 5,.^:(.t)-e-'"'"-"''. (II) 

The important result is that the polynomial part in the 
last expression has changed (became larger in terms of 
the required storage space) as the order of the poly
nomial increased by two. One can hypothesize from 
Eq.(l 1) that on the il-th step, the result of /^^„(.v) can 
still be expressed as a polynomial multiplied by an expo
nential. 

It is reasonable to assume that for computational 
purposes the function should be represented by a 
structure composed of the three arrays. However, 
each time I) acts on the function, the sizes of these 
arrays change according to the transfomution rules 
given in Eqs.(8) and (10). Since it is tedious to evalu
ate the final form of the resulting expn^sion in an 
arbitrary step (especially in the next exanxple below), 
it is more practical to represent each function by a 
structure composed of the pointers to the arrays 
rather than the arrays themselves. 

MODULI rufa&n 
niPLICIT NONE 

STRUCTURE /GtowiligFunc/ 

DOUBLE PRECISIOH, POINTER :: xpoly(:,:) 

DOUBLE PRECISION, POINTER :: x«q?(:) 

More appropriately, as mentioned in the previous section, growingfunc should be viewed as a pointer to an object 
Tlie pointer can be easily passed to subroutines since its size is iixed (a structure consisting of three poin

ters to the double precision arrays), even though the size of the object associated with it is dynamically changing 
(three arrays of variable size). We utilized the compound pointers in passing //*^,(.^) by reference during subroutine 
calls, where (he size of the arrays astociated with the poiniers is automatically adjusted as needed. The calling 
sequence within the main program is given below. 
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ntooBM ttmum 
usa FASSCATA 

Typ« ISxowlngPuncI pCl, pC2, pf 

DOUBLE PRECISION :: ReiulC. xvalus 

DOOBLE PRECISION, EXTERNAL :: EVAUIATE_STRUCT, i 

FACTORIAI. \aiSL roucine 

INTEGER ;; n. BigPotrarOeH 

xvlaue > 1.0 iTha value ol argvatnc in MV.U) 

Result < 0.0 iTh* rcauic ot HV.(')poiae xvalua 

do n'l, BlgFaw*to(H im us* cht Taylor axpanaion harm 

pfl'pC 

pC2=vC 
OPER_Plpfl) 

0PER_IC(p(2l 

UNirY(p(l,p(3,pe) 
RasulC<ReaulC>EVALUATE_STROCT(p<l/FACTORIAI.(nl 

enddo 

•n nooRW 

•uHwtiuM anB_»(»() 
u*« PASSDATA 

tacrauM tfea of 9olr(t, i), nv(i>, 

(ad Balil(t(i) aad aodlliaa thair aatstaa 

aecoxdla* to Iq. (10) or (U) 

•wuwiM ona_j((«f) 
uia PA5SDATA 

laaiaaaaa tka alia ol apolrd.i) aad aodlfiaa 

Ita aatrlaa acoordiag ta •«. (•) 

WJWMtfri— IMXITtpn.pM.pO 

uaa PASSDATA 

..... aargaa tka iapat atnoturaa ptl aad pu 

aaooxdla* ta •(. (U> aad ratuaa tka 

(laal atxaetoxa p< 

roKTioa mmnLmocTtpf.miua) 

us* PASSDATA 

xatozaa tka valoa of tka atnotaca at 

tka point ••ralaa* 
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In realiitic problem], however, the Com of the po
tential energy part ii usually not as simple as given in 
Eq.(9). The potential energy (enn is frequently itp-
rcsenied by a series of runctions. polynomials or expo
nentials, or both. If we choose the form of to be 

•e-"'-"!''''. (12) 
I 

then will take the form, 

y{x)>k,{x) = - j 

= (13) 
I 

The last step is possible since the result of multipli
cation of a Gaussian by a Gaussian is another 
Gaussian function (p'" and are the new scalar par
ameters resulting from such multiplication). Now 
Eq. (8) must be combined with Eq. (13) in order to 
obtain the result in the form 

{k + l>(.v))(>„(.x) = ^S^(x) • (14) 
; 

There is no doubt that it is above human ability to de
rive the explicit form of this expansion on the klh step. 
However, our code barely changes al all. We just 
in t roduce  the  new ru le  o f  chang ing  xpo ly  ( : , ; ) ,  
xexp (:) and xstiif t (:) according to Eqs. (8) and 
(13). and the resulting structure can be evaluated at 
any point by calling the same function 
EVALUATE_STRUCT(pf,xvalue). 

With quite obvious generalizations, one can use the 
described approach to program the analytic solution 
for a repeated Hamiltonian action of any kind on an 
arbitrary wave function, provided that the result on 
each step can be represented as a combination of the 
function types which were initially involved in the 
basis set and in the potential energy tenn. The exten
sion of this approach for potentials, which cannot be 
expressed in elementary functions, will be reported 
elsewhere. Complete source code is available upon 
request. 

4. CoadiaiM 

A new effective strategy of passing large variable 
size objccts to subroutines and back to the main pro
gram in FORTRAN 90 is developed and applied to pro
pose an elegant solution of the time^ependent 

quantum chemistry problem. By utilizing the com
pound pointers in passing H^'liJix) by reference during 
subroutine calls, the shape of the arrays associated 
with the pointers is automatically adjusted according 
to the derived rules. Without the developed passing by 
reference strategy, such programming of the analytic 
solution of a repeated action of the Hamiltonian 
would probably not be feasible. 
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Hk state-ttlective (SS) mulii-iefefeoce (MR) coupled-ctuster (CC) method expMting the 
single-iefeKnce (SR) rotmalisa [R Piecucfa, N. Olipham, aod L. Adamowicz, J. Chem. Phys. 99, 
I87S (1993)] ii applied to the iim excited totally symmetric singlet stale of a prototype molecular 
system composed <A eight hydrogen atoms. Minimum basis set is employed and various geometries 
are consideiied. The SS CC energies aie compared with the results of die state-univenal (SU) MR 
CC calculations invoivigg single and double excitatiaai (CCSD) as well u with the exact energies 
obtained using die fiill configuratian inteiaction mediod. Compaiisoa is also made widi die results 
or die standard SR CCSD calcuUtioas. In both nondegencrate and quasidegeneraie regioBS. our SS 
CC theoiy truncated at double excitations [SS CCSDCTQ) mediod] provides much better description 
of die first exdied state dun die genuine multi-deteiniinanial SU CCSD Tonnaltsm. O 1995 
American liutittile of Physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The single-reference (SR) coupled-cluster (CC) dieory' 
is luiown IS an extremely accurate tool for description of die 
closed-shell (CS) nondegenerate ground states.^'^ In die last 
10-15 years, several advances have been made towards gen
eralization of the CC fomulism to arbitrary open-shell (OS) 
or highly quasidegeneraie CS systems, bond-breaking phe
nomena. and excited states (see, e.g.. Refs. 4-g, and refer
ences dierein). 

Genuine rouiti-configuradonal OS CC approKhes em
ploy a general multi-ieference (MR) formalism and use die 
concept of die effective Hamillonian acting in a conveniently 
chosen low-diffleosiooal model space (see. e.g., Refs. 4-8). 
These foimalisnis can be divided into die so<alled Fock-
space or valence-universal (VU) methods and Hilbert-space 
or state-universal (SU) methods. A separate category of the 
OS CC methods is foimed by the s(xalled one-state or 
state-selective (SS) dteoties, in which die wave operator acts 
on a SR but multi-configutadoiial sate. 

Recendy, we have piopaaed a new SS MR CC medwd, 
which should be equally efficient in quaaidegenente and 
nondegenerate situations' (cf. also, Refs. 10 and II). It re
sults from a simple realizalioo ditf any MR scheme can be 
regarded as a clever technique of accounting for the most 
important high-order excitations frem all high-order clusten 
appearing in die SR cftisier expansion, when die latter is 
applied to a quaiidegenerate state. In ptrucular, our SS 
CCSD(TQ) dieory anagtt dmugh a suitable selectiaa of 
die presumably most significant tri- and tetraexcited cluster 
components appearing in die lidl SR CCSDTQ fonnalism.' 
A similar SS CCSO<T) appnxinmibn emerges dmugh se
lection of die most important triply excited chisten in die SR 
CCSDT fonnalism. Ihe use of a SR CC-like ansatz in our 
theory guarantees diat die moa important propertiea of all 
CC meduds. like die connectivity of die cluster coefEcients 

''PiuciK addnsK DefMUnem of AfpUed MillMinitks, Unimiity of Wa-
utoo, Waiifloa Omiria(:iaaliNa.3GI. 

and size extensivity of die results or die energy-independent 
character of die wave function equations, are preserved. 

In the piuent paper, we focus on die applicability of die 
SR-like SS CC dirary of Ref. 9 to excited states. Fini at
tempts to direcdy apply die SR CC formalism to calculate 
excited stales of simple diatomic molecules were made in 
Ref. 12. The results proved diat if an excited stale has a 
clearly defined principal determinant, dien il is passible to 
perform a CC cakuiation in precisely die same way as for 
the ground state, i.e., using die principal determinant as die 
reference configuration. Bodi die convergence of die ilentive 
procedure for solving CC equations and die reproduction of 
die full configuration intencdon (PCI) energy turned out to 
be similar lo dx»e for die ground state.'' More recently, die 
pfoblem of applicability of die SR CC dieory to excited 
states was addressed in Refs. 13 and 14. 

Successful applications of our SR-like SS CC method 
for calculadons of die highly degenerate ground states of 
molecules undergoing severe geometrical mnsfotmations 
were discussed in Refs. lS-17. tn die present work we dem
onstrate diat dw SS CC medwd can be diiecdy extended to 
excited slates which exhibit muU-contiguiatiooal character. 
We rely on die ability of die SS CC fonnalism to correcdy 
handle severely degenerate problems widKXit resorting to 
genuine MR fiinction techniques."'" 

In diis paper, we expkR dK petformance of our SS CC 
approach by calculating die first excited totally symmetric 
singlet state of a simple, yet vtty demanding, eight-elecnon 
model system consisting of four interacting, slightly 
stretched, hydrogen moleculea." This model, refened lo as 
H8," enablu us to continuously vary die degree of degen
eracy between the two reference configurations spanning the 
model space by changing a single parameter describing its 
geomeoy. This should allow us to test an efBdency of vari
ous levels of die SS CC dieory. 

The H8 model was employed in die past to investigate 
die petformance of SR and MR O methods," various SR 
CC approaches."-"'^ and gennine MR CC dieories."'^''^ 
In particular. It wu shown dial accuracy of die two-reference 

J.Ct)«m.Pliy(.in(S).22rafuafyl9SS 002148twgsn02(sv33aiwu.00 ei995AnMflcanMtitjttofPliyaica 3301 
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SU CCSD deKnplioa of the 6nt excited' A. ttaie (hoeifter 
da igna ted  *s  t l i e  2  ' 4 ,  t uu ;  in  ( t nenL  a  ' 4 , ,  n ' lZ - .  
designates Ihe n-ih Mate of the 'A, lymnietiy) is stnntly 
affected by ao inmider state probkm" (cf. liso, Ref. IS). 
This indioOes thai some highn than doublv excited chisler 
camponeats, such as the lemi-imetnal^ conpooents 
present in our SS CC fotmalism. must be accounted for to 
improve iither poor descripdoo of the 2 'A, state within the 
iwo-iefetence Ctamewoik. Unlike the genuine MR CC tkeo-
ries, our SS CC scheme is not affected by the innuder state 
problem, so that the SS CC description of the first excited 
U, stale should be essentially better in cotnpanioa with the 
SUCC results."-" As in our previous papers,'^" we inves-
tigate the minimum basis set (MBS) HB model," for which 
the exact FCI results are available. 

II. TMEORY 

In general OS or highly qoatidegenente CS cases, the 
choice of the FMmi vacuum is no longer unambiguous, sincc 
then are scvetil singlenletenninanul (imctioas, whose coo-
tribution to a given state is significant In our theocy,' we 
lesolve this problem by selecting one of the leference con
figurations (usually, the one which dominates in the CI ex
pansion), designated as |0), u the formal reference which 
serves u the Fermi vacuum, and paitiiioa the spin-ctbitals 
occupied in |0) into two disjoint classes of inac
tive core (ijjc.l..~) and active hole (IJXU-) states and, 
similarly, the tpin-otfcitals unoccupied in |0) (a.b.c.d,...) 
into two classes of the vacam (panicle) active (A^,CO,...) 
and inactive virtual (a.bAd,...) states. Although the concept 
of the nrahiHlimensional reference or .model space, which is 
pcesem in the genuine MR CC thearies.*'* can be entiiely 
avoided in our foimalism, the above partitioaing of (he spin-
ofbitals conesponds to a choice of the space 

-*a=*span{|>»»";;'i '>l»n||0).l0r),|0S*)....}g2?^' 

N 
T"! T.. 

whefe> using the Einstein summaiion convention. 

(3) 

(4) 

and JV driigniw the mimber of electiDn* in the system. The 
excitation operators ve defined in a usual way, i.e., 

acting on |0), they generate the x-fold excited configurations 
repre-The scalar factors . 

sent the cancsjxxxiing cluster amplitudes. 
Formally, our SS CC method results 6<om the SR CC 

theory by decomposing the SR cluster operator T. Eq. (3), 
into two commuting parts, r" and f", defined as' 

f-' i T f .  
(S) 

( I )  

as the reference space (|0j^','^*) is die ir-foM excited con-

figuntioo). Thus, all model space ccnfiguratioas result as the 
excitations from |0} involving only active labels. Configun-
tions belonging to the oithogaaal complentent , diat are 
needed to describe the exdtaliaas imttik the compleie^ ref
erence space, carry at least one inactive labeL 

The SS CC apiKoach of Ref. 9 is based on aa observa
tion that all exdtatioiia fram the lefennce determinants |m) 
into , as well u all configuratiotts |>t), can be icgankd 
as certain claases of excitatiiiiis ftom the selected (drmal ref
erence coofiguration |0). Thus, the multi-detetminaatal char
acter of a given quamum state can be incoipanied into 
the SR CC fomiaiism by ioctuding only certain selected ex
citations bom |0) in the stindud CC iBsilz for \it}, 

(0H'>-<010)=1. (2) 
Here, T designates the cluster opetator which, when acting 
on |0), creates all possible fiilly connected cluster compo-
nenu of |i'). We decompose the operator T into a sum at its 
various many-particle canoihuticns. 

r"=2c. 

where the amplinidea carry at least one inactive 

label, i.e.. "• and S„ designates the number of 

active electrons or active tpin-oriiilals occupied in |0). Vari
ous truncation schemes in r* and 7*" le^ to several ap
proximate SR CC-like schemes, such u the SS CCSDfTQ) 
method, which is effectively equivalent to the standard SR 
CC dieoiy with T appnxiniated as''*' 

T" T" =. r, + 7-j+r,(''C) ̂  7-^( JJCD) (7) 

Here. dK cluster components and contain 
only the semi-intenial and intonal^-'' terms 
•'*' 'ucD^utf • respectively. TTie SS CCSDfTQ) theory ac
counts for ail single and double excitadons finm (be model 
space spanned by at most double excitatioas from |0), i.e.. 

-^0"span{|0),|0*),|0j|'>}|>ij>>i (8) 

and. through the use of the SR CC-like ansatz. it describes 
tame higher-order effects. The .Sa compooeni of |^) is 
described by die r,^ and clusters. Along with the SS 
CCSO(TQ) method, it is wonhwhile to consider the simpier 
SS C(SD(T) scheme, which results from the SR CCSDT 
formalism by restricting the general triexcited cluster ampli
tudes to rjf/^ and neglecting all the odien' (cf. also, Ref. 
II). The conespoading cluster operator is given by the 
formula''" 

rar"ccsDm=j-j+7-j+7.j(.y:j. (9) 
As long as |0) is an impoctant (not necessarily domi-

nam) coofiguiaiion in the FQ expansion of a given elec
tronic state I*), the SS CCSDfD snd SS CCSD(TQ) meth-

J. ClMni. PDya., VoL 102. Na 8.22 Fabnaty 19K 
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dK HI modd. 

ods should be directly applicable. This includes both the 
ground and excited states |<C). In the case of the ground 
state, the fonnal reference detanunant |0) is usually the 
ground-stale Hanree-Fock (HF) configuration I'^'O) In 
ihe case of excited state, we may have to choose ooe of the 
excited configufations |''''0f*J7) as |0). A clear example of 
such a situation is pitn'ided by the 2 ' 
model system. 

M. COMPUTATIONAL OETAaS 

a 

We study the H8 model of lankowski tioL^'iot which 
the range of the conliguniional and crtiital quasi-
degeneracies^ can be continuaualy varied by changing a 
single panineter a defining its geometry (see Fig. I). By 
proceeding fpcm a=0 (Du structure) to a-*", we can 
investigate a continuoas tnnsitioa from highly quasidegen-
erate to noiKlegenctaie situatioaf (cf. later pans of this sec
tion). We study a wide spectium of geometries ranging fiom 
an almost exactly de|enenie a'O.QOOl «.u. case lo a pnc-
rically noodegeaerate a-^I.O a.u. configuration. The fixed 
interatomic H-H distance a far each hydrogen molecule (see 
Fig. 1) is chosen to be 2.0 a.u., so dut the individual hydro
gen mokcuks fcfming the H8 model system Me slightly 
stretched. This enhances the quasidegenerKy effects.^ 

We lestrict oorselves to the MBS H8 model described in 
Ref. 18. Computatioas with larger basis sets (cf.. e.g., Ref. 
19) ptove die televance of the clmcn MBS model. 

The PCI expansioos of the two lowest totally tymmetric 
singlel nates (whose eneigiet as liaictioitt of am depicted 
in Fig. 2) obtained using the ground-slate restricted HF 
(RHF) molecular oibitals (M0>) indicate a domituot tole of 
two CS conliguritions, namely, the doubly excited (telalive 
10 the ground-stale RHF determinani) CS coofiguraliaa 

FIG. 1 PCIeaeriKsoftfieffrM Afoeattgfct itMn MBS HI nioikl. 
Tile eufmnsd eiciied loie Is rtfRscMBd bjr i duiiad liai. Hib it'ih ilut of 
lymacay X (X''A,.'ti,l i» ili'ii|n—1 by nX. 

|O>=|(^,)'(0,)=(^)^W'l 

•1123456781. (10) 
which in the following is assumed to be the fonnal reference 
determinant, and the ground-state RHF determinant 

|l) = l(0,)'(«^j)'(.^j)'(0«)'l 

•loi;). (U) 

which represents a double exdtalion from |0), Eq. (10). 
Here, the spin-oibitals occupied and unoccupied in |0) are 
numbered i= 1 -8 and I-8, tespeclively (odd numbers 
designate a spin-ortiitalt and even numbers label p spin-
ofbitab). 

A strong intetactioii of configurations |0) and 11), Eqs. 
(tO) and (II), can be seen by examining the FQ expansions 
of the two lowest 'A, stales for different values of the pa
rameter a (cf. Refs. 15 and 16). Tlie correspooding coeffi-
ciems at |0) and 11) for the first excitcd 'A, slate are given 
in Table I and Fig. 3. The configuatiooal quasidegeneracy 
involving CS determinants |0) and |I) becomes more pro
nounced with decreasing vahK of die pwameter a. For 
a=0 we reach the siniaoon. where the two coofiguraiions 
|0) and |1) become exactly degeoeraie (their weights |CQ| 

indlc,! in the FCI expansions of die I 'A, and 2 'A, states 
become ideMical; cf. TU>k I and R|. 3, and Ref. 15). With 
increasing a, paiticipatioa of the configuiaiiaa 11) in the 
FCI expansion of the 2 'A, state decreases, so that for 
a>0.1 a.u. (he firu excited 'A, stale exhibits practically 
nondegenerate character, with c^guration |0), Eq. (10), 

TABL£L AcnafiniaiarilK PCIetpanani acndonaitenftRKcciailliiniiawlO) aid |I) (dgigMial by UK ortinl nmminoci), Eqi. (10) nl 
(IlXnip>clii«l)ivfarilif fimcicileri miib of Ite MBS HI aodri inilia**10a.)t. ifld Kvtnl vtlueiaf a (iai.a.). 

a 1.0 05 ai 0.06 a03 0.Q1 0.009 OOOl OOOOl 

C-0(2220000) aa74 712 ai463l4 0.4a IIS 0530787 0599519 0645837 0661 713 0^195 0.668 203 
co-C(2220a«0) a788778 asnstt ast03i8 0763 391 0714488 0.673483 0660821 06S6!tSI 0.654 618 

J. ClMin. Ptiys., \M. 102. No. S. 22 Ftbniaiy 19«S 
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playing dK dominant role (see lUile I and Fig. 3). The domi
nant role of die configwation |0) over the broad range of 
geonwtries is an argument for its choice u a fonsal refer
ence in our SS CC study of the fini excited U, stale. For the 
same reason, we shall use |0) in the standard SR CCSD 
calculations for (be 2 ';4, state. In the following, we distin
guish between the highly degeneiate 0<a«0.l a.u. region 
and the noodegencnte region of 0.1 a.u.<a«I.O a.u. 

B. AcUm spK* eiMlM 
The doniinim role of the OS configuruioas |0), Eq. 

(10), and 11), Eq. (It), in the FCl expansion of die 2 'A, 
state justifies dieir choice u model configunb'ooi for oar SS 
CC rormaliain. Thia is equivalent to selecting HOMO and 
LUMO ortiitals, ^4 and ^5. respectively, u active ortiitals, 
whi l e  l ega id ing  ,  p= l -3asco fea^^ , ,  ^»6-gas  
virmal ortritals. We thus have the occupied spin-oiMtals 
1-7,8 and the uiwcctqiied spin-oibitaU A>>1,2 

in tte active space, and consider (he letnaining 
spifl-ofbiials, i'l^l-d and aoJ-S, respectively, as coie and 
virtual ipin-aibtlals. The lame choke of the active space 
applies to the ground state. As explained in Ref. 13. the 
conespooding four-dimensioBal mo^i space 

.<=«im{1O>.|I).|O}).|O5)), (12) 

spanned by two CS and two OS configotations sepaiatea into 
a tw(Hlinieniiaaal subapace 

^o=»P«i{|0).|>>}cX (13) 

relevant to the U, problem investigated in diis paper, and 
two one-dimensional subapaces describing singlet and triplet 
Bi, itates. Thanks to diffemu spatial synunetiiea of and 

the monoexcited contribotioa to die internal cluster op-
emor T*" vanishes (7^=0), so diat the fomiula for ihe 
zeroth-appcoxiinalioQ reference state |<() of die SS CC for
malism (if. Ref. 9) (educes to'^" 

=( 1 + r!r)|0)=|0)+/j'J|0ii) = |0) + ;^| I). 
(14) 

This means Uut die value of die leading pair-cluster coeffi
cient I2I can provide a measure of the coafigumional 
quasidegmeracy involved. In particular, we can apply Eq. 
(14) to asseas the quality of the first excited 'A, state olv 
tained widi die SS CC methods. The CI or SU CC equivalent 
of die coefficient can be obtained by contputiag the ratio 
of die linear expansion coefficients c, and co appearing at 
die configurations 11} and |0) indiecorrespondinrCIorSU 
CC wave fimction expansions for die 2 'A, sute. 

IV. RESULTS ANO DISCUSSiON 

All SR and SS CC calculadoos were perfonned using 
die ipin-otbital program written in our laboratory."-^ The 
two-refemice SU CCSD calculations were catiied out using 
die orthcgonally spin-adapted program described in Ref. 27. 
The initial RHF calculation* and the suhMquent transfonna-
doa 10 die MO basis, as well aa die FCI calculations, svere 
carried out with die electronic strucnne package OAMESS.^ 

In die endre degenenie rcgioo, die SS CCSD(TQ) ap
proach repiesena an extmnely accurate foimalism to de
scribe die first exdted A, singlet [see Tables U and (11 and 
Fig. 4 (dashed line)]. This applies to bodi the energy and the 
contsponding wave fimction. The differences between die 
SS CCSD(TQ) and FQ eneigies ate uniform diroughoot the 
entire region considered and hardly exceed 2 (nhamee, 
which favorably compares to the 8.4-23.9 mhartice error 
obtained widi die SU CCSD approach. A similar trend can be 
seen in the excitatioa energy eclated u die diffoence be
tween die eiMqy of the first excited 'A, state and die 
gtound-staie energy, which was determined in our pievious 
snidy'' (see lUile IV). Here again die SS CC resulu are 
significamly better dian the SU CC values. The difllincnce 
between tte FCI and SS CCSD<TQ) excitatioa energies 
never exceeds 2.7 mhattree in die endre range of die a pa
rameter coosidered, which should be compared to die 11.2-
26.3 mhartree dilfnence obtained widi the SU CCSD ap
proach. 

TABLE 0. A Mtwiiua nf ikt Id nt nhoa CC €iiu|iai Ga lame, lil ova imnai) hr da tm ciciBd U, naa at te MBS HI modd »idi 
a-lOu-Mdnnna tihciirfg (i«mji.xmPHni|iMinl>«HMillMiiiiti|ac«aionvilii«otaiiiidwii>l>«itfci««i«ci)«(ia«aioo |0) dtfcad by Ei|. 
(10). 

a IJO OJ ai 0J06 0.03 aoi aooa aool aoool 

SRCCSD 3S70ia 4.075 182 4.129853 4.128224 4.124653 4.123 250 4.119 l]7 4.118594 4118353 
ssccsDcn 3S90 tn 4,015327 4.143428 4.143823 4.U1967 4.138924 4.137921 4.137502 4.137 306 
SSCCSDOt)) 1996 OM 4^530 4143895 4.144964 4.144366 4.143 192 4.142 636 4.142449 4.142368 
SUCCSD 3.973 QSl 4iJ77453 4.136717 4.137793 4.137 331 4.136340 4.135 858 4.13S707 4.135 637 
RHF 3.770180 3.918285 4i)l9089 4.027213 4.032991 4.036687 4.037 950 4.038307 4038468 
Fa 3.998 978 4.088220 4.145171 4.146335 4.145 859 4.144791 4.144267 4.144103 4.144027 

J. Cham. Phya.. M. 102, NO. a. 22 Fafituaiy togs 
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TABLE m. CC an) td nlaa of da /" aovliiuk cknooiaif Oit Dm euned 'A, tat of die MBS HI nodcl widi o « 3.0 (.u. nd vtriooi vthiei of 
a Cm ».<••). FCI aod SU COO nkn of i" an ctlciitom •> ndot of itm iam (ipiiluii CTflckini c, aid ro • <)> aftiuicc ui«»ti«aii)M |l) ail 
|0>-

a 1.0 OJ 0.1 0.06 0.03 OOI ojm 0.001 OOOOl 

SRCCSD 0.I5I967 0.231311 0.801635 L055 25B IJ43 637 1.603 171 1.732064 1.735 113 1.794042 
ssccsocn 0.096 6B6 a 163 740 0.610461 0821311 t.07f 136 IJ50172 1.449835 1.490 361 li02999 
SS CCSDCTQ) 0.108 S53 ai7419S 0572271 0.722 S40 0875457 I.Q004tt l.(M900 1.060 241 1.069  ̂
SUCCSD 0.132270 a2l2SU 0591 153 0717 828 01404)4 0.937 314 0.974237 0985 on 0.989998 
pa 0.0M719 0.167616 0553083 0695302 0.839090 0.956111 1.001350 1.014689 1.020 753 

In both the toul uid nciuiicm aie>|ies one ctn mc a con
sistent imixoveinent in goiiig from the SR (XSD to SS 
CCSDCT) and SS CCSDCTQ) methodi (ice Fig. 4 ud Table 
rv). which indicates an impoftmt role of the leini-iniemal 
tii- and letraexdled components Tyi'fl") and in 
describing the 2'A, slate. The SS C^D<TQ) expaosicn is 
flexible enough to give « very good description of the 2 M, 
wave functioo. This is indicated by very good values of the 
pair-ciusler coefficient r" (see lUle III). In the nondegener-
ite tegioa they are essemiaUy better than those provided by 
the SU CCSD approach, while being veiy close to the cor
responding FCI values in the quasidegenerate region. 

In the nondegeoente region of the H8 model, the two 
lowest singlets of the <4, symtneiry have enttiely diffinoi 
qiiasidegeneiacy characteristics."'^ Hie two-dimensioaal 
model space (13) remains adequate only for die ground state, 
which is dominated by the ground-state RHF configuration 
11). This results in a poor description of the first excited 
'a, state by the SU CCSD method in (liis regioa (cf., also. 
Table n and Fig. 4). Except for the quaaidegenenie a<O.I 
a.u. legkn, the emn chancterizing the SR CCSD and SU 
CCSD methods ate large and compaiable in magnitude 
(similarity of the SR and SU CCSD approaches in the non-
degenerate region shows up in both the enagy values and 
values of the coefficient ijj; see Tables D and in and Fig. 4). 
Clevly, in the quaskkgeaenue tcgjoo the two-ieferegce SU 
CCSD method using the model space -Mo, Eq. (13), outper
forms the SR CCSD theory. However, neither the SR CCSD 
method nor iu MR SU CCSD counterpin are capable of 

M cm 
m em 

a ecnrrj 

a cam) 
m 

Fia 4. Diflatnca bowio) CC arf Id eaapci, £(CC)-£(FCn (in 
miunrac) it fuactioiig of tkc paantifi a. far die tint oalal U, Me of 
the MBS HI imfcL Tbe SR OCSO. SU CCSD. SS CtSIXT) 
and SS (XSDfTX}) laala at b]r •. 0, & aid •, itnauiicl/. 

giving the tesulla of die sane quality as those provided by 
our SS CCSD(T) or SS CCSDCTQ) appioaches. This is an 
advantage of employing the one-state theory, which uses a 
single set of amplinides optimized for a given (in our case, 
the first excited) quantum state. The SU CCSD method uics 
a single set of amplitudes for both 1 'A, and 2 'A, states 
and this certainly affecu its perfotmance and worsens the SU 
CCSD resu l t s  i n  the  noode fenen te  r eg ion ,  where  the  2  'A ,  
state interacts with higher excitations. Oir results and the 
results for the ground state obtained in Refs. 15 aod 16 show 
that the use of difiietent amplinides for different eigenstotes 
of the Hamihonian ofTered by our SS CC methods represents 
a preferTed solution (not only in the nondegenerate region). 
Our SS CC approach allows for easy adoption of different 
active spaces for diffaent states, which can be essential to 
assure a good descriptioa of the first excited A, singlet in the 
nondegenerate regioo. An alternative solntioa would most 
likely be to include tbe connected triple and quadruple exci
tations of semi-internal type in the SU CC theory" [notice 
dwir inheiem presence in the SS CCSDCTQ) mettwdj. 

The above analysis shows that the cluster expansion 
used in the SS CCSDCTQ) formalism is potentially much 
richer than the one employed in die SU C(^D theo^ in iu 
standard fotmulation a^ this la the reason for the observed 
large disocpaacws between dx SS CCSDCTQ) and SU 
CCSD energies of the 2 U, lUte. As explained in Ref. 15, 
tbe latter dieay uses approxiniately the same number of am
plinides for two stales as our SS CCSDCTQ) formalism for a 
single state. 

In spite of this substantial difference between the SS CC 
and SU CC appiMchea, both methods exhibit some common 
features m the quasidegenenie legion. In pvticular, differ
ences between the SS CCSDCTQ) and SU (XSD energies 
and their PCI coumerpiits lemain fairly coastam as func
tions of the poimetet a. The moa temaikahle feature of out 
SS CCSDCTQ) theory is the (Kt that die errat in the SS 
CCSDCTQ) energies relative to FQ energies are almost in
dependent of the quasidegeneracy level (see Fig. 4). The fact 
that of all CC methods investigated in this swdy the SS 
CCSDCTQ) theory provides the moit accurate description of 
tbe first excited 'A, state is very piomising for fiiture sppli-
cations of the SS CC fonnalism to snidy excited states of 
genuine ab initio systems. In pvticular, it will be interesting 
to exanune the be^or of ite SS CCSDCTQ) approach in 
describing the low-lying excited states of the OS nature 
(.VKh u OS singlets), which reqsiic a very accurate account
ing for high-order excitations. Due to inclusion of semi-

J. I3«m. Pliyi. \M. 102. No. a, a Fabnaiy igas 
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3306 *lii*idrov.Plieudi,*idAdviioeler AnemdMieolH, 

TABLEIV. CXIiadFCIadiiikaaiBfia todie I U, moitloiirmmlnnm) iailisMBS HSaodd wika'ia«.a. md vanouvalimofa (ia 

a 05 01 006 OiO OOl 0.003 aool 0.0001 

SRCCSO 381277 2I7J33 •6.796 10924 79.429 77J49 81.030 SI.291 81.416 
ssccsocn T62J04 207Jn 76.67t m962 70230 72jao 73.234 73.626 73.813 
SS CCSDCTQ) 356.676 306J94 7001 66JS6 6I71I 6M36 6IJ79 61J60 61J54 
SUCCSD 310303 2t6JII S4.433 77.073 73.540 72.2S2 71061 71019 71003 
pa 354i)l2 aBjni 73J93 65434 6I17I 61X977 60107 60783 60.776 

intemal and intetnal tri- lad Knexdatkm, the SS 
CCSDCTQ) theoty employing «a OS detenniiunl (such u 
|0|)) u I vacnum should pmerve tte spin-symmeny of die 
Hamilioflian and dnu be applicable in die studies of die OS 
singlet states.^ 
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APPENDIX E 

Form of a Hamiltoniaii in Curvilinear Coordinates 

Here I provide a brief derivation of the vibrational Hamiltonian in an arbitrary 

curvilinear system of coordinates. First, in Eqs. (E.1)-(E.8) I give some common 

identities of the tensor calculus which will be used later in tliis section. 

The determinant of metric tensor can be written as 

k 

where gjk are the covariant components of the metric tensor and G{j, k) are the 

corresponding cofactors. Hence, in order to satisfy the orthogonality property. 

the contravariant component may be foimd as, 

The afiine connection (CristofFel symbol) of the first- and second- kinds are 

defined as 

(E.l) 

(E.2) 

Fjifc cji^jdik diQjk 9kgji)- (E.4) 

and 

(E.5) 
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respectively. 

The covariant derivatives of the fu'st rank contravariant and covariant tensors 

are defined via Cristoffel symbols as 

A^^^=djA' + rj,A\ (E.6) 

and 

(E.7) 

respectively. 

Divergence of the vector field A  is then defined as contraction of the covariant 

derivative of the contravariant field components 

divA — A'i. (E.S) 

The combination of the afRne connections of the first kind having the same two 

indices results in the following compact expression, 

+ diSij - djUu) = ajji. 

(E.9) 

Now, using tliis property in combination with Eqs. (E.5)-(E.7). the derivative 

of the determinant of the metric tensor can be written as, 

d i g  =  •  d i Q j k  =  G { j ,  k )  •  d i g j k  =  G { j ,  k )  •  { T j i k  +  r t y )  =  
ogjk 
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Note, that if the vector field A  is defined a^; a gradient of the scalar function 

= = (E.ll) 

then the contraction of the covariant derivative for A' can be put in the form, 

A; , = diA' + ri,A' = -^di . (E.12) 
\/g 

Then the Laplacian (divergence of gradient) for such scalar function may be cast 

cis following, 

V-cI. = V(V<J) = Contraction. {V • (A^)} = {g'^Aj),; = 

a;, = -^d.{^g"d,'l). 

i.e. the Laplacian in an arbitrary set of (curvilinear) coordinates is given by, 

= (E.13) 

Note, that = g^\ and gtj = which follows from the definition of the metric 

tensor, Eqs. (E.l) and (E.3). 

The kinetic energy term in Cartesian coordinates is given by 

<V .3/V 

^ = "2 E + C) = "2 E(E.14) 
~ Q=1 ® J = 1 

where dj = ^ is the derivative with respect to contravariant argiunent, and q-' = 

^JrrTjX^ (no simi) are the usual mass-weighted coordinates. Hence, Eq. (E.14) can 

be rewritten as, 

K =  - j V j  =  ' (E.15) 
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where d j  = and y/ g  is the Jacobian of transformation { q }  —> {.s}. 

From the wave fimction normalization condition, 

j = 1 = J 

^n = g'^^s, (E.16) 

or 

(E.17) 

Then it follows that 

J ¥,g'~^{Hsg~~'^is)y/(idsi...ds:^,M = j Jsi...ds:i^'. (E.18) 

Thus one can put 

-^-^diy/gg'^dj = g~''dig^'^djg--^ = 

[g~'dig'') [g'djg~^) • (E.i9) 

Note, that 

gidjS-i = gi (o'^'S, - = a, - i(3j Ins). (E.20) 

and 

g  I  d i g =  g  +  ' { d i g )  

di-h\g-Hdig) = di + hdi\ng). (E.21) 
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Thus, using Eqs. (E.19) and (E.20) the result from Eq. (E.21) can be written as 

g'^ g'' (^dj - ̂ {djlng)J . 

(E.22) 

It is often assumed that the contribution from the term 9; In g  is comparatively 

small, then Laplacian takes the form, 

(E.23) 

Then, the expectation value for the Hamiltonian in internal coordinates {.s} is, 

J (/?, + V>) g-'<l!sdsi...ds:,M = 

j g~'^<lf,dsi...(ls3,M + I ''VlgWsg~~'^8dsi...ds:^!^ = 

(E.24) 
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APPENDIX F 

Harniltonian Matrix Elements In Terms Of Analytic P-, Q-, a- And b- Symbols 

In this Appendbc I introduce my so called P- and Q- symbols in order to de

rive the form of a Harniltonian in one-dimensional and two-dimensional basis sets 

composed of Hermite type fimctions. In the following, I will often make use of the 

following integrals, 

CC 

(F.l) 

0 

(F.2) 

— 00 

oc 

(F.3) 

00 

/ e • e-'^dt = -
2 

1 + n 

2 ' 
. a" 

-|a| 
(F.4) 

where F (i) and 7 (x) the usual gamma and incomplete gamma fimctions, respec

tively. 
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First, I introduce the fundamental P symbol as a result of the following analytic 

integration: 

OO 

p(«) =r I p-ai(x-xi)- ^ -Q2(r-X2)- ^ _ 
^ai,a2,a3,xi,x2,x3 — / ^ ^ ^ **-

OO 

/ 
-OO 

00 

/ 

—(aix'-+n2I"+C«3l"-'-0'l^l^-2Q2l2l-2Q3I3I+Ql-i:i+a2X.2+a;|l3) .  x"'dx 

g-(nix^+a2i54-03X3) . g-(Qi+02+03)-':" . g(-'iofixi-'jQ2X2-2a3X3)x _ = 

-00 

where on the last step we introduced 0 and 7 as, 

/? = (cii + ao + Q's) (F.5) 

and 

7 = -(2aiXi + 2Q2X2 + 2oi:iX2), (F.6) 

respectively. Now, completing the square we can obtain 

p{n) _ g-(aii|+a2i5+03i5) .  f = 
^ai,Q2,a3,Xi,I2,X3 J 

—00 

00 
g-{Qix2+Q2i2+Q3i5). gS . y • x^'dx. (F.7) 
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In the last expression the following change of variables has been made: 

Then x = ̂  and dx = ^dt. Hence, Eq. (F.7) <=> 

. Je-'  = 

-00 

.  J .  .  j  e -  .  ( ( -  =  

dt  

. . . "+^ 
^-(0117+0215+03x5) _ 

n ^ 

S'-"" (^)'' • / 
J'=0 \ V, / 

where on the last step I made use of the binomial expansion for ( t  — .  Now 

utiUzing Eq. (F.7), the expression for the fimdamental P symbol takes the form, 

n t- / 1 \ p(n) _ g-(aixf+02x^+03x3) . gitiJ . ( 1 
^ 01,0:2.03,11,-1:2,13 \ J 

tf-D' i^y • 5 ('+(-')""*) • 
/i=0 \ V < / \ 
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7-P, S-P and 9-P symbols are introduced and evaluated with help of fimdcUnental 

P symbol as: 

pni 
ai,a2,a3,xi,x2,x3 

fii 

r=0 

"l 
•  ( x ,Y  •  V w *• Qi,0:2,Q:3,Xi,X'2,X3' (F.ll) 

* ,a2,ft3,Xi,J2,X3 

cc 

ni no 

ED-') 
r=0 s=0 

\ / 

/ \ n,T 

v / (F.12) 

p^lt"2t"3 
Q:i,Q2tQ3.Xlfi^2»^3 

oo 
,-Ql(r-j:i)- _ -Q2(-r-X2)- _ p-n2(x--r2)'* 

{x  — x i )" '  •  {x  — xo)"-  •  ( x  -  x:i )"^dx  =  

a I no n3 / 
n . i  

( \  
no 

r=o s=o p=o y 7- y Y s y 

(X,)'(X2)'(X3)' . 

\ 
"3 

V ^ J 
(F.13) 
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respectively. 

We are now ready to introduce Q-symbols wliich are very similar to the P-

symbols but result from the integrals involving Morse fimctions. The fundamental 

Q-syrabol is defined as, 

00 

= f . g-an{i-i2)- . 
V aj ,6,Q2XJ ,xo,X2 I 

-00 

(F.14) 

The analytic evaluation of this expression is similar to evaluation of the expression 

for the corresponding fimdamental P symbol. Making the same substitution as in 

Eq. (F.8), and defining P' and 7' as, 

= (a[ + a'l) (F.15) 

and 

y'= {6 -  2aiXi — la-zx-z),  (F-16) 

the fimdamental Q-symbol can be evaluated as 

00 
/0(") _ / o-Qi(i--2iii+if)--a2(i--2iio+i5)2-5(i-io) _ y.n I _ 
VaiAa2ii,iQ,X2 ~ / 

00 

1' 
-00 

-Qiif-a2i5+(5iQ _ -((ai+Q:2)x"+(^—2atxi-'2Q2i2)x) _ = 

oo 
^-aii^-Q2i?+<5io . J g-C^'x^+'/x) _ = 
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r* " —on 

g-QHY-aaio+ixo . glp" . 

n+1 (-.')- / 1 N -Qny-Qaij+Aio . . I 1 
Vv/^y 

I'-"" (i^)" • 5 ^' (^-^) • 

Next, 7-(5, 8-Q and 0-Q symbols are introduced and evaluated vvitli help of ftmda-

niental Q symbol as: 

Q"' 

CO 

ni 712 

EB-^y 
r=0 5=0 

/ \ 
ni 

\ ' / 
(^i)'"-qL7;,1X.xo.X.^ (F.18) 

oo 
= / 

'^Ql,6,a2,H,xo,i2 / 
g-ai(i-ii)- _ g-(5(i-io) . g-aa(x-X2)-

(x  — • ( x  — x2)"^dx  =  

rii no 

EE(-i)"' 
ni no 

(x,)'{x2)- • QLX';:.;:!., 
r=0 s=0 

(F.19) 
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and 
CO 

Qi,5,a2,xi,xo,i2 I 
,-ai(i-Xi)2 ^ _6(x-io) ^ -a2(x-x-2)-^ 

(x — Xi)"' •  {x  — Xo)"- • (x - X3)"^c/X = 

n\ no na 

r=0 s=0 p=0 

( 
ni 

( 
no 

( \ 

V ^ } 

(F.20) 

When integration limit in Eqs. (F.7) and (F.14) is not (—oc.+oc), but rather 

(0, +oc), the resulting expressions involve incomplete gamma finiction. and the cor

responding symbols are called the restricted symbols. The restricted fundamental 

P and Q symbols are introduced as 
OO 

p('l) = / -ai(i-xi)- _ -a2(i-i2)''' . p-cc:i(x-x:i)- , ni 
•^ai,a2,a3,xi,x2,x3 — / C c t: x ux 

(F.21) 

and 
CC 

ni"-) - I „-at(x-2:i)- . . p-a2(^-X2)- . 
VaiAa2Xi,io,i2 ~ X ax. 

(F.22) 

respectively. They can be evaluated with use of Eqs. (F.3) and (F.4) in a way 

similar to wliich we apphed for evaluation of the regular P- and Q- sjonbols. The 

final result is 

2 / 1 \ " / /> \  f 
p(") = -(Q:II2+Q2I|+Q3I§) . . ( _ \ . ( — 1 . 
•f^Ql,Q2,a3,xi,X2.i3 \s/0j \2\/P J 
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(F.23) 

HUcl 

Q (") 
a i ,5,Q2^ I »^o '^2 

_ g-aixf-Q2i5-(5io) . (Vl-
glF" 

/ 1 \ " 

ill) -S ' - "  

,.' \ I' 

i | ( i+  {- ! )» - ' • ) - r^  
1 + n - /u 

1+n-^  (V)"  
(F.24) 

2 ' 4/3' 

where /?,/3',7 and 7' are defined as previously (see Eqs. (F.5), (F.6), (F.15) and 

(F.16)). The expressions for the restricted 7-P, 8-P, 9-P and 7-Q, S-Q, 9-Q can 

be obtained in the form of binomial expansions of the corresponding restricted 

fimdamental symbols as follows: 

p«i 
ai,a2,a3,xi,x2 

00 

= j. E-a3(x-x3)2. ^ 

ii 

D-')' 
r=0 

( \  
Hi 

V ^ J 
Qi,Q2,a3,Xi,l2,^3 ' (F.25) 

cc 

. (I _ I,)... (I _ 1,)-.^! = 
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t i l  712 

r=0 s=0 

/ \ 
no 

V ' 
•  ( x ,Y(XoY •  P ( " '+"2- r - s )  \-Ll) {•'^2/ '  ai,02,03,Xi,Xo,X3'-

(F.26) 

CO 

= f e~°' 
2,X3 J  

pni,n2,n3 _ I -Qi(i-XI)2 _ -aiCx-xo)" . g-a2(x-x2)-. 
ai,Q2,Q3,Xi,X2,.'^~ — ' 

{x — Xi)"' • {x — Xo)"" • (3.' — X3)"^rix = 

rii n2 rt3 

EEB-') 
r=0 s=0 £=0 

r+s+t 

/ \ 
ni 

\ ^ / 

( \ 
no 

\ ' 

( \ 
"3 

V ^ / 
(F.27) 

Q ni 
ai ,6,Q2 

CO 

I g-ai(x-xi)- . g-i(i-xo) . e-'>2{x-X2)-(3. _ a;i)'"dx = 

m n2 

EE(-i)' 
r=0 .5=0 

( \ 
ni 

V / 
,Xo,X2 ' (F.28) 

"1 
"lA 

00 

•"2 = f -ai(x-xi)2 . g-fi(x-xo) . g-a2(x-X2)^- . ^ )ni . _ Xo)"-hlx = 
,(5,Q2,XI,XO,X2 I \  L j  \  » /  

Til 712 

EE(-i) 
r=0 s=0 

r+s 
ni 

( \ 
no 

V  ̂ / 

(^i)''(^2)'' • q£:S;:::^:!x2 > 

(F.29) 
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and 

a 

CO 

.no.na _ I 
,^,a2,xi,a:oi^2 / 

g-ai(x-ii)- ^ g-(5(x-xo) ^ ^-~a2{x-x2)'  ^ 

{x  — i i )"'  • (x  — aro)"-  •  (x  — X2,Y^dx =  

rt I no n3 

r=0 i=0 p=0 

/ \ / \ / ni \ n.) 

\ '• \ / 

p ^{ni+ni+m-r-s-p) (F.30) 

As it is sliovvii below, tlie introduced P- and Q- symbols tnrn out to be extremely 

helpful in evaluation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements in the basis sets composed 

of Hermite type fimctions. Consider, first, the one-dimensional basis set {0i{x) , 

= {(^ - . (F.31) 

An overlap matrix element, 5,j is given by 

00 

•' ai,Qj,0,Xj,Xj,0 ' 
(F.32) 

using Eq. (F.r2), or, if integration is performed in the domain x E (0.+oc).cis in 

the case when x is a radial distance (internal variable), 

CC 

5a- = = 

pni,nk (F.33) 
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The potential energy term in a Hamiltonian, V(i), when fitted by the following 

series of fimctions, 

A/v'i 
V(a:) = • ^1 — e 

1=1 0 1=1 

(F.34) 

results in the following matrix element in the chosen basis set, 

{(l)i\V{x)\cj)k) = / ( : r - a ; i ) " ' e  = / /-r _ 

Mv, 'Uv.,  

1"))- + . (X -

;=i (=1 

CO 

I {x- • (a; - • 

Mv^ 

. {l - 2 . 1") + + 
1=1 

A Ave, 

1=1 

r 
y^g;  • [  /  6"°*=^^"^"=^" •  •  ( i  — Xi)"'  •  (x  — xk)"' 'dx— 

'=1 JL 
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OO 

-2 j  • (x -  x^)"' •  {x  -  XkT'dx-

-OO 

00 

I e-°«=(^"^«--)" . e-"i(-r-^i)- . e-27j '(x--r[') . (^ - Xi)"' • (.T — xk)'^' 'dx] + 

Mvo =? 
^-afc{i-il:)- _ -a.(x-i,)- . -2-/,'"(x-r|") 

^''7 
g "Kv- . e " • e 

'=1 -"cc 

i=i  

M\\ 

YhrP"-"' . (F.35) 
» ai,ak,y! ',x,,n.,i 

i=l  

Obviously, if the range of integration is (0, +oo) then 

(0i| V'(x) l^fc) = 

(=1 

iWl'l 
Vk-P^-"' (F.36) 

^ Qi,Ckfc,7r \Xt,Ifc,X; ^ ^ ai,ckfc,7i 
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The form of the kinetic energy matrix element in internal coordinates for the 

c:onsidered one-dimensional basis set drastically depends on the frimctional form of 

the metric tensor g. In the present work we use 

= (F.37) 
m=l 

hi order to deal with the same type of functions that are present in the basis set, 

and also to ensure the proper behavior of g{x) at infinity. We will need the following 

identities 

=  ( n f c ( x  -  -  2 a , { x  -  x , r ^ ' )  •  

(F.38) 

= [(n-fc - 1) • n, . {x  -  x,r- - '  ~  2a, • n, • {x  ~  x , )"' -

-2Q:fc • (rifc -i-1) • (x - Xk)"'' + inl • {x ~ -] • e 

(F.39) 

and 

^  = y{-2Cm) • {x  -  (F.40) 
ax 

rri=l 

Using them, the kinetic energA-- matrix element wiU take the form 
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I /d g ( x )  \ d  I  d ' -

00 

„  m=I  

fl)'\ . „-'^m(x-li^')-l 

(n,.(a: - - 2a,{x  -

00 

-5 /  ( r t -n - r  
-Qfc(x-X| , ) -

Mn 

C„i • 

m=l 

[(nit - I) • nfc • (x - Xfc)"*-- - - 2afc • n^ • (x - Xt)"'=-

-2Qfc • (nfc + I) • (x - Xfc)"' + 4nf. • (x - Xfc)"''^-] • e = 

1 r 
m ,Xfc  a  afc ,x  I t^m 

m=l 

[(nfc - 1) • nfc • P n.,nfc-2 _ 9 _ pn„nk 
a (a) o (?)  ^itPTrttOifci^i>^m 

2afc • fc • /l^'- . nni,"*:+2 + 40:7. • P 
a,,0,n,ak,xi,xm\xk 

]}• (F.41) 

For the integration range (0, +00) one has to replace the regular P-svTabols by the 

(•orresponcUng restricted ones. 
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Below I give a derivation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements in a two-dimensional 

basis set which is formed as a direct product of the previously considered one-

dimensional basis sets, i.e. 

|(a: - • (y - . (F.42) 

For this basis set it is possible to perform a separation of variables for the overlap 

and potential energy matrix elements. The overlap matrix element will take the 

form, 

Sf,u = {(i)^{x)dj{y)\0k{x)(l)i{ij)) = {(l)i{x)\(i)k{'x)) • {Oj{v)\(l>i{v)) = 

(i) (x) _(!/) „(!/) 
n». ."t n^j '"t /r43) 

q'^' ,a^^' ,0,1, ,ifc ,0 qJ"' , 0 , y j , i / i  ,0 '  

where we used the Eq. (F.32) on the last step. Similarly, it is also possible to 

separate varibales if the following fimctional form of the potential energy term is 

employed, 

Mv 

V { x , y )  = ̂  (F.44) 
m=0 

The potential energy matrix element will be given by the following expression, 

( v p ^ l  V { x ,  y )  =  { ' p i { x ) i f j { y ) \  V { x , y )  \ i f k { x ) ^ i { y ) )  =  

"^=0 - L  
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OO 

Va^.p%% ,,, (V, (F.45) 
m=0 

To derive an analytic expression for the kinetic energy matrix element given by 

/ r 1 ^ 11/ \ ^ 1 ^ I'V ^ ^ 

\  d 21/  \  ̂  1 22/ ^ liTi \ 
2A/ 2= 

we need the following intermediate results, 

dg''^'^{x,ij)  
^ ^ g W i u n )  

dx m=0 

'-J / ^ ^mi/ii/2\ "•mt/ii^J yy Umuiu^/ 
m=0 

g — y m L ' i v 2 ) ^  ( F . 4 8 )  
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where the functional form of the metric tensor {ui and fo enumerate the 

internal variables) is given by 

y) = ^ I wo)" , (i/~ymf 11>2)" 
m=0 

(F.49) 

We will also utihze the first- and second-order partial derivatives of the basis set 

functions with respect to the internal variables, i.e. identities (F.38) and (F.39), 

and analogous ones, 

d'Piiy) 

dy 
= H'J - ViT'-' - 2a,(;y - • e-"'''-'-"')" (F.50) 

= [{m - 1) • n, • {y - y,)"'-- - 2cv, • n, • (y - y,)"'-

-2a, • {n, + 1) • (y - y,)"' + 4n,- • (y - y,)"'"^-] • (F.51) 

We now utilize these identities and derive the analytic expressions for each of the 

four terms in Eq. (F.46). The first term is 

1 (X lA 3 
{<P^{^Wy)\ -  \M^)<Pi{y)) + 

{(pi{x)<pj{y)\- \M^)^i{y)) = 

-5 E • {(-2/3L1J • J d x j d y . [ { x -  x20 •  
'"=° -00 -00 
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(^nf\x -  Xky' -  2afc(x -  • {x -

(y _ y.)"?'e(-"5' ' '(«-i/;) ')  .  [y -  + 

e • [(nfc - 1) • nt • {x -  Xk)"' '  " -  2«fc • nj.. • (i - xt)"'-

-2a,. • (n,. + 1) • (x - X,.)"'' + H " 

{y -  Ujy^'iy -  vi)"^' '  • = 

Af.ti 

{(-2A , (X )  X  

m i l  J  P , ( « )  

m=0 

(y) Au) mlp"t yj.WmU'!/! 

["l'' • P. 
I 1 l.rifc '-1 

n'""' a'"'' a'-"' I i'®' It - 2aif' • P 
.(^) 1 1,";. +1 

'^mll 
(3)  "l- ••'•ii^mn'''^*-' 

2a[" . rf'+ 1). ri, ,„ 
"i '^ml Xt 4 - 4 . ( a f  

( i ) j2  i("',l,n<''+2 
3!.^) -^mlP J o )  ]+  

n'"' 1 n'"' 
(nfc - 1) • nfc • PJ,j^ (J,, 

'^1 mil'"! 
(3) i/j'I/mll-!/^ 

[(nfc — 1) • nfc • P (^) (^)'= (^, (J) — 2o;fc • n, • P (^, (^j ,3, • 
'^mlP^fc '-'^t'^mlP^fc '^mll'"fc '-^^'-^mll-^fc 

—-afc • (nfc T 1) • P {c) Ax) (i) (3) + ̂ "•fc • (I) a(i) (I) (a) ]}• 
"i 'Ptnll'"*: '•^''^ml 1 ••^«: 

(F.52) 
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The second terra is obtained with use of Eqs. (F.48) and (F.49), 

(viWv'j(2/)l - + 

A/ l-j 00 QO 

f; C„a2 • {(-2/3^0) • [ dx f 
I -i 

{niiy ~ uir- '  -  2aK/y -  yir'- ')  • • (,(/  -

(n<(y - yir-' -2a((y - yir^') • 

.(^ _ . (,y - = 

1 ^ p r/ 9/3(1) X pnf',l,n[^^ 
-9 2^ • U -.^ml2j • ^al^).4^).^,4-),x.,x<^>,,x,' 

m=0 
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Q^x  i (» '  X.  "  *••  c  i • 

, , „(») I 
(!/) O 1 ' 

"j 'Pml2'"l <yj' 'Jmli 'm 

,  .  „ i ' j )  I „(y) . 1 (.'/) . p"j 
, ( ! / )  , j ( y )  „ ( ! / )  , ,  A s )  , , ,  

(F.53) 

The tliird term is obtained in analogous manner with use of Eqs. (F.48) and 

(F.49). 

A/ 21 ^ °° 

"I i  • I dx I  dy 
~ m=0 „ „ 

[ { y ~ ! & )  
•(!/) „(3) 

(nfc(a: - Xfc)"«="^ - 2ak{x -  • (x - .T, 

e-'^m2l(-^-^m2l)^ . e . (njt(x - ^ - 2afc(2: - • 6 •''••''• 

(n/(y - 2//)"'-^ - 2a/(y -
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{ x  -  •  { y  -  y ^ ) " ^ ' =  
( y )  A'j),  

'^ 'a^.i  I / ^ r,'"' I tl*'-'' 
5  E ' ^ - 2 ' • « - 2 f i ) ' P •  J, '—' Oj ' f^m2l'"l •yj'Wmai'yi 

m=0 

. P"' "•fc ' /?(') '  T- T^-^'  T,  
- 2a^u^ • P 

,nS"',l,nW + L 

•F I,"L'"'-! - . P"' 
k  ' „(x) A x )  U )  ( a )  - " f c  '  U )  .(X) (T) (3) 

Ar) AX) IX) (u) + 

Av) - 9a'"' . 

(F.54) 

Finally, the analytic expression for the forth term can be obtained with use of 

s. (F.48) and (F.49), 

(<r?i(a;)v;(?/)l - \M^)^iiy)) = 

{^i{x)ipj{y)\ -  \M^)^i{y)) + 

{iPi{x)<fj{y)\ -  lg"{^,y)-^-^\n{^)^i{y)) = 

M no OC OO 
9" 

^ ^C^22-{(-2/3^2)- J J ^?y [(y -  &) • e-'^-22(y-!/!,^i2)'  

"^=0 -OO -OO 

(».(!/ - !/,)"'-' - iaiiv -  «)"'+') • • {y -el-!"!'-"-)'). 
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{X -  • {x -

e"'^m22(^~-'^m22)' . e~^'m22(!'~!'m22)". 

[(n/ - 1) • n, • (2/ - 2/i)"'~'" - 2ai •ni-{ij- yi]"'-

-2a, • {m + 1) • {y -  mr + inf • {y -  y,)""•'] " e '" '  

(x -  • {x -  = 

A^g22 
i r" • //•—9/?^^' 1. ' 9 2-^ „(') aU) r I'f' XI 

fn=0 

,  ,  „i<j) I  _ (y )_ i  ,  ,  „ (y )  1  „ (v )  I 1  (y) p"j ,L,n, -1 _9n.(").P-' ' 
' ' rt*'-'' rt'"' 1; w'®' I/, ~ ' Q'"' a'"' a'"' 1; 1/®' m "^fn22' I 'yj'ym22'^' j '^m22'^/ «"j'"m22'"^ 

/ ^ ^ «<!'' I n'^'-o /• \ / \ n'"' 1 n'"' 
rr,/!') _ n. . p"j ''•"' - _ .  n'"' • F '  ' Ll"i J-J "i ^  A y )  M  „ i ' j ) , , . J a )  , „  a'"' 1/ '^m22' / »yj»ym22»y' j "'^m22'*1 'i/j'i/m22'^' 

- ( ! / ) / _ ( ! / ) ,  I N .  ,  
-Q:^ V^/ ^ Q(!/) MW) oty) ,, ,y(3^ m 

/ \ t I O 

4 • ( < > ! " ) = - f ; ; ; , J } .  ( F . 5 5 )  
'Pm22'"i 'i/j'ym22'i'' 

Hence, the expression for the kinetic energy- term in the chosen two-dimensional 

btisis set is, 

-i E c„u • {(-2/32,) • pj",'^;:f 
Z '^ml' ,^vl) „(l) y. _(S) J., 

m=0 
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- 2QJ^^ • P 

- 1) • • P 

2a["' • (nS"' + 1) • P' ,(!;) q{y) All) + 

4 • (ai"^)- • P ] } •  (F.5C) , ( ! / )  M _  A ' J )  

For the integration ranges x  E (O.+oo) and y  G (0,+oc) the results of this 

section can be obtained replacing regular P-symbols by the corresponding restricted 

ones. 

In the HDO study, the choice of the internal variable for the bending mode 

dictates a different range of integration; (0,2-). Tliis somewhat complicates the 

previously derived expressions by introducing incomplete gamma Rmction 7(x, a) 

and  Heavis ide  s tep  f imct ion  h{x) .  

Symbols involving only shifted ganssian fimctions combined with polv-nomials 

integrated over (0,27r) range (we call them a-symbols) are defined as 

0 
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^ Ji ^ g c»i+a2 • y 

771=0 

"• 1 faiXi + aoXoV'"" 

m 
Qi + ao / 

I 
Qj + ao 

m+l m.  +  1  ,  ,  /  a \Xi  +  a- iXo  
- 7 | - i 7 - , ( a i + " 2 ) ( 2 7 r - - ^ — )  +  

^ .  aiXi + 0:2^2\ f m + I (aiXi + 0:2X2)"^ f  "1^1 + 

Qi + Qo / ''' I 2 ' cvi + ao I \ ai + a2 

( i+ ( - in .v / j  

( - i r -7 ,  ,  

(m — 1)!! 

2"'/'-

m + 1 (01X1 + 02X2)' 

Oi + 02 
(F.57) 

2t 

:alx.,x, = j . (x - Xi)"' • (x - x2)"^dx = 

0 

1 (Q t J t +«g JO )" 
ni no 

Ig-aiil--a2i2-g 57w;5 . 
"" p=0 r;=0 

ni+no-p-f/ ni 

\ P 

n-j 

\ 

p+<i 

(X,)'^'-P(X2)"-''-^ 
m=0 

P'^1 / o iXi  +  QoXoX^^ ' '  

\  01+02  J 

m + l OiXi  +  Q2X"2  

^Oi + 02 O'l + Oo 

h 
(  OiXi  +02X2\  /m  +  l  (OiXi  +  02X2)" !  QlJ^I + Q2^2\ 

a i+02  /  I  2  01+02  y  \  01+02  /  

( f  I (  i - imx  r z i ' ^  ( l  +  ( - l )  )  •  2" i /2  

j  ( o iXi  +02X2)"  
Oi + 02 

(F.58) 

27r 

a 1,02,0:3 ,Xl ,X2 ,X3 
= f - e-°2(x-X2)- . g-a3(x-X3)2 . ^ sni . ^ 

,xi,i2,a:3 I \ 1/ V 
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_g-aiIl--Q2l2 -Q3I3 g 
o ni no 

(aill+aaxo+aaiaj-
aj+cto+aa . \ \ (—J\ 

p=0 (j=0 

ni+n2-p-q 

( \ 
no 

V J 
p+q 

m=0 

p + q 

V m 

/  QiXi  +  aoXo +  Q:33 ;3 \  

\ ai + ao + 0:3 J 

p+q-m 1 

~7 1 —•4~- ("1 + "2 + "3) ( 27r -

y/Oil + + O3 , 

Clll'l + Q-'2^2 ~I" 0^3-^3 
Ql + a-2 + CV3 

+ 

,  + QoXo + cvaX'A ( m + { (o iXi  +  QoXo +  0:3X3) '  
/ i  I  -T l—r—,  1 +  

Q:i + ao + <^3 / 

^ /a'lXi + a2X2 + 0:3X3^ 
\ ai 4- ao + 03 J 

{ i+ ( - i r ) -v^  

O'l + a-2 + 03 

(m - 1)!! 

2"*/-

( - i r -7  
m +  1  (o iXi  +  aoxo  +  0:3X3)  •  

2 ' 0:1+0:2 + 03 
(F.59) 

and 

ai,a2,a3 ,xt,Z2r-f3 
Z T T  

I g-ai(x-xt)2 . g-an(x-x2)- . g-a3(x-X3)'^ . _ x-2)'"2dx = 
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1 , -•> ni no n3 
1 o o o ^ ^ 
Ig-ai^l -"2i2--a3i3-g 01+02+03 . 2^ 2J y^( —1)"'"^"-~P~''~'" 

/ N 
no 

V / v 

p=0 (^=0 r=0 

"•3 \ 

f  I  m=0 

p + </ + /• \ 

m 

/ai3:i + Q2-'C2 + 033:3 

V ai + a2 + 03 J 

m +I 

1 

^ax + ao + 0:3, 

, ( a ,+a ,  +  a , ) (2 ; r -2 l£ i±22£ l±^ |  |  + 
y 0:1+ 0:2 + 0^3 

QiXi + Qioio + <^3^3 \  I m + I {aiXi + a2^'2 + "3^3)" 

ai +• 0:2 + CVS / 

/  a iXi  +  aoXo + ftgi's \ 

V a i+a '2  +  a3  /  

,  ,  ̂m ,  m +I (qiX i + 023:2 + "sa-'a) 
( -1 )  -7 '  

2 a-i + a2 + ̂ 3 
+ 

(F.60) 
2 • Qi + Q2 + 0:3 

The /^-symbols stem from the integration of polynomials, shifted gaussians and 

shifted exponentials over (0, 2t:) integration range, 

2ir 
7,n — -ai{x-xi)- _ -d(x-io) -a2(i-xa)2 n i _ 
"ai,/J,a2,xi,io,X2 - I ^ ^ X ax -

-{aix'l+aix^—lSxo) 
{J—2Q 1 r 1 f-'jQojg )* 

a 4(aifQo) E 
rri=0 

/ \ 

\m J 

+ Ol'IXO — 1.-3 \ i-f" 

1 

•\/Oii +0:2 

m+1 

-7 I +^2) • ( 2;r-

ai + a-i 

aia:i + 0:2X0 — ^,^3x0 

oi + 02 

^ I Qiii + 02X2 — 3/5x0I m + 1 (oixi + 02X2 - |/3xo)' ^ ^ 

Oi 4- Oo 

^  /O iXi  4-  Q2X2 -  i /3xo  

\  01+02  
( i+ ( - i r ) .x / j  

O'l + Oo 

(m - 1)!! 
Omfl 

( - i r -7  
m + 1 (01X1+02X2)' 

2  '  01+02  
(F.61) 
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and 

' I t t  

• e-"'—"' • • (X -  x,)"' • (x - x.rdx = 

1*) Tl t flo I .j-j •> o ^ » (;f—2ai n-l-'iaoxo)- , ^ I *''1 
_^-(Qixi+a2xi-^xo) . g .Uai+oa) . 

" p=0 q=:0 

n,o 

V '? 

1 
\/q:i + fto 

m+l m, + 1 , V /r. ciiX] + Q2;I.''2 — ^,5xo 
271" ^ =—I 1 + 

2 «! + ao 

^  J a ix i  +  02X0 -  5/3x0^  ^  m +  1  (cv iXi  +  0:2X2 -  j /3xo) '  ^ ^  

CVl + do 

/ a iXi  +  aoXi  -  ~/3xo  h = 
\  a i+a i  

m +  l  (a jXi  4 - q:23;2) 

( i  +  ( - i ) " ) . ^  

ai + tto 

(m-1) ! !  
9m/2 

( - i r -7  
Q;i + 0:2 

(F.62) 


